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ADAM GEAEME
OF

MOSSGRAY.

CHAPTER VII.

Curls are on her brow, uot clouds,

Smiles are in her eve.

Simple, brave, 'mong worldly crowds

Looks she to the sky.

Joy dwells with her every day,

Sorrows touch her as they pass,

Fearless goes she on her way

O'er the springing grass.

Daunting evil passengers

With those clear brave eyes of hers.

BALLAD.

Mr. George Oswald of Fendie, was

very proud of his daughter Hope \
and

B 2
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Hope, as we have already seen, was very

fond of ponies. Young, large animals of

all kinds indeed, were favourites with the

favoui'ite of the banker. A great tawiiy

fellow of a dog, with large, disjointed,

youthfLd limbs, whose uncouth gambols had

as much fiui, and as little grace in them

as could be desired, was Hope's especial

playmate, counsellor, and friend. She called

him Merry
—

(gentle playfellow of mine, over

w4iom I could yet weep tears, so named I

thee
!)

it was not a very musical name
;
but

there was nothing in the least aesthetic about

the happy, clumsy, kindly animal who bore

it. This poor fellow fell under Mrs.

Oswald's displeasure sometimes, when it was

discovered that Hope's new gloves had been

in the great innocent mouth, or that the big

paw had left its print upon Hope's garments

too legibly ;
but the banker amply tolerated

Merry.
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On the morning of Hope's intended visit

to Mount Fendie, her father led her proudly

away to the vieinity of the stabk; where his

own horses were kept, and where, at its door

stood the red-headed Oswald Thomson, son

of a retainer of the family, holding by the

bridle a handsome pony, apparelled as

became the steed of a lady, and arching its

fine brown neck in conscious pride, under the

eye of its future mistress.

"
Oh, father, is it for me ?" exclaimed the

delighted Hope ;

"
is it to be mine

;
is it to

be all mine ?"

And it was
;

and at that moment in

Hope's little chamber at home, her mother

with some secret smiles over her husband's

unmeasured indulgence, and some misgivings

as to the youthful limbs which this new

mode of conveyance might expose to danger

was carefully spreading out a new riding-
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hubit, companion gift to the beautiful pony.

Mr. Oswald had intended to bring his

daughter quietly home with him, to assume

the appropriate garb before she began to be

an equestrian ;
but that did by no means suit

Hope. So at dire risk to the bright muslin

frock donned in unspotted puiity this morning,

she sprang upon the new saddle and arrived

at the door radiant with laughter and exul-

tation W'hile her father stUl panted in the

rear, half running in spite of his years and

di2:nitv.

Hope could not take her dog \vith her to

Mount Fendie,
—it was her sole regret as she

cantered away happily alone, on the quiet

familiar road. One of Merry's mighty paws

would have extinguished Mrs. Fendie's lap-

dog for ever
;

the gambols of a young

elephant could not have been more detri-

mental to the trim gardens at the Mount.
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She was compelled to leave her favourite

beliind.

But never did Hope salute passing ac-

quaintances so joyously; and Hope's list of

friends was as large as it was miscellaneous,

extending from Mrs. Maxwell of Firthside,

in her carriage, down to Robbie Carlyle, the

fisherman, with the creel on his shoulders

ftdl of flounders which he had captured this

morning, knee-deep in the waters of the Firth.

Just before the gate of Mount Fendie was a

toll— a toll which Hope paid triumphantly in

presence of an admii'ing congi'egation of John

Tasker's children. It was the crowning

glory of her ride.

"
Oh, Hope, when did you get your

pony ?" cried Victoria Fendie.
" What a

pretty one !
—but it's not so pretty as Fred's

either—is it, Adelaide ?"

"
I don't know what you call Fred's," said

Adelaide, "for Fred is too little to have a
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pony, but I am sure yours is very pretty,

Hope. Were you not afraid ?"

Fred, a little, spoiled, pale, ill-conditioned

boy of eight stood on a bench in the garden,

plucking the blossoms off an apple-tree. He

paused to pull Adelaide's hair—it was in-

vitingly near him—and then resumed his

profitable occupation.

"
I thought you would be afraid

;
but

yours is a very pretty one, Hope," repeated

the steady Adelaide,
" and Fred is too little

yet to have a pony."

Hope was so engrossed with the pony, its

beauties and good qualities, that she had

almost forgotten the object of her \isit. She

recollected herself at last.

"
Adelaide, you have not told me, has the

young lady come ?"

" The young lady !
—she means the

governess," said Victoria.

"
Oh, yes

—we're all to go in now, to
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begin school, and you may come with us,

Hope. She came yesterday."

" And do you like her ?" said Hope, out

of breath,

'*
I don't know

;
we're all to begin school

to-day, and you're to come with us. But

you're always so quick, Hope Oswald !
—how

can people know in a day ?"

"
I know," said Victoria loudly,

"
I don't

like her at all. She is so pale, and she

speaks so low, and—I don't like her."

"
Young ladies," said a clear voice behind

them,
"
your mother desii'es that you will

come in."

Hope tiuned quickly round. A tall, pale

girl stood behind, evidently endeavoui'ing to

assume a firmness and authority which she

did not possess. Her deep moui'ning dress,

and shadowy stooping figui'e, and singular

paleness touched the girlish romance which
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lay dormant in the blythe spirit
of Hope.

Adelaide Fendie looked at the new governess

hazily out of her dull blue eyes, and did

not speak. The dyspeptic little tyrant Fred

said
'•
I won't," and the shrewish Victoria

laughed.

Hope had learned the stranger's name,

and knew her own power over Adelaide

when she chose to exert it.

"
If you please, Miss Maxwell," said the

prompt young lady,
" I'm Hope Oswald ;

and Adelaide was just coming in
;
and we'll

all go together."

Whereupon Hope seized the arm of

Adelaide, and brought her, docile and obedient,

into the rear of the new governess.

A verv little matter was enoug-h to overset

the composure of the oi'}3han who held that

unenviable place. Her eyes filled and her lip

quivered ;
she had fancied it impossible that
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children could be anything but loveable, and

in the early power and bitterness of her grief

to have these petty indignities put upon her,

overwhelmed her inexperienced spirit. So

she went in with the elder girls, painfully

repressing bitter tears, and with the gasp of

young woe convulsively swelling in her breast,

"
to flee away, and be at rest."

Mrs. Fendie sat in her morning room,

before a table covered with embroideries

and patterns for the same. She was a tall,

thin, chill woman of the genus clever, who

had persevered so long in calling herself

an excellent manager, and a person of very

intellectual tastes that public opinion had

at length succumbed under the constant

iteration, and with only the emphatic protest

of John Brown, who in his own circle

declared her,
" an evendown gowk wi' a

tongue hke the happer of a mill," Mrs.
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Fendic was pronounced a very clever woman.

The natural born Fendies were all dull. The

last head of the house had been fretted

and chafed out of his easy life by the fatal

cleverness of his yoke-fellow ;
and even she,

their mother, had been quite unable to strike

any sort of fire from the leaden natures of

his children.

Beside Mrs. Fendie, stretched in an easy

chair, with a worked footstool supporting

the worked slipper, with which her mother's

industry had endowed her, reclined the

Reverend Mrs. Heavieliegh, Mrs. Fendie's

eldest daughter. She was like Adelaide in

her soft, large, not uncomely features, and

in the passive good humour of their expres-

sion
;

but Mrs. Heavieliegh's development

of the family character was indolence, com-

fortable, lazy, luxurious repose ;
and in her

gay coloured ample draperies, and lounging
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attitude, and slumbrous face, she formed

a good foil to the keen, sharp steel-like

mother, who worked indefatigably by her

side. Mrs. Heavieliegh had no admiration

of work
;

she played with the long ears of

the lap dog on her knee, and was perfectly

comfortable.

" How do you do, Hope Oswald ?" said

Mrs. Fendie ;

" how's vour mamma ? Sit

down, children, I have something to say

to you. Fred, don't pull my frame
; Victoria,

be quiet. Sit down, Miss Maxwell, I wish

particularly to address myself to you."

Mrs. Fendie arranged her work
;
she was

copying a French lithograph like Maggie

Irving, but she was copying it with the

needle and not with the pencil, and cleared

her voice oratorically. Lilias Maxwell with

some apparent timidity took the chair pointed

to her, and sat down to listen, the great
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tears gathering under her eyelids. Hope

placed herself very near the new governess,

in instinctive sympathy. She was not so

"
pretty-looking

"
as Adelaide had predicted.

She was singularly pale and had very dark

hair, and large deep-blue eyes
—blue eyes so

dark that Hope, to whom blue eyes always

suggested the slumbrous orbs of Adelaide

Fendie, gave Miss Maxwell's credit for being

black. The dark mass of hair, and the

mourning dress made the young orphan

look still more etherial and shadowy. She

was not like Hope's model, Helen Buchanan
;

she was not nearly* so life-like, and seemed

to want altogether the nen'ous impulsive

strength of Helen, Sudden flushes indeed

did sometimes pass over her colourless cheek

for a moment—flushes painfully deep and

vivid : but there was nothinir on this face

like the constantly varjdng colour, which
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wavered on Helen's cheek like the coming

and going of breath. Nevertheless, there

was a similarity in the age, and perhaps

in the circumstances, which made Hope asso-

ciate the stranger with her friend.

" You will understand, Miss Maxwell,"

said Mrs, Fendie,
" that I consider it a

very important charge, w^hich I, as a mother,

give into your hands, when I delegate to

you the care of these children. Such wonder-

fid interests at stake ! such extraordinarv

effects your humble teachings may help to

produce ! When I look at that boy," and

Mrs. Fendie cast a sentimental glance at

the dyspeptic Fred,
"

it quite overwhelms me.

Oh, Fred ! vou wicked child, what have vou

been doing ?"

Mrs. Fendie had chosen an unfavourable

moment for her sentimental glance, the young

gentleman being busily employed opening
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the eyes of a scriptural personage in one

of the aforesaid patterns for embroidery, by

thrusting a pencil through them. On being
|

thus pathetically appealed to, Master Fred

threw down the paper, and exclaimed :

"
It's

not me, it's Vic."

Mrs. Fendie restrained Victoria's self-de-

fence, by a majestic wave of her hand, and
|

resumed :

" In the first place, concerning !

Miss Fendie—hold up your head, Adelaide."
,

Adelaide fixed her eyes upon the wall, awk- i

wardly conscious of being looked at, and

blushed, a dull, gradual blush,
"
you will need

rather to direct the young lady's studies, than

to enter on the drudgery of teaching
—and

I am sure to a well-regulated mind nothing \

could be more delightful. I shall expect
j

you to read with Miss Fendie, to direct I

her to those subjects which most call for i

a lady's attention; to attend to her deport- i
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ment and carnage, to superintend her work,

to see that her wardrobe is kept in proper

order, and that she does not get slovenly

in her dress
;
besides—"

"
Oh, mamma !" exclaimed Victoria, "yon-

der's old Mr. Graeme of Mossgray riding

along the avenue
;

—what will he want, I

wonder ? oh goodness, mamma, isn't it

strange ? let me go to see."

" Old Mr. Graeme of Mossgray !" ex-

claimed Mrs. Fendie, rising ;
"be quiet,

Victoria, how dare you interrupt me ? A

very strange visitor certainly ;

—
you have not

seen him since your marriage, Charlotte :
—

perhaps he has heard you are here, and

intends to be like other people, for once in

his life."

Mrs. Heavieliegh lifted her eyelids with

some apparent difficulty and looked a little

ashamed
;

to tell the truth, she had been

VOL. II. c
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dozing during her mother's preche, and did

not at all know what this commotion was

about. Mrs. Fendie's address was broken

short, but Hope perceived Lilias Maxwell

still trembling in her chair.

There w^as a deep bow-window in the

end of the room
;
the new governess, unno-

ticed in the little bustle of interest, with

which the Fendie family awaited their unusual

visitor, stole by degrees into its recess.

Hope Oswald followed her
;

it was scarcely

quiet delicate perhaps ;
but Hope was anxious

to express something of her sympathy.

Lilias leaned upon the window— she

shook so much that she needed it—and the

sympathetic girl- beside her, saw how thin and

transparent the long white fingers were,

which tremblingly supported her brow\
"
If

you please, Miss Maxwell," said Hope com-

passionately,
"

I am afraid you are not well
;
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and I wish my mother, were only here, for

she would know—and, Miss Maxwell, if

you please, do not look so sad."

The stranger could not bear this
;

she

turned her head awav, and shrank further

into the shadow of the curtains, and pressed

her thin white fingers upon her eves
;
but

the tears would be restrained no longer, and

Hope hastily placed herself in front of the

window, that no eyes but her own might

perceive the agony of silent weeping, which

the unfriended, solitary girl could not control.

She had borne as she best could, the foolish

levitv and inconsiderate rudeness of the child-

ren, and half bewildered wdth the long stretch

of endurance, had silently suffered the chiU

unpitying lectures of Mrs. Fendie, but the

first touch of kindness made the full cup

overflow. All the simple philosophies with

which Lilias had tried to subdue the natural

c 2
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strength of her feelings, could not make her

grief less green and recent
;
and Hope stood

reverently by, in silence, while the tears

poured down like rain, and the shadowy

figure before her shook with suppressed sobs.

The child Hope had become the benefactor

of the orphan, for there was healing in those

tears.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Amang the fremd I had wandered lang,

Heavy was my heart, and sad my sang ;

Ae green sod covered a' my kin,

There were storms without, and nae hope within,

When through the mist a sun-ghnt came,

And I heard a voice, and it aye said harae—
Hame, oh hame ! is there rest for me

But an' aneath the green willow tree ?

BALLAD.

The Laird of Mossgray greeted Mrs.

Fendie and her daughter with his usual

old-fashioned, graceful politeness ;
there was

something courtly in the gentle bearing of
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the recluse old man—and said some kindly

words of recognition to all the younger

personages present, except Hope, who to the

great amazement of the little Fendies, con-

tinued steadily before the bow-window, and

did not tm-n round to receive the salutations

of Mossgray. Only a very few ordinary

observations had been exchanged, when the

old man explained his en'and.

"
I have been seeking a young friend of

mine in Cumberland," said Mossgray in a

voice whose tone of serene kindness thrilled

on the ear of Lilias Maxwell, like some

familiar music, stilling her tears
;

" and I

have some idea, Mrs. Fendie, that your

kindness could assist me in my search, I

have just returned—"

Hope Oswald left her place by the

window, and as Mossgray 's eye wandered

there, he suddenly stopped and started from
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his seat. Drawing back, shivering and half

afraid, Lilias looked at him, with tears

trembling on her long eye-lash, and her

white, transparent hand shading her eyes.

She was conscious of the presence of no

other but himself for the moment, and the

strange contradiction of her look, which

seemed half to appeal to him for protection,

and half to shrink from his scrutiny, con-

firmed the old man in the sudden idea that

this was his ward. Any resemblance that

she had to her mother was merely the

indefinite and shadowy one, which throws its

strange link of kindred over faces which in

form and expression are not alike
;
but he

could recognise the daughter of Lilias

Johnstone better in the pale, solitary orphan

girl before him, than if she had borne her

mother's blooming face, or seemed as fuU of

elastic youth and life
.
as she did, when he
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saw her last. They stood looking at each

other for a moment, and then Mossgray

advanced extending his hands.

"
Lilias— Lilias Maxwell— that is your

name ?— and was it the dead, or was it me,

whom you distrusted, when you fled from the

guardian your mother committed you to ?—
This was ill-done, Lilias

;
but you have had

weeping and sorrow enough, my poor child,

and now you must come home."

Come home !
—was there still such a word

for the orphan ?

She could not realize it
;
she sat down

passively on the chair Hope Oswald

brought her, and spite of the large tears

which fell silently now and then, continued to

fix her sorrowful eyes upon her mother's

friend. The strange stupor she was in,

alarmed them all at last.

"
Lilias—Lilias,"

—
repeated Mossgray as
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he gently held her hand
;
but Lilias did not

speak. She had been denied the natural due

and right of grief; she had been hurried

away from her mother's grave, almost before

her desolate heart had been able to shed

tears
;
and now the outraged nature asserted

itself :
—the strained strength gave way.

At last the weeping came again in a flood,

and Lilias awoke ;
awoke to hear gentle

tongues of women who had only cold words

to say to her before
;
and gentlest of all, the

old man's voice, like some kind sound which

she had heard in dreams, and waking,

yearned to hear again. And the burden of

its speech was ever home
;

it came upon her

ear again and again indistinct in every

accent but that—what preceded and what

followed, was lost to her bewildered sense,

but the one word rang clearly through the

mist that enveloped her—she was to come

home.
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And so she did : Hope Oswald wrapped

her humble shawl about her, and Mrs.

Fendie, with her strangely changed voice

accompanied her to the door, and there

supported by Mossgray, she entered the

carriage which had bqen sent for, and was

driven from the door, the old man sitting by

her side. Lilias could scarcely convince

herself, until she had entered the room at

Mossgray called her own, that it was not all

a dream.

The room had been prepared and ready

for many days w^aiting for its stranger guest.

A little fire burned in the grate, and gave

the look of welcome, which the familiar

living, kindly light does give at all times
;

and through the small, clear panes of the

window, the April sun shone in, in the

gentle joy of spring. The panelled wails

were painted a sombre quiet coloui', but here

and there were hung small pictures in deep
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rich, old-fashioned frames— pictures of such

pure faces, saints and angels, as seem now

and then to have looked in upon the

dreaming; sense of olden artists—not all

gentle or serene, or at rest, but speaking the

common language of humanity ;
the con-

stantly varying tongue, in whose very weak-

ness, of change and tremulous expression,

lies its might and charm.

Some books were arranged upon an old

cabinet ;
books which are everywhere familiar,

the friends of all who are able for such

fellowship ;
and some too, less universally

appreciated which were yet worthy of their

place. But Lilias did not then perceive

these particulars of her guardian's delicate

care for her. She sat down beside the

window, and looked about in a dream.

Before her lay the water, and its peaceful

banks, with the charm of youth upon them
;
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beyond were scattered houses with the home-

like wealth of cultivated land around, the

dwellings of those who, working with honest

hands, brought seed and bread out of the

soil, as God did prosper them. At her right

hand the grey mass of the old warlike tower

rose up against the quiet sky, with the moss

of peace upon its embattled walls. Lilias

had known all her life the fortunes of the

poor
—had wandered hither and thither with

her mother, following the devious track of

the weak father, who pursued without

ceasing the fortune he had not fii'mness to

wait, or strength to work for; so that in

many fair places where they had been, the

solitary woman and grave girl had longed to

find a home and abiding place, but had been

able never. The hunted fortune fled always

further away, and the querulous, feeble nature,

complaining with fretful selfishness of his
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own ill-fate, seemed always constrained to

follow. Strangers and vagabonds they had

been continually, and after the brief n^pose

of the widow and her child in the lonely

Cumberland glen, Lilias had felt, when she

was hurried away in her earliest agony, that

thus it was to be for ever.

But now the atmosphere of home

descended about her. Only the natural

successions of time, one generation going

and another coming, had changed the inmates

of these walls. Steadily here upon its native

ground, the old house stood like a stately

oak, which had shed its acorns there, autumn

after autumn, before human eye was near to

see, and should remain until the end. We

do not think distinct thoughts at times which

form the crises of our life, and Lilias did not

deliberately reflect on this
;

but it struck

strongly upon her through the mist of sorrow
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and wonder she was in. This house, whose

wealth was of the soil helow and the firma-

ment ahove, whose inheritance was not of

silver or of gold, unproductive and barren,

but of the fertile land, and the sunshine and

the rain of God
;

this was her home.

But sorrow had broken in her case the

elastic nature of youth. Had she remained

among strangers, her stay must soon have

had a not unusual end
;

she would have

endured for a while, and then have some-

where withdrawn herself to die as her mother

died, but bitterer to die alone. As it was,

Mossgray gained his ward only in time to

save her
;
and all the summer through Lilias

had to be tended like a delicate flower.

Vainly she exerted herself and tried to be

strong ; vainly endeavoured to lessen the

anxious cares of her guardian ;
but it would

not do. The springs of youthful strength
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were stemmed in her worn-out heart. For

a few days she had been able convulsively to

bind, and keep her natural sorrow down
;
but

the reaction was vehement and long.

The lilies daily placed upon her table, the

books of all pleasant kinds which he con-

stantly brought to her, the visitors whom,

after a month or two had elapsed, he

tolerated, and indeed encouraged, for her

sake—all the gentle things the old man did,

day by day, and hour by hour, conspired

to invigorate the broken mind of Lilias, and

restore its tone and power. She knew that

he too grieved for the dead, and she felt that

it became her to render him some other

return for his tenderness to herself than those

pale looks and tears ;
so conscientiously and

painfully she struggled to regain the cheerful-

ness becoming her years. It was a hard

task, for Lilias had not the elastic vitality
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which springs up in renewed vigour from the

prostration of grief
—her nature had much of

pensive calm in it
;
but she struggled against

her overwhelming sorrow, and the very effort

helped her to overcome.

Mrs. Oswald visited her in kindly friend-

ship, and Mrs. Fendie came to patronize,

and suggest, and arrange. Mrs. Fendie did

not see how Miss Maxwell could remain,

unless Mr. Graeme got some "
experienced

person," some presiding matron to make his

house a proper residence for his ward. Adam

Graeme of Mossgray was sixty ;
he thought

the countryside had known him long enough

and well enough to trust the daughter of

Lilias Johnstone in his hands, as confidently

as though he had been her father
;

and

Mrs. Oswald agreed with him.

And Lilias had at once secured the very

warm friendship of Hope, who already
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meditated making use of her in her grand

scheme for the elevation of Helen Buchanan,

and the conversion of her father. To make

Miss Maxwell intimate with Helen, Hope

decided in her verv grave and elaborate

deliberations over the whole difficult question

of her father's resolution and the means to

overcome it, would be a great step in advance,

but it was decidedly impracticable at present ;

so Hope, like a wise general, prepared the

way with each by praising the other, and

suspended more practical operations.

Slowly the faint colour which was natural

to her, began to dawn upon the white cheeks

of Mossgray's Lilias. The old man's study

in the tower was almost deserted
;
the small

projecting turret with its windowed roof and

wondrous telescope began to look forlorn and

melancholy ;
the large low room within lay

whole days in gloomy silence ;
the famous

VOL. II. D
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chemic tools of which the children of Fendie

h;id heard thrilling whispers, were gathering

a gentle coat of dust. Their owner had

experiments to make of a kind more curious

than those in which he used them. He was

discovering one by one the qualities of the

human heart so strangely given in charge to

him—was discerning star after star rise upon

her firmament—patience, faith, hope
—

kindly

human hope, which has somewhat in this

very w^orld beside its riches in the world to

come.

One autumn evening (for the summer was

over before Lilias recovered her strength)

they went out together to the river side. He

was telling her how it had been his fellow

and companion all his days.

" There is something human in this

running water," said the old man. " So we

go on, Lilias, through our different stages.
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blind to what is to come next, often un-

conscious of the pleasant places we travel

through ;
but though we chafe sometimes,

and seem to pause and delay, how constantly

the stream runs on ! I like it for its

humanity
—for all the light, and all the

darkness, and the winds that touch, and the

rains that flood it—for its beginning and for

its end. It pleases me to give it life and

utterance, and think it human like myself."

" You knew it when you v^'ere young,

Mossgray," said Lilias,
" and it is beside

you still."

She still felt this as something strangely

gladdening ;
to dwell in one place a lifetime

;

to appropriate it all
;

to have friendships with

its hills and its rivers
;

to feel that it was

home.

"
Yes," said Mossgray, looking back at

his old house as it lay in the shade, from

D 2
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which the slantino: liirht of the western sun

had nearly passed away,
"

yes, it is a

happiness
—it is a pleasant thread, this river,

on which to hang the memories of one's life
;

there was no water, Lilias, in vour Cumber-

land glen ?"

"
Only a brook," was the answer,

" and

we used to sit and watch it, for its way was

too steep to follow-—and sometimes—"

Ah, that climbing soitow ! how^ it returned

and returned again !

'' But you have travelled," said Mossgray,

gently leading her from this painful recol-

lection
;

"
you have scarcely gone so far as I

have, but you have seen many places :
—let

me hear of vour wandcrino-s, Lilias."

" Have vou been fur awav, Mossg-rav ?"

"
Very far," said Mossgray, with a

mournful smile,
" and my furthest journey

was a verv sad one ; I went to seek a dear
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friend, and I found him not—that was in

India."

" In India !" A flush of sudden light

tame over the face which turned to him so

earnestly.

"
Yes. Are you interested in that great

world, Lilias?"

"
It must be a very great (country indeed,"

said Lilias, slowly,
" where the principal

places are so far apart. Will you tell me

where you were, Mossgray ?"

The old man smiled.

"
I could have told you long since, had 1

known you cai'ed for such a subject. I was

in Bombay, Lilias, and far into the interior

beyond Bombay."
" In Bombay !" There was another flush

of interest—the tall slight figure had never

looked so life-like, nor the form so ani-

mated.
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"
Yes, in Bombay—do you know anything

of Bombay, Lilias ?"

"
No, no," said Lilias, with a sudden

blush,
"
I do not know—but I have heard—

we had a friend once who went there."

She cast a sidelong, tremulous look

upward to his face. He did not smile as

she feared he would. It pleased him to hear

of the friend, and the tone in which the

friend was mentioned pleased him. He was

glad there was some one in the world, the

name of whose habitation had power to move

the slumbering fountain of young life within

her
;
he was glad that in this present world

she had some other tie than the new relation-

ship which bound her to himself, and in his

delicate kindness he looked and spoke gravely,

to encourage her to confide in him.

"And you would like me to tell you

about it. Would not reading do as well ?"
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"
No, no," repeated Lilias

;

"
the book

does not live—you do not see the eyes which

saw those things you want to hear of, as I

see yours, Mossgray, and—the place is fine,

is it not ?"

"
I think so," was the answer

;

"
yes, I

remember that
; but, Lilias, when I was

there, I was sick at heart—sick with anxiety

at first—and sick when I came away, with

hope deferred—I should say with hope ex-

tinguished. The calamity that maketh the

heart sick, clouds a fair landscape sadly,

Lilias, and when I think of that beautifiil

eastern country, I think of it as the grave of

my friend."

" Did he die ?" asked Lilias, in the

tremulous low voice, which for the few

preceding moments had been changed.

Mossgray paused. Thirty years had

elapsed since colder men decided Hew

Murray's fate thirty years without a sign
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or token, the faintest that hope could build

on
;
and yet the old man hesitated to say he

died.

"
Lilias, I cannot tell. He was my dear

friend
;
we were close brethren in our youth ,

do you think he can have lived these thirty

years, and given no sign ?"

"
No, Mossgray," said Lilias,

"
oh, no, no !

I do not think it can be hard to die
;
but to

live while your dearest friends think you are

dead— no, no—it could not be !"

The old man sighed.

" Then he is dead," he said.

There was a pause.

" And this friend of yours," resumed

Mossgray, at last ;

" he likes Bombay,

LHias r
The light came again more timidly.

"
I think so—I mean, he does not like it

—it is not home—but—"

" But he thinks he will prosper there, and
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he is young, and has good cause for his

toil ?"

Lilias looked at her guardian shyly again ;

hut there was no ghost of raillery on the

kind face of Mossgray ;
he would have her

think cheerily of the young hopes of the

labourer over the sea.

And Lilias looked away far into the

distant air, and answered with a voice so fuU

and rich in its low music, that Mossgray

scarcely knew it for hers :

" And for his mother's sake."
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CHAPTER IX.

" She is like that harp the wiuds do play upon ;

mark her well. She shall tell you what she dreams

unwittingly, for her face is no mask—nothing hut a

veil, and under it you shall see her heart beat."

OLD PLAY.

Helen Buchanan stood alone at the

gate of her mother's garden ;
there was a

nerv'ous tremor about her as she leaned upon

the hawthorn-hedge, with her face towards

the setting sun. These October nights were

becoming chill, and the shawl she drew round
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her was not a warm one
;
but her trembling

sprung from quite another cause. She was

young and proud and poor ;
and William

Oswald, walking as if for a wager, and

looking almost as nervously firm as she did,

had newly left the gate.

He had been telling her something which

to him seemed perfectly reasonable, something

which certainly in the abstract did not look

unreasonable in any view : that he, a man,

able to exercise judgment for himself, and

able honom^ably to earn his own bread, did

not feel himself bound by the decision of his

father, did not feel by any means that his

father's iron will should or could restrain him

in those early, strong, energetic years of his

manhood
;

that honouring his father as a

father should be honoured, he yet felt

some individual rights, which no man

could exercise for him. So far was well
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enough ;
the daughter of Walter Buchanan

drew up her elastic figure, and strengthening

herself in nervous stillness waited for what

she knew would follow.

It came in a flood—bold, and grave, and

decided as William Oswald always was, when

his reserve was broken through. The world

was all before them where to choose, and

Helen felt that when he spoke of indepen-

dent labom' for w^iieh he was strong and

able, and of success to be won by that,

he spoke the tiaith, and for a moment the

hereditary pride ebbed, and her heart rose

to the congenial struggle ;
but it could not

be. Before half the words of her answer

were spoken, he had learned it all from

the unmistakeable language of her face.

"
Never, unless received in honour and

good-will, with the respect and tenderness

which became a daughter. Never !"
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They had parted
—not in anger, but with

some degree of excitement and pain
—each

with a stronger resolution to overcome

the other, each only the more determined

to persevere and win. The matter had

become a single-handed combat, the combat-

ants were well matched, the issue doubtful;

time and the hour could alone decide.

And still, that nervous thrill passing over

her like wind, Helen stood at the gate

looking towards the west. With one of

those sudden changes to which her tempera-

ment is liable, a flood of bitter thoughts had

suddenlv stolen into her mind. It was

not envious repining, it was scarcely dis-

content
;

but she began to remember that

there in her vouth she stood alone—that

the very strength which she had to earn

bread for herself and her mother, by her
»

own honourable labour, had cast her down
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in the small society about them, to a lower

and to a solitary place
—that those bright

Youthful days to others so instinct with

joyous life, were to her days of gloomy

laboui', evenings of solitude. And thronging

in the rear of these, were hosts of indefinite,

rapid, inexpressible feelings ;
remembrances of

petty slights and proud sweEings of the

wounded heart, which in spite of its years of

independent working, w'as still but a girl's.

The deep melancholy and depression peculiar

to her nature—peculiar only in transient fits,

soon swept away by the inherent strength

of life and hope wdthin—lowered over her

like a cloud. There came to her eyes

involuntary causeless tears : her heart grew

blank and dark within her, and w^istfuUy she

looked upward to the sky
—the wonderful

western sky with its flushed clouds of sunset

—
thinking in her sad, proud loneliness
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that onlv this was left to her of the natural

gladnesses of youth.

Just then an eager hand was thrust into

hers, and the joyous voiee of Hope Oswald

broke in upon her reverie.

"
Helen, Helen, what makes you always

stand here and look at the sun ?"

The momentaiy distemper tinged even

her speech.

" Because I like to see him sink, Hope.

I like to watch him gliding away yonder

behind the hill, and see how blank and cold

it all looks after he is gone."

"
Ay ! but, Helen, look how beautiful

the clouds are," said Hope,
"
you would

think the sun was hiding yonder. See, see !

how grand it is !
—and him away all the time

beyond the hill. You will not look, Helen :

but / think the clouds are as beautiful as the

sun."
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" And in half an hour thev will all have

melted away," said the young moralizer,

" and so does everything in the world that

is beautiful, Hope. The fail' colours fade

into that pale, blank grey, and the air grows

chill and mournful, and then comes the

night."

" But do you not like the night, Helen ?"

asked the wondering Hope.
"

I was not thinking of the night, I

w^as thinking of what comes upon us in

the world," said Helen dreamily in her

self-communion,
" and how the dull colourless

sky droops over us, and the light passes

away, and the inexorable darkness comes."

She paused
—she was fairly afloat on this

dark stream of thought, becoming sadder and

more downcast with every word she spoke.

The causeless tears hung upon her eye-lashes,

her lips quivered and faltered
;

the deep
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cloud of characteristic melancholy had fallen

like a veU upon her heart.

" But Helen," said Hope, in a low alarmed

voice, as she pressed close to her friend's side.

"
Helen, is that true ? People say it in

books, and ministers say it. It is in the

Bible I heard one say, but / never saw

it in the Bible, Helen."

" Saw what ?"

" What the minister said—what vou were

saying, Helen—that the world is very miser-

able, that every body must be unhappy.

Helen, you are old, you know better than

me
; but I think it is not true."

The electric touch was given ;
there needed

no more
; bravely upon the rising tide the dis-

tempered thoughts went out, not to return again

until their time. The tears went back to their

fountain—the face brightened with its varying,

fluttering colour—the dark mood was gone.
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" Did I say so, Hope ? did you think I

said so ? No, no, it is not true !" said

Helen, the words coming quick and low, in

her rapid revulsion of feeling ;

" there is

sorrow and there is joy, as there are darkness

and light ;
but the night is good as well as

the day, and it is blessed to live—blessed to

have all the changes God sends to us—good

and evil—the sweet and the bitter—blessed

and not nfiiserable, Hope."

The clouds were hovering over the blank

hill far away in golden masses, rounded with

the soft advancing gloom of night, and

overhead was the peaceful sky, pure and pale

in the stillness of its rest.

" Sometimes we have storms, Hope," said

the repentant Helen,
" and sometimes it is

dark—dark—you do not know how dark

it grows sometimes
;
but the sun rises every

morning, and every night
—look up yonder,
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how quiet the sky is—do you think the

world could be miserable, Hope, so long

as there is the sky and the sun ?"

Hope looked up wistfully but did not

speak, for she could not quite understand yet,

either the melancholy itself or the sudden

change ;
but she hung upon Helen's arm

in her affectionate girhsh way, and they stood

together in silence watching how the colours

faded one by one, till the hill in the west

grew only a great dark shadow, and parting

into long pale misty streaks, the clouds lay

motionless upon the calm, cold heaven.

There is a long stretch of wet sand yonder

where the broad Firth ought to be, and

something chill and disconsolate speaking of

early winter, is in that gusty inconsistent

breeze, which already carries past them a

yellow leaf or two, dead so soon
;
but Helen

Buchanan, wayward and inconsistent too,

E 2
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has bright life in her eyes, and sees nothing

sad in all she looks upon. Within herself

has risen this wilful, strong, capricious light

proper to her nature—a nature strangely

formed as God builds not as man does—with

every delicate line and shadowy curve, belong-

ing separately to the gentle weak, conspiring

to perfect it as strong.

Mrs. Buchanan was a cheerful sanguine

woman
;
she liked to have her little parlour

look bright after its homely fashion, though

not with tawdry embellishments, or those

poor ornamental shifts of poverty with which

women dwelling at home are apt to solace

their vacant hours, and imitate the costly

follies of their richer sisters. A little bright

fire burned in the grate, not without a certain

aroma which whispered of the fragrant peat,

that helped to compose it
;
and the parlour

with only its one candle was full of cheerful
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light. The gentle, kindly mother was jealous

of the varying moods of her sole child, and

was fain to use all simple arts to throw the

spell of quiet cheerfulness over the room in

which they spent these long evenings almost

constantly alone.

" Mrs. Buchanan," said Hope,
" Helen is

sad—I want you to tell me why everybody

in Fendie is sad
; they never used to be

before— it is only this year."

Mrs. Buchanan had alreadv read her

daughter's face
;
but she saw that the cloud,

if there had been a cloud, was gone, and

that it was not expedient to speak of it.

"
If you will tell me, Hope my dear,"

said Helen's good mother,
"
w^ho everybody

is, I shall answer your question ;
but I am

very sure I saw a great number of people

in Fendie to-day, who had no sadness about

them."
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"
Oh, but who were they, Mrs. Bucha-

nan ?" asked Hope.

Mrs Buchanan smiled.

" There was Robert Johnston, the grocer ;

he got another daughter last night ;
and

there was Maxwell Dickson at the library
—

his son Robbie got a prize yesterday at the

academy ;
and there was—"

Hope was disdainful : and even the face

of her friend Helen, glowed into genial

laughter, as she threw back her unruly

hair and inten-upted Mrs. Buchanan in great

impatience.

" But I did not mean them ! I was not

thinking of them. Maxwell Dickson ! as ii

he knew what it was to be sad—and that

great lout Robbie
;

but I don't care about

them—it's our own folk—it's—"

" When do you go back to Edinburgh ?"

interrupted Helen.
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"
Oh, next month," was the answer,

" my

mother says I may stay till Hallowe'en ; hut,

Helen, my mother is going to ask Miss

Swinton to come with me to Fendie next

summer, at the vacation."

" You seem to be very fond of Miss

Swinton, Hope ?" said Mrs. Buchanan.

"
Oh, yes, everybody is—you would like

her too, Mrs. Buchanan."

" Should I ? and why do you think that,

Hope?"
"
Oh, I know," said Hope in wise cer-

tainty,
" because she likes Helen."

The argument was irresistible, and Mrs.

Buchanan confessed it, by pulling Hope's

exuberant hair.

" Likes me !" the varying colour height-

ened on Helen's face.
" She does not know

me, Hope."

"Yes, but she does, Helen," answered the
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•sagacious Hope,
"
for I used to tell her

;
and

she knows you quite well, and she says you

are brave. Helen, if you only saw Miss

Swinton ! but you will when she comes."

" She says I am brave ;" Helen repeated

the consolatory words under her breath, and

asked herself" why?"
" But I do not know, my dear," said Mrs.

Buchanan,
" how Helen is to see this friend

of yours, unless she calls on us—and we are

strangers to her, you know."

Mrs. Buchanan was a little proud
—she

had no idea of being condescended to,

"
Only wait till she comes," said Hope

triumphantly,
"

I know she wiU want to see

Helen sooner than anybody else, because she

says Helen is—"

Helen interposed. She fancied that Hope

intended to repeat the same word of com-

mendation, and the quick spirit did not
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choose to hear it again. She was mistaken—
Hope intended to bestow upon her friend the

highest title in her vocabulary
—that of

gentlewoman
—in name of Miss Swinton.

" When Miss Swinton speaks of me so

kindly," said Helen in haste,
"

let me hear

what she calls you, Hope."

Hope hesitated—she Hked very well to

repeat the commendation to herself, but had

a little tremor in saying it aloud—if Helen

laughed at her !

"
I don't know—perhaps she did not mean

it," said Hope slowly,
" but Miss Svdnton

says I am sensible, Helen."

Mrs. Buchanan shed the rebellious hair off

Hope's open candid forehead, and Helen

laughed in such kindly wise, as could by no

possibility mean ridicule, as her mother said :

" x\nd so you are, Hope—and a good

baii'n besides. Miss Swinton is quite right."
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Whereupon Hope launched forth into

another panegyric upon Miss S\vinton. Helen

did not very distinctly hear her. There was

a good deal of the suggestive in Hope's

conversation, and her friend had snatched

from it in her hasty fashion the germ of an

important idea.

"
Mother," said Helen, breaking in abruptly

upon Hope,
" should you like to live in Edin-

burgh."

Mrs. Buchanan's mind was not so rapid

as her daughter's. She looked up with a

quiet unmoved smile.

"
I do not doubt I should, Helen

;
most

people like Edinburgh ;
but why do you ask

me?"

Mrs. Buchanan laid down her work as

she spoke, and waited for the proposal which

she knew was to foUow. She had vet no

glimmering of what it was, but she had
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studied those kindling eyes too long, not to

know that the sudden flush of some new

purpose possessed them.

"
Suppose we could go," said Helen rapidly,

"
suppose I could get a situation, mother, with

some one like Miss Swinton, with Miss

Swinton herself perhaps ;
should you like it ?

would you go to Edinburgh ?"

Mrs. Buchanan paused to think
;

the

glowing moving face before her was not

of the kind which takes time to deliberate.

Helen clasped her small nervous fingers and

looked into the vacant air, with her fixed

unconscious eyes, and saw no obstacle in

the way ;
no lingering tendernesses to subdue ;

no sickness of heart to overcome
;
when

they came hereafter she would do battle

against them bravely
—now, she saw them

not.

"
Oh, Helen !" exclaimed Hope, breathless
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with her first surprise and delight ;
but Hope

recollected herself; this would be a death-

blow to all her schemes, so she added :

"
Helen, the teachers all live with Miss

Swinton. Mrs. Buchanan, you would not

like to be alone ?"

Mrs. Buchanan still said nothing*. It

was very true she would not like to be alone,

and veiy true, it was also, that she shrank

fi*om the unknown evils of change, and was

better pleased to remain with the quiet cares

she knew, than encounter those she did not

know
;
but unlike Hope, she said nothing.

She did not choose to throw down, by any

sudden decision, the dreams with which her

daughter was already filling the air.

" Do you think I would not do for Miss

Swinton, Hope?" asked Helen.

" Helen !" exclaimed Hope indignantly.

" Well then, why do you say that ?"
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"Because," and Hope tried to put wise

meanings into her own girlish open face,

and to make it as eloquent as Helen's
;

"
because, Helen, I should not like you to

go away from Fendie. Oh ! no, no, you

must stay always at home."

And as Helen lifted her flushed face, the

elaborate look of Hope, and her mother's

anxious glance fell upon her together. They

only made the blood rush more warmly about

her heart. She started w^th a rapid nervous

impulse :

"
Mother, if you do not disapprove,

let me write to Miss Swinton to-morrow."

Poor Hope Oswald ! she had been too

sensible—she had defeated her own well-

digested, painfully constructed plan. Miss

Swinton instead of a powerful auxiliary

threatened to become the most hopeless

barrier in her way, and Hope was almost

in despair. She began immediately to belie
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Edinburgh ;
to manufacture grievances ;

and

to represent how very hard, especially for the

teachers, was the laborious life at school
;

but Helen's fixed dreamy, unconscious face

warned her it was all lost, and very discon-

solately she said good-night.

"
My father would be pleased enough if

it was Miss Maxwell," thought Hope with

some disdain as she went home,
"

all because

Mr. Graeme will leave her Mossgray. I

wish somebody would give Helen a place

like Mossgray
—but I don't either^—because

Helen is better than we are, though she is

poor. Who's that ?"

Hope's reverie concluded very abruptly
—

who was it?

Alas, it was the interesting, sentimental,

young minister newly placed in the church

of Fendie, whom all the town delighted to

honour. He did not see her as he went
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steadily down the dim road, and the dis-

mayed Hope stood still to watch him, with

prophetic terror. Yes, indeed, it is Mrs.

Buchanan's gate he stops at
;
and now the

door is opened, and a flash of warm light

shines for a moment into the garden, and

the Reverend Robert Insches is admitted.

Burning with suppressed anger, the jealous

Hope hurried home, eager to defy and defeat

her father, and utterly to destroy any pre-

sumptuous hopes which the Reverend Robert

Insches might entertain in regard to Helen

Buchanan.
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CHAPTER X.

The morning rises dimly.

There are clouds and there is rain.

But always the sun is there—
So softly breaking, parting, Uke the mists

About the hiUs, the dismayed sorrow looses

Her heavy veil and cloak of mourning from her,

And sometimes smiling, sometimes weeping, like

The skies in April, lifts her head again,

And looks upon the light.

" Miss Maxwell," said Hope Oswald as

she sat on a low chair by the side of Lilias

on the morning of Hallowe'en, the last day

she was to spend at home :

"
you have
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never seen Helen Buchanan yet ;

—I should

like so much to let you see her hefore I go

away."

" And you are going away to-morrow.

Hope?" said Lilias.

"
Yes," said Hope disconsolately ;

"
my

father is to take me to-morrow. I should be

so glad, Miss Maxwell, if you only knew

Helen."

"Well, Hope," said Lilias, "you must

contrive to introduce us to each other to-

night. I see no other way of accomplishing

it."

"
But, Miss Maxwell," said Hope with

some confusion :

" Helen will not be at our

house to-night:
—she never comes to oui-

house—she always stays at home,"

"And why does she always stay at

home?"

Hope's face flushed indignantly.
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" Because she has to keep a school—not a

school for young ladies— and because she is

proud, and other people are foolish and do

not know what it is to be a gentlewoman ;

—
and because my father—"

Hope paused, perceiving that it might not

be necessary to publish the faults of her

father. At the same time Hope was very

anxious to make Lilias useful in her absence

as a means of proclaiming the excellencies of

Helen
;
and there was yet another thing which

Hope desired to make Lilias understand
;

that William was by no means an eligible

parti, whatever his father or Mossgray might

say to the contrary. Hope had never heard

yet of the mysterious Indian letters, and did

not know that Lilias was as completely

fortified against the attractions of William as

he was from hers.

" Because she keeps a school, and because
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she is proud," repeated Lilias
;

" but she has

been here in Fendii;, all her life—and she

must have friends."

"
Oh, yes," answered Hope promptly,

" she has plenty of friends
; only you know,

Miss Maxwell, nobodv she cares about—I

don't mean that either— I mean there is

nobody liiie herself—I never saw any one

like Helen but you."

" And am I like Helen ?"

Hope looked up at the calm, pensive face

before her with its fair still features, and faint

colour, and thoughtful, melancholy eyes
—and

confessed to herself that it v^as not so.

" No— I don't mean you are like in the face

—
only
—"

Hope paused and was puzzled,

"
only you are Helen's age

—and you are

alone—and—you are a gentlewoman."

Lilias smiled.

" Thank you, Hope, for your good

F 2
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opinion ;
but perhaps if Miss Buchanan is so

proud she would not like me to call on

her."

"
Oh, would you go ?" exclaimed Hope

—
"
Oh, Miss Maxwell, if you would only go !

I did not mean that Helen was proud
—

only

she does not care for people who do not care

for her."

"
Mossgray bids me go out," said Lilias;

—
she had very soon adopted the kindly

territorial name which was at once respectful

and familiar, and by which her guardian

liked to be called
;

" and the day is bright
—

will you take me with you, Hope, and we

shall go to see Miss Buchanan ?"

Hope was full of delight and thanks.

" But if you come to Fendie now, mind

you are not to go back till night ;
—for you

promised to be with us at Hallowe'en—
mind, Miss Maxwell."
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Miss Maxwell did mind, and gently

promised she would remain, though the

mirth of the youthful party was scarcely very

congenial to her subdued spirits ;
and when

she had equipped herself for her walk, and

had received the smiling permission which

she asked from Mossgray, and with Hope's

hand in hers, was walking down the water-

side to Fendie, she resumed the subject :

"And so you think, Hope, that Miss

Buchanan could not be induced to meet us

to-night ?"

Hope looked up with some alarm.

"
My mother has not asked her to come.

Oh, Miss Maxwell, do you think my father

would not be angry if I did ?"

Lilias shook her head :
—she did not know,

" But to be sure Helen would not come,"

said Hope ruefully. "Do you know. Miss

Maxwell—"
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" Do I know what, Hope ?"

But Hope still hesitated.

"
I mean, Miss Maxwell—if you like

Helen—you are sure to like her—at least I

think you will—perhaps ;
if you do like

Helen, will you tell my father sometime how

good she is—for my father does not know

Helen."

Lilias looked at Hope vnth. a smile,

and Hope returned the look with a very

sagacious, perplexed, deliberative expression

upon her fresh, candid face.

" You seem to be very fond of Miss

Buchanan, Hope?"
" And so I am," said Hope blythely,

" and

so is everybody
—

only
—my father does not

know Helen."

This anxious affection of Hope's, childish

at once, and chivalrous, had a great deal of

interest for Lihas, and she was silent now,
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her thoughts almost as much occupied about

Helen, as were those of Helen's youthful

champion.

" Helen will like you, Miss Maxwell," said

Hope suddenly.
"

I know she will
;

for the

people have been saying so much about you

since you came."

The colour rose gently on the cheek of

Lilias.

" What have thev said about me,

Hope ?"

"
Oh, not very much—only that they

were sorry you were ill, and thought you

would be so solitary at Mossgray. Helen

saw you at chiu-ch. Miss Maxwell, and when

the people speak about the strange young

lady, she calls you the
lily

of Mossgray ;
but

I called you
—"

" What did you call me, Hope ?"

" You will not be angry ?—It was only
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because your name is like the names in the

old ballads—T called vou the Laird's Lilias."

" So my name reminded you of the

Laird's Jock, and the Laird's Wat, did it,

Hope ?" said Lilias smihng ;

" but it is an

excellent title you give me, for I should have

been a very solitary sad Lilias, but for the

Laii"d
;
—and was Miss Buchanan sorry for

me because I was alone ?"

" She never said that," said Hope

honestly, "because Helen is always alone

herself— only she is with her mother."

Lilias walked on silently and put her hand

over her eyes : how great a difference did

that brief sentence make !

Helen Buchanan's scholars were flocking

out when Hope and Lilias reached the, house.

There was a considerable number of them,

from awkward hoydens of Hope's own years,

whose shyness their graceful teacher had
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mellowed into something not unhandsome,

down to little sunburnt fairies of four or

five, who, spite of clogs and coarse dresses,

had still the unconscious charm of childhood

upon them, and needed no mellowing. They

all knew Hope, and with her were much

more friendly than deferential, for Hope

with her buoyant spirits and frank young life

could not always be kept within the bounds

of the circle of Misses who were proper

acquaintances for the Banker's daughter ;

and most of them had heard of the young

lady of Mossgray. Some, touched with

reverence for the paleness of Lilias' face

saluted her with a shame-faced curtsey ;
the

rest hung back, crowding upon each other in

little groups, and looked at her with curiosity

only softened by their shyness
—for all were

shy. The young teacher, like the poet, had

a sympathy for
" sweet shame-facednesse,"
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and thought it sat well upon children
;

so

that she rather cherished than found fault

with the native hashfulness of her pupils.

People think otherwise in these precocious

days ;
hut the little ones in Fendie are happily

still shy.

Helen sat in her presiding chair in the

school-room with thumbed books and copies,

and slates covered with armies of sprawling

figures heaped upon the table before her.

She was leaning her head upon her hand

and looking somewhat wearied
;

the lessons

were over for the day, for the placid work

of sewing
—a most weary one to the young

practitioners
—

occupied the afternoon. There

was a certain mist upon her face, and she

sighed. Her sky was rather wayward at

this present time, and had various passing

shadows
;
and though her mother had already

two or three times called her to the parlour,
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Helen still lingered alone—not that she was

thinking deeply or painfully ;
her changeful

nature had times which did not think at

all, and in the mist of an unconscious reverie,

slightly sad, but which a single touch could

raise into buoyant exhilaration or depress into

melancholy, she sat by the large work-table

in the empty school-room leaning her head

upon her hand.

"
Helen," said Hope Oswald,

"
this is

Miss Maxwell." Hope intended to add

something pretty
—to say that they were

like each other, and should be friends
;
but

it would not do, for Hope too, after her own

pecuhar fashion was shy ;
so she withdrew

abruptly and left her friends to improve their

acquaintance by themselves.

"I am very glad to see you. Miss

Maxwell," said Helen earnestly ;
and then

she too stopped and became embarrassed
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and looked at the door for her mother—
but her mother did not come : and Helen

glanced up with admiration and quick liking

into the quiet pensive face whose steadiness

she could not but envy, and felt her own

variable countenance burn as she repeated :

"
indeed I am very glad to see you."

" You are very kind," said the composed

and gentle Lilias, who was less swiftly

moved than Helen. "
Hope told me you

had compassion on my solitude, Miss

Buchanan, and encouraged me to ask you to

cheer it
;

—and I had confidence in Hope."
" But you must have no confidence in

Hope as regards us," said Helen, recovering

herself,
"
for Hope is my sworn knight and

has been my mother's favourite all her life :
—

will you come and see my mother ?"

Mrs. Buchanan was prepared for them by

Hope's kind warning, and had little more
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than time to remove some small matters of

preparation for their simple mid-day meal,

from the tire, when the famed young lady of

Mossgray entered the parlour with Helen.

And then as Lilias, the motherless, re-

ceived the cheerful kindly greeting which

people call motherly, Helen saw that the

face of the Lily of Mossgray was not an

unexpressive one
;

that the large dark blue

eyes were cast down to hide unshed tears,

and that even in the pleasure which Mrs.

Buchanan's welcome gave her, the anguish

of the solitary and desolate came over the

orphan's heart.

They were soon friends—friends so warmly

and speedily that Hope Oswald started in

glad surprise when Mrs. Buchanan invited

Lilias to remain with them, until it should

be time for Mrs. Oswald's juvenile Hal-

lowe'en party, and Lilias consented with good-
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will. Here was a masterstroke ! To have

the Lily of Mossgray, at present the admired

of all admirers, come direct from the humble

house of Helen Buchanan ! Hope repeated

to herself as she went home the commen-

dation of Miss Swinton, and ventured to

believe it tiTie.

" What wiU my father think ?" mused

Hope ;
and she hurried to the office to

beg him, as an especial favour, himself to

come with her to the grocer's to lay in a

stock of nuts for the important transactions

of the evening.

" Wait tiU after dinner, Hope," said the

banker graciously ;
and Hope waited tiU

after dinner
; then, when the lights began to

shine out one after another in the main

street of Fendie—the more dignified shops of

Fendie are resplendent in the glories of gas

—and Hope was quite sure that her friend
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Adelaide would be getting ready to start, and

that she herself would scarcely have time to

assume the new silk frock which Mrs.

Oswald feared could not fail to receive

extensive damage this evening, her father at

last was ready to accompany her, and they

proceeded to make their important purchase.

There was a good deal of the mist of frost

in the bracing, pleasant air
;
but high above

the haze was a cold, distinct, full moon. It

did not cast down a very clear light however

through the veil which hung between the

earth and the sky, and the youngsters in the

Main Street of Fendie decidedly preferred the

shop-windows.

Opposite the important shop of Mr.

Elliot Bell, the principal grocer of Fendie, a

group of little girls were enjoying themselves

in the bright spot illuminated by the lights

within. They were performing one of those
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childish dramas which look like rehcs of

some early stage not without a certain art in

their construction. Who that has had the

good fortune to be born a girl in Scotland

does not remember the monotonous ex-

pectancy of the first act, and the quite

startling nature of the last in that famous

play of
"
Janet Jo ?" It made rather a

pretty scene in the quiet street of Fendie.

A pile of packing-cases and empty boxes

standing securely in a street innocent of

thieves because the premises of the great

drapers Messrs. Scott and Armstrong had

no room for them, formed the back-ground ;

demurely arranged in the shelter of these

stood a row of little girls ;
while advancing

and retiring before them, was another line

of httle figures, keeping time to their chant.

The light shone pleasantly upon the small,

sparkling faces—every Jean and Mary, and
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Maggie among them had been ah-eady

summoned by their respective mothers, but

the play was not played out, and the young

performers remained at their post. The

banker stood at Mr. Elliot BeU's door with

his daughter, very graciously pleased and

admiring. The other part of the street lay in

shadow
;

the soft, brown haze faintly lighted

by the moonbeams hung between them and

the serene unclouded sky, and through the

mist, the spire of the church at the other

end of the street shot strangely up, making

its sharp point visible against the clear, blue

arch above
;

and the sweet voices of the

children, in their monotonous chant, were in

harmony with the time.

The banker was not easily moved by the

aesthetics of common life
;
but the society of

his favourite melted his heart.

" Where have these children learned to

VOL. II. G
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move so gracefully, Hope," asked Mr.

Oswald in the incautiousness of his gracious

mood ;

"
they might have been with the

French dancing-master, whom your friend

Adelaide speaks so much about."

" The French dancing-master, papa !

"
ex-

claimed Hope ;

" he could not make people

graceful. Adelaide Fendie is not graceful;

she only knows how to put her feet—"

Mr. Oswald laughed.

" Well then, Hope, what about these little

girls
—it must be natural to them."

Hope began to tremble as she adventured

her first direct experiment.

"
I think I know what it is, father."

"WeU, Hope?"
"

It's because—because they have a

gentlewoman to teach them," said the brave

Hope with a considerable tremor.

Mr. Oswald looked grave and frowned
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he had lost his interest in the children
;
but

his frown only provoked the bold spirit of his

favourite daughter who knew her own

power.

"
They are only common people's children,"

continued Hope with a good deal of warmth
;

" but they have a gentlewoman to teach

them, papa ;
and Miss Swinton says that is

the way to make people graceful. I am sure

it is too—for if you only saw the girls who

are not with Helen Buchanan !
—because it's

not being rich that does any good ;

—
people

might have all the money in the world,

and only be common people; but Helen

Buchanan is a gentlewoman born !"

The banker wisely withdrew into the shop

and busying himself about the nuts, pre-

tended not to have noticed the enero-etic

speech which made Hope's cheek burn and

her eyes glow in the delivery. Mr. Oswald

G 2
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was considerably afraid, for he saw that

Hope was by no means an antagonist to be

despised, and did not well know how to

meet her fiery charges. Hope was in-

different about the nuts : she had begun her

campaign, and felt all the glow and excite-

ment of her first declaration of war.

In the meantime, Lilias Maxwell had

settled down quietly into her corner of Mrs.

Buchanan's parlour. The rapid sympathy of

Helen had already gathered up the loneliness,

the wants and yearnings of the orphan, and

all that were in sorrow had an unfailing

claim upon the pity and tenderness of her

mother. The calm face, so pensive and pale,

and thoughtful, and the unquiet face with its

constant life and motion contrasted strangely,

so near to each other
;

but their diverse

currents of life had yet many points of

harmony. Each was the only child of her
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mother : each had the self-knowledge which

comes in solitude, and as they talked together,

each came to recognise thoughts like her

own, in a guise and form so different, that

strange smiles almost mirthful hrightened

even the face of Lilias as they grew familiar.

The stranger very soon ceased to be a

stranger then, for even Mossgray was not so

like home.
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CHAPTER XL

The auld guidwife's weelhoordet nits

Are round and round divided.

And monie lads and lasses' fates

Are there that night decided.

Some kindle, couthy, side by side.

An' burn thegither trimly.

Some start awa' wi' saucy pride

An' jump out owre the chimlie

Fu' high that night.

Hallowe'en.

The juvenile party had assembled in

Mrs. Oswald's drawing-room. The Fendies

of Mount Fendie, the Maxwells of Firthside,

the son and daughter of Dr. Elliot, who
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rented Greenshaw, and several other scions

of rural magnates. Hope bad a secret

feeling that she would have liked an auxiliary

party of Helen Buchanan's scholars in the

kitchen, and should have had much better

fun with them than among the young ladies

and the young gentlemen, with their incipient

flirtations and full dress.

The eldest Miss Maxwell of Firthside was

eighteen ; she sat apart and dignified beside

Mrs. Oswald and Lilias on a sofa, thinking

William Oswald a great lout, and herself

much too important a person to countenance

the foUies of
"
the children." Lilias did not

think so
;
but their gay laughter and active

sport made her shrink now and then, and by

its very contrast recalled her grief.

The banker was very gracious to Lilias.

He had some indefinite hope that she might

possibly withdraw William from his foolish
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fancy. He hoped her walk from Mossgray

had not wearied her.

" Oh no," said Lilias,
"

I have had a

long rest. Hope has done me the favour to

make a very important addition to my list of

Fendie friends to-dav."

Hope paused in the midst of the tumult

of burning nuts to listen. Her father glanced

at her quickly with an eye which presaged

a storm. Hope drew herself up and

defied it.

"
I have been in Mrs. Buchanan's since

the morning
—do you know her, Mrs.

Oswald?"

"Yes, I know her," said Mrs. Oswald,

quietly, with secret satisfaction, only less

warm than Hope's.
" Mrs. Buchanan is an

old friend of mine. You liked her, no

doubt ?"

"
Perhaps one must be alone as I have
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been," said Lilias, faltering slightly, "before

one can know what a pleasure it is—I mean,

to be in the atmosphere of a mother
;
but

Hope's Helen, Mrs. Oswald—I wonder I

have been here so long, and have not heard

of her before."

"That will be the Miss Buchanan that

keeps the school," interrupted Miss Maxwell

of Firthside.

Lilias smiled.

"
If you knew her you would not need

that distinction, though it is a very good one
;

but one runs no risk of losing her, Miss

Maxwell, though all the other Miss Bu-

chanans in Scotland were congregated in

Fendie."

"
Oh, is she so pretty ?" asked the young

lady, with some curiosity.

William Oswald stood at some distance,

leaning upon the mantelpiece. At his feet
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little Agnes Elliot looked up, vainly pleading

that he would put those two nuts, represent-

ing herself and Harry Stewai't of Fairholm,

into some safe corner of the ruddy fire
;
but

William had no ear for little Agnes.

The banker sat in a great chair near his

wife's sofa looking, as he wished it to appear,

towards the young merrymakers round the

fireplace, and pretending to be extremely

indiff"erent to the conversation, but listening

with all his might.

"
It is not that she is pretty," said Lilias ;

"
I cannot tell what the charm is—but the

charm is great, I know. Hope, you know

Miss Buchanan best—tell Miss Maxwell

what it is."

"
But, Miss Maxwell, I am sure you know

better than me," said Hope dubiously, her

triumph checked by fear, lest her own

powers of description should fail.
"

I don't
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know what it is, except it is just because

Helen is a gentlewoman."

Miss Maxwell of Firthside elevated her

good-looking small head, with its nez

retrousse, and looked contemptuous. Mr.

Oswald pushed back his chair hastily.

"
Hope is very right," said Lilias

;

" but

there are gentlewomen, many of them, to

whom nothing could give that singular

refinement. It is not conventional grace of

manner at aU, either ;
one cannot teU what

it is."

"
Is that Miss Buchanan ? Oh, I know

her—I know her !" cried one of the Firthside

boys.
" She hit me once

;
but I think I

like her for all that."

" Miss Buchanan struck you ?" said his

sister.
" What did she do that for ?"

"Oh, I'll teU you, Georgina !" said a

smaller youth.
" He was hitting Robbie

Carlyle's cuddie with his switch—he's a
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cuddie himself—he was hitting me just

before
;

and the young lady came up and

took the switch from him and loundered him.

Oh, didn't he deserve it !"

" She didna lounder me !" cried the first

speaker, indignantly, forgetting in his haste

that his vernacular should not be spoken

before ears polite.
" She only hit me once,

and laughed, and asked me how I likit it.

She never hurt me
;
and we're good friends

now."

"
Is that a way to speak. Hector ?" cried

the young lady-sister, in dismay.
" What a

vulgar boy you are !"

Hope with difficulty restrained a retort as

to the superior elegance of our kindly

Scottish tongue, when little Agnes Elliot

came running forward with the nuts which

William Oswald could not be induced to

put into the fire for her.

" This is Harry Stewart, and this is me,"
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said the innocent little Agnes, too young yet

to have any sort of bashfulness about her

juvenile sweetheart,
" and if you please, Hope,

will you put them in ?"

Hope put them in as she was requested,

and Hope also placed another couple of nuts

in the glowing heat of the fire, and stood

watching them with much anxiety. There

were a great many eager gazers about the

hearth—a great many youthful fates were

being determined
; but Hope's nuts were still

burning merrily when the destiny of all the

others had been sealed.
" Who is it, Hope ?

who is it ?" cried blythe voices on every side
;

but Hope closed her lips firmly, and shook

her head, and would not tell.

"
Oh, I know !" said Hector Maxwell

;

"
it's Hope and me—Hope's burning herself

and me !"

Hope's indignant denial was lost in thp
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general chorus—"
Hope's Ijurning herself and

Hector Maxwell !" Hope was very much

offended
;

she pushed the joyous Hector

away, and scolded little Agnes Elliot
;

it was

too bad
;
but she still stood perseveringly by

the fii'e, watching the nuts : they were at the

most dangerous stage, and there was still the

risk of one starting from the side of the other.

The crisis past ; lovingly they subsided

together into white ashes.

"
It's William and Helen, Miss Maxwell,"

whispered Hope, secretly clapping her hands,

and Lilias was prepared for the revelation,

and received it with becoming gravity.

All the young faces in the room were red

and glowing ; they were tired of burning

nuts, and Mrs. Oswald's old nurse, Tibbie,

was brought in state from the kitchen to

superintend and interpret the mysterious

process of
"
dropping the Ggg.^'
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"
Oh, goodness !" cried Victoria Fendie,

" look—look ! it's a sword and a grand

cocked hat—isn't it, Tibbie? and that's

for our Adelaide. I wonder what it

means."

" A cocked hat !" said Hector Maxwell,

indignantly,
"

it's more like a triangle
—the

thing the showfolk play tunes on—and a

sword ! It's the bow of a fiddle."

" Whiskt !" said Tibbie,
"

it's just a sword ;

and what should it mean, bairns? just that

Miss Adie's to get a grand sodger officer—
see if I dinna say true."

Adelaide Fendie blushed her dull blush,

and whispered :

"
Oh, Hope, do you think she knows ?"

" She knows what it looks like," said

Hope.

But Adelaide was not satisfied.

" Do you not think she knows more than
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that? Oh, Hope, what if it was to come

true ?"

Hope laughed ;
but it was her own turn

now, to watch the mysterious evolutions of

the egg.

"
It's a ship ! it's a ship !" cried Hector

Maxwell, in an ecstacy.
"
Tibbie, I am sure

you meant this for me."

" Never you heed, Maister Hector," said

the oracular Tibbie
;

"
it's Miss Hope's ; but

you're to get her, ye ken, so it's a'

ane.

Hope swept away in high disdain from

Hector's vicinity.

"
Tibbie," she whispered,

"
try one for a

young lady ;
she is not here, but I like her,

and I'll tell you after who she is."

Tibbie obeyed.

"
It's like a book," cried Victoria

"
It's a letter," said Hector.
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"
Oh, Til)l)ie, what docs it mean ?" in-

quired the perplexed Hope.

Tihl)ie was slightly puzzled too
;
the rules

of her simple art gave her no assistance.

"
Well, bairns, I canna just tell—wait a

minute. Ay, Miss Hope, that's it—the

young lady will get her fortune out of a

book."

" Out of a book, Tibbie ?"

"
Deed, ay, Miss Hope ;

we're no to ken

hoo till the time comes but see if she disna

get her fortune out of a book."

Hope drew back to cogitate ;
she could

make nothing of this mysterious deliverance

of Tibbie's.

By and by, Adam Graeme's old-fashioned,

brown-hooded conveyance (all classes of

vehicles are called by the generic name,

conveyance, in Fendie), driven by
" Moss-

gray's man," Saunders Delvie, arrived to

VOL. TI. H
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take Lilias home. Hope accompanied her to

the door.

"
If you please, Miss Maxwell," said

Hope,
"

will you see Helen sometimes when

I am away?"
"
Yes, Hope," answered Lilias.

"
And, Miss Maxwell, will you just speak

of her sometimes before my father—I don't

mean to my father—but you know what I

mean."

"Yes, Hope," repeated Lilias, "I shall

do what I can
;

don't be afraid, and now

good-bye."

The carriage drove off, but Hope still

lingered at the door, looking down the dim,

hazy, quiet street. There were very few

passengers, but as she stood looking out,

she perceived a certain tall, plaided figure

rapidly advancing upon the opposite side, in

shadow of the houses. Hope turned and
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shut the door in sudden wrath. What could

the Reverend Rohert Inschcs have to do at

the " townend" on this Hallowe'en nio-ht ?

It looked suspicious ;
he had been seeing

Helen Buchanan !

The next morning early, Hope herself

traversed the same road to bid Helen

good-bye. The coach started at eleven, and

it was only a little after eight when Hope

looked in upon Mrs. Buchanan's breakfast-

table. Helen looked in excellent spirits ;
the

ring of her pleasant laugh had reached Hope's

ear before she opened the parlour-door.

"Do you like Miss Maxwell, Helen?"

inquired Hope.
"
Very much, Hope," was the quick

answer
;

" we shall be excellent friends."

" Because she likes you, Helen," continued

Hope.
"
If you had only heard her last

night, Mrs. Buchanan."

H 2
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The blood flushed nt once over Helen's

face. Tt was not disagreeable to be praised

—not even before the Oswalds
;

but it

excited pride as well as curiosity.

"
Helen," resunaed Hope,

" Mr. Insches

comes here very often, does he not ?" Hope

looked immensely jealous.

Helen did not answer
;

there was some

annoyance, and a good deal of mirth upon

her face.

"
Yes, Hope," said Mrs. Buchanan,

sedattly,
" Mr. Insches is a good lad. He

visits far better than any minister that has

been in Fendie since I came."

"
Ah, but he does not visit everybody else

as often as he visits you !" exclaimed the

jealous Hope.
"
Helen, do you like

himr
The merry ring of Helen's laugh did not

by any means please Hope this morning.
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"
Surely," she said

;

"
why should I not

like him, Flope ?"

"
Ah, I don't mean that," said Hope ;

" but—I am sure you don't care for him,

Helen?"

Helen blushed again ;
but her answer was

more satisfactory this time.

"
No, indeed, Hope ;

not the very least in

the world."

" Mr. Insches is a fine lad," repeated

Mrs. Buchanan, significantly.

" Oh yes, so is everybody," said Hope ;

" but do you know, Mrs. Buchanan, I think

he thinks he is good-looking."

" And so he is, Hope."
" But he is a man, and a minister ! what

right has he to think about such a thing?"

Mrs. Buchanan shook her head, and did

not refuse to smile
;

for men and ministers

too have their vanities.
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"
Helen," said Hope,

"
I made our Tibbie

try your ft ii tune last night, and what do you

think it was ? We could not make it out at

first, but Tibbie said it was a book
;

and

you're to get your fortune out of a book.

Now, mind, and we'll just see what happens

—and, Helen, I burnt you."

The unquiet face grew suddenly grave,

and flushed over cheek and brow with the

hot blush of pride ;
the tone changed in a

moment.

" Did you, Hope ? you were very cruel."

"
Oh, but you know that's not what I

mean !" said Hope ;

"
and, Helen, you need

not be angry at me.'*

" Who did you burn with Helen, Hope ?"

said Mrs. Buchanan.

Hope dared not answer; and yet there

was some curiosity in the kindled indignation

of that strangely moving face.
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"It is time for me to go away," said

Hope, disconsolately.
"
Good-bye, Mrs.

Buchanan; and, Helen, you need not be

angry when I am just going away."

Helen rose and accompanied her favourite

to the door.

"
I am not angry, Hope ;

but you must

never speak of me again at home ;
mind—or

I shall be very much offended."

"
Why ?" said Hope, boldly.

But it was not quite so easy to answer

why.

" Because I shall promise if you will tell

me the reason," said the sensible Hope.

But Helen could give no reason ;
so she

bit her lip
and looked half angry, and

laughed.

"Do you know, Hope, I begin to think

you are to be very clever," she said at

last.
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" Miss Swinton savs I am sensible," said

Hope, steadily ;

" and when yoii have no

reason, why should you be angry ?—but

mind you are to get youi- fortune out of a

book
;
and now I must go away."

The farewell was said, and Hope gone ;

but Helen still stood leaning over the garden-

gate, looking after her with an embarrassed

smile upon her face. It was a sunny

morning, though the haze of the beginning

frost was still in the air
;
the morning always

brought new hopes and a buoyant up-

springing to the elastic nature of Helen

Buchanan, and she felt more than usually

light-hearted to-day. As was her habit, she

revealed this in every unconscious movement.

Mrs. Buchanan knew by the very measure

of her step as she re-entered the house, that

there was no mist in her sunny atmosphere

—no cloud upon her sky. A certain shy
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pleasure hovered upon her face, prompting

her to laugh at sundry times with embarrassed

uncertain gladness, and swaying about the

colour in her cheek, as a mist is swayed by

the wind. It did not seem certainly that

Hope Oswald had much offended her.

But it was not that
;

neither was it the

evident pleasure which the young minister,

who thought himself good-looking, found in

Mrs. Buchanan's humble parlour, nor yet

the fiiendship ^ Lilias MaxweU. The

bright nature did indeed in its own w'arm

alembic combine all these together, and draw

from them a certain exhilaration
; but itself

in the involuntary elasticity which was its

best inheritance was the source of its own

happiness. A race and precious gift,

chequered as it was with the infinite variety

of shadows, and aU the depths of sudden
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depression which cahner spirits could not

know.

But it was very true that the Reverend

Robert Insches had called very many times

of late on Mrs. Buchanan, and that Helen

talked to him as she w^ould have talked to

any indifferent acquaintance, in her own varied

wayward fashion, and that the young minister

seemed exceedingly glad to respond ;
where-

upon Mrs. Buchanan, in spite of her great

favour for William Oswald, began to per-

ceive more clearly the obstacles which stood

between Helen and him, and to grow more

indignant at his father. His father, the

harsh, stern man whose rigid strength had

done so much injury to her gentle husband,

and who now cast his severe shadow over

the lot of her daughter. And William

had been long in possession of the field
;

it
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pleased the good mother to see it entered

by another competitor, and if ordinary signs

held good, a competitor the Reverend Robert

Insches was beginning to be.

All this was very true
;
but very true it

was also that Helen was supremely indiifei-cnt

to the good looks of the youthful minister,

and that the Reverend Robert himself had

by no means decided whether he had or had

not any
"
intentions" respecting the young

schoolmistress of Fendie. She was the

schoolmistress
;

to call her by the more

ornamental name of teacher or governess

would not do
;
and the Reverend Robert was

himself of somewhat plebeian origin, and

knew how apt congregations are to scrutinize

the pedigree and breeding of a new minister's

wife. So he was wise though he was

fascinated, and Mrs. Buchanan was a little

premature.
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But Hope Oswald, oii the journey to

Edinburgh, contrived to let the banker know

how assiduously the minister \Hsited her

friend, and had the consolation to perceive

that her arrow did not miss its mark. It bv

no means weakened the resolution w^hich the

obstinate man had formed in respect to the

daughter of his former friend
;

but acting

upon the suggestive praise of Lilias Maxwell,

it gave him a little misgiving about the

wisdom of his unalterable decision. It was

humiliating to make a mistake
;
but the very

possibility made him cling more closely to his

obstinate resolve. He would never receive

Walter Buchanan's daughter
— never ! He

had fulminated his sentence on the matter

once, and it was decided as the Medes

and Persians decide—beyond the power of

change.
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CHAPTER XII.

I would not have a speck rest on his fame

Not if it gave me kingdoms
—

'Tis very true that I am poor and friendless.

But think yon for that reason I vFould steal

Kinsman and lands from yet another orphan ?

No, no—ah, no !

LiLiAS Maxwell sat in the old-fashioned

window-seat of the Mossgray drawing-room

busy with some household sewing. It was

an appropriate work then, with its licence of

unhmited thought, though it had often been

unwholesome enough for the solitary orphan.
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She was looking forward now, in that

freshness of feeling with which, those look

who after a long interregnum of pain, may

again dare to turn their eyes to the futiire.

Her heart was convalescent, and the haze of

suhdued sadness which remained about her

present self made the prospect only the fairer.

She was thinking of her guardian's delicate

care of her, and of the one living voice which

should yet thank him for his tenderness.

The old man upstairs in his study was

reading one of his philosophical favourites

with some restlessness, as a duty. He was

slightly ashamed of himself for so much

preferring the society of his young charge to

that of his old, learned, constant friends.

The dust that lay upon his scientific tools

and the unusual order and solemn regularity

with which these folio and quarto inhabitants

of his shelves were arranged, came upon him
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like a reproof. His hand rested upon the

faneiful records of Bishop Berkeley's mystic

system. Open hefore him lay the steadier

disquisitions of a grave philosopher of

Scotland. Upon the same table were some

of those strange, wild charts which reveal

to us the dreamy sea of German thought.

The volumes round bore all on kindred

subjects
—

writings of men who had given

consistence to the reveries of the unformed

world before their time, and of men who had

but skill enough to spin their spider's thread

about the obscure college or unknown

scholar's cell in which they lived and died.

Divine philosophy in its strength and its

w^eakness encircled the Laird of Mossgray.

But trom the high window of the pro-

jecting turret the ruddy winter sunshine stole

in a line of dazzling light through the large

low room. It was a mild dav, so mild that
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the turret window was open, and the low

hum of rural sounds ascended from heneath.

Adam Graeme leant back in his chair, and

looked at the steady line of sunlight, and

forgot the philosophies of science. There

rose in the gentle soul of the old man,

philosophies of older date than these, born

before ever the restless mind of humanity,

had investigated its own formation or

classified its feelings.

•' The same sound is in mine ears

Which in those days I heard."

Wonderful sights and sounds of nature

unchangeable in all their varying
—wonderful

human heart which twines its memories

about them, and growing old, dwells in the

past, by aid of the great earth and greater

sun !

By the fireside stood an old carved chair
;
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the room was so much the hermitage of its

owner, that its furniture was A^ery scanty ;

there was no accommodation for any com-

panionship ;
but when every other article

in the room was piled with books, this

solitary chair remained always unencumbered.

For years it had stood in the same position,

turned towards the fire, its high carved back

standing up, a kind of gloomy screen against

the light. This day, its position had been

slightly altered, and the sunshine streaming

in, threw its fantastic gilding over the

antique carving and faded old embroidery

of the unused seat. The old man started

slightly as his eye fell upon it, and it was

some time before he recollected himself.

Lilias had been in the study early this

morning, and she it was who had, un-

consciously, made this alteration.

It was the chair of Charlie Graeme.

VOL. II. I
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This room, now the study of the thoughtful,

aged man, had been the favourite haunt of

the schoolboy cousins long ago. Rusty

armour, and heavy swords and axes, borne

by the chiefs of Mossgray, when peace was

unknown upon the Border, hung still upon

the low, bare walls, and in one corner a pile

of youthful implements, fishing-rods and the

like, still bore witness to the different occu-

pations once pursued under its roof; through

all these long intervening years, since the

household traitor left for the last time the

house of the trustful friend, to whom his lost

honour brought so severe a pang,
"
Charlie's

chair
"
remained as he had left it, unoccupied

by the solitary fireside. Now, for the first

time, the sunlight slanted on this relic of

the false man, and Mossgray sat with

his eyes fixed upon it, thinking of the

dead.
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That morning he had received a letter

from the Reverend Matthew Monikie, the

pragmatical licentiate of the church, who

kept the Aberdeenshire school, where

Charlie's son had spent his youth. The

letter was formally written, as became the

man's profession, age, and character, with

deductions somewhat authoritative. Halbert

Graeme was nearly one and tw^enty ;
it was

absolutely necessary, Mr. Monikie represented,

that some provision should be made for his

future life
;

that he should be placed in some

situation where he could maintain himself.

Mossgray had made a resolution, and was

determined to keep it. The son of Charlie

Graeme should never be heir to the house

in which his father had meditated so much

treachery ;
it was better that the line of the

old race should be utterly extinguished,

than that it should spring anew from a

I 2
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stock which displayed so much guile, and

falsehood, and dishonour. Mossgray re-

solved to continue the yearly allowance he

had given this youth, and to refuse him no

specific aid or influence which he asked
; but,

" Let him not enter my presence," repeated the

old man
;

"
let me not be brought into

contact with one whose motives I cannot

trust, whose conduct may steel my heart

both against himself and others. I

wish him well, but let him not come near

me."

It was unjust : it was almost the single

conscious injustice with which even his own

conscience could tax Adam Graeme of

Mossgray, and in consequence he tried to

banish it from his mind. As he sat thus

musing, a melting of the heart came upon

liim. He could almost fanc}-, as he saw

the sunbeams stealing over Charlie's chair,
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that Charlie himself had risen from it even

now.

Very shortly afterwards he joined Lilias.

She was still sitting in the deep window-seat

of the cheerful, old-ftishioned drawing-room.

The ruddy sunbeams just touched her pale

head with a shadowy glory ;
her fingers were

busily employed, her mind no less active.

Not as Helen Buchanan would have done in

the vivid dreams which took possession of

her less serene spirit,
but in the flush of a

tranquil, gentle hope, weaving the mystic

thread of her imagined destiny, over the

unknown future which lay before her.

"
Lilias," said her guardian, when they had

been for some time engaged in conversation

less personal,
"
I am the last of my race,

but I have a fancy that 1 should like ill

to be the last of my name. When I was as

young as you are, there seemed to me a
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peculiar charm and grace in the name I

would have you bear—you must be Lilias

Graeme."

"
Gladly, if it pleases you, Mossgray,"

answered Lilias.

"
It pleases me," said the old man, with

his gentle smile
;

"
it is strange how some-

times, Lilias, we have our early fancies

realized in a way which, could we foresee

it when we form them, w^e should think

bitter mockery. This name ! well, but the

years fall tranquilly, and do a good work

in the content they bring. I think they

bring content—acquiescence at least in what

Providence sends us."

"
Is it always so ?" said Lilias. She

was thinking of her fretful, repining

father, whose discontent was not allayed

by years.

"
I think so," said Mossgray :

" we resist
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when we are strong, but when this gentle

hand of decay droops over us, we learn to

think that what has befallen us was, after

all, the best
;
but I did not intend to discuss

melancholy matters with you, and youthful

people, as I remember, think all sad that

relates to the end. When that comes, Lilias—
when you yourself are the lady of this old

stronghold of the Graemes, remember

that you have promised to bear their

name."

Lilias laid down her work and looked

steadily into her guardian's face.

" You shall call me by what name you

please, but you must not give me Moss-

gray."

The old man shook his head and smiled.

" No no !" exclaimed Lilias hastily ;

"
you

have given me a home in my extremity-
-

more than that, you have given me such
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kindness as perhaps no other in the world

could give. You have been my protector,

my true father, and I thank you with all my
heart

;
but there is no gift you can give

me now half so precious as those I have

received ah-eady. You have made me your

chikl; after this I will take no inferior

gift, not though it is all your land. 1 will

be Lilias Graeme your daughter; but only

while Mossgray is your home must it be

mine."

Mossgray laid his hand gently on the

young head which was inspired with energy

so unusual.

"
I thank you, my good Lilias

;
but even

on your own showing you must take my
inheritance : for I can have no heir so fittins:

as my own child."

"
Mossgray," said Lilias,

"
you are not

the last of your race."
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A slight colour passed over the old man's

face.

"You are right, Lilias," he said gravely,

" there is yet one Graeme remaining of

the blood ;
but even you must not speak to

me of him."

Her face had been lifted to him full of

eagerness : when he said that her coun-

tenance fell—she was silent.

"Nay," said her guardian kindly, "I do

not mean that there is anything, Lilias, of

which you may not speak to me with the

utmost freedom ;
but this youth, this

Halbert—you do not and cannot know how

strong my reasons are for resolving never to

see him, nor to suffer his presence at

Mossgray."

"Is it for himself ;
has he displeased

you himself, Mossgray?" asked Lilias, with

some timidity.
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Adam Graeme sat down near her, and

met her shy glance with his own benign,

unclouded smile.

" We will speak of him no more, Lilias?

if you are afraid."

"
No, no, I am not afraid," said Lilias,

hurriedly ;

" but you must let me be proud
—

for myself and for you."

The old man smiled again.

"
Surely, Lilias, if you will teU me how

and why."
" For myself," said Lilias with some tremor

in her voice,
"
because I would fain have

you believe, Mossgray, that it is your own

tenderness I prize, and not any gift
—not any

inheritance."

"
I believe it already, Lilias—I need no

proof."

" And besides," continued Lilias,
"
for

everybody-
— all our neighbours

— '

the haill
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water,' Mossgray. I must vindicate myself.

I cannot have these good people think iU

of me. They know you have given me

everything I have ;
but they must not fancy

that I grasp at all."

"
Hush, Lihas," said the old man,

"
I

cannot hear this. Well, I permit your own

pride : it becomes you well enough ;
and

now for me."

" And for you, Mossgray," said Lilias.

"
I am jealous that any one should have

cause to say that once in your life you

dealt unjustly
—that you alienated his in-

heritance from one of your own blood

because your kind heart had compassion on

a stranger. I could not hear this said.

For the very name's sake which you say

I am to bear, I would shrink from such a

reproach as this."

"
It is unjust," said the old man. "

I
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almost believe you, Lilias
; but suppose that

I knew, and were sure, that far greater

dishonour would come to the name, if

Halbert Graeme inherited Mossgray, than

could fall upon me for disowning him—

what then? Would you still advise me

to bestow all I have upon the son of a

treacherous, false man ?"

"
I do not know him," said Lilias

;

"
if

he does otherwise than well, 1 am grieved

for himself; but it has no effect upon me—
it does not alter the rig-ht and the wrontr ;

and you, Mossgray, who have never done

injustice !"

" How have you heard, Lilias, of Halbert

Graeme?" said the old man. " Did you ever

meet him in your wanderings that you

plead his cause so warmly ?"

" No—oh, no. I have only heard of him,

principally here at home, where they cannot
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forget that he is a son of the house," said

Lilias
;

" and some one has brought them

word that he is good and generous, and

worthy to be your successor. Will you not

see with your own eyes whether it is

so ?"

" You are a Quixote, Lihas," said Moss-

gray,
"
you have the epidemic generosity

of youth upon you just now. When you

are old, you will be wiser, perhaps
—who

can tell—than to throw aw^ay your own

prospects for the sake of a stranger whom

you never saw."

"
I do not know that it is well to be

so wise," said Lilias ;

" and I shall not learn

from you, Mossgray."

" In this point I cannot answer for

myself," said the old man. "I have had

an experience bitterer than usual; but let

us not speak of that : we have had enough
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of Halbcrt Graeme. Who are to be vour

guests, Lilias, in our first essay at hospitality?

have vou determined ?"

"
I specially beg an invitation for only

one," said Lilias
;

" and perhaps I do ill to

ask that
;
but—I remember what it is to be

poor and alone."

" And who is your one guest ?" said

Mossgray.

"
It is Helen Buchanan

;

—
you have

seen her, Mossgray ;
she is only a humble

teacher in Fendie : but she is—"

"
I know her," said the courteous Adam

Graeme, to whom the word gentlewoman

was, as to Hope Oswald, the highest of

feminine titles.
"
Why should you hesitate

to invite her, Lilias ?"

"
Because," said Lilias, with a smile,

"
the young ladies, the young landed ladies,

Mossgray, may think her not good enough
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to meet them
;
but I made a promise to

Hope Oswald to do what I could to honour

Helen in the presence of Hope's father."

*' So Hope begins to scheme," said

Mossgray smiling ;

" and the cause, Lilias ?"

"
I think it has some connection with

Mr. William Oswald ; indeed, Mrs. Oswald

almost told me, that his father's very stern

resolution alone prevents
— "

"
I understand," said the old man, as

Lilias hesitated and bhished with a not

unnatural sympathy.
" His father's reso-

lution—pooh ! his father will break it."

" Do you think so, Mossgray ?"

"
I begin to think, Lilias," said Mossgray,

turning to leave the room,
"
that resolutions

are made only to be broken. May it fare

with Mr. Oswald as it has done with me
;

but remember." and the old man looked

back from the door with some humour in
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his face,
"
I do not mean in the matter of

Halbert Graeme."

He did not mean it—he was still resolved;

and yet when he returned to his study, it

was to look long at the dechning sunlight

as it gilded the ancient carvings of Charlie's

chair, and to think gently of the dead. A

certain poetic, half-superstitious feeling, which

became him well, hindered him from

restoring to its original position the old

seat of Charlie Graeme. He suffered the

sunshine to dwell upon it like a reconciling

smile.
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CHAPTER XIIL

Marry, he hath a proper person, a brain indifferent

well garnished ;
comes of a good lineage ;

hath a

bold spirit ; poor, I denj^ not ;
but what doth your

young gallant propose to himself, I pray you, but to

try a wrestle and a fall with Fortune ?

OLD PLAY.

On the same evening the Edinburgh

coach, when it arrived at the door of the

George Inn, at Fendie, deposited there a

young adventurer fresh fi-om the far North.

He had been travelling on the outside of

the coach, and was benumbed with cold,

VOL. II. K
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though his face glowed from contact with

the wind. A small portmanteau was the

extent of his luggage, and beyond that

his worldly possessions were of the smallest ;

good looks, good blood, an honest heart,

a happy temper, and five one-pound notes

in the end of a blue silken purse
—he had

nothing more.

It was no great amount of capital with

which to begin the arduous struggle of

life
;

and upon his glowing healthful face,

there sat a little anxiety which was not

bv anv means care. He had one special

and particular aim in this joui-ney, but if

it failed, how many means of success yet

offered themselves to the young, hopeful,

ingenuous spirit,
with the world lying all

before him, where to choose.

The stranger hastily entered the inn and

ordered some very simple refreshments.
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It was his first considerable journey, and

the youth was not without the natural

shyness which attends those who have passed

all their lives in the quietness of one donaestic

circle. When he had discussed the inexpen-

sive meal placed before him, and thoroughly

thawed himself before the fire, and resolved

one of his pound notes into shillings by

the payment of his bill, the young man,

much to the surprise of the waiter at the

George, began to button his great-coat

once more.

"Do you know," he inquired, "how far

it is to Mossgray ?—there is a place called

Mossgray in the neighbourhood, is there not ?"

The waiter answered readily in the affir-

mative with the addition that it was "
maybes,

a mile," and an inquiry if the gentleman

would want a conveyance.

The gentleman thought he should not—
K 2
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a mile was no great distance—and re-

quested his attendant to direct him how to

go-

The waiter, encouraged by seeing the

portmanteau left behind, gracioush' complied.

The youth's appearance was frank and pre-

possessing, and the waiter at the George

was a good-humoured fellow, so he ex-

tended his courtesy so far as to look

out upon the idlers round the door—^it

was the evening of the market-day
—and

ask,

"
Is there ony of you gaim the road to

Mossgray ?"

John Brown, Mrs. Fendie's factotum,

was within hearing. He had been down

making purchases at the market, and now

with his liffht cart moderately well filled, was

about starting home. On hearing the

question he responded briskly,
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"Ay, I'm gaun to the Mount—wha's

speiring ?"

"
Is't you, John Brown ?" said the waiter

;

"
there's a gentlemen here a stranger, that

disna ken the road. He's gaun to Mossgray."

"
If he's a decent lad," said the authorita-

tive John,
"

I'll gie him a hurl if he likes
;

and if he's no a decent lad, or if he's

ower proud to ride in a cart, if he can keep

up wi' the powny, I'll let him see the

road."

The stranger laughed, and having, as

it seemed no particular scruples of pride,

sprang lightly up on the front of John's cart,

and thanked him for the promised
"
hurl."

It was a very frosty, chill night ;
John

somewhat gruffly threw one of the rough

home-made plaids of which he had been

making a cushion for himself, over the knees

of the new-comer.
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"
Ye'll ken the kird ?" said John as thev

emerged out of the Main Street.

" No—at least I have never seen him,"

said the vouno; man.

John uttered a discontented
"
humph,"

and changed his tactics.

"
Tt's a mair inviting place noo than it

used to be, for young folk."

"Is it?" said the impracticable stranger.

"
I have never been at Mossgray."

"Ay," said John dryly, fancying he

was now sure of a more satisfactory answer
;

" but ye'll ken the young lady it's like ?"

" The vouno; ladv !" exclaimed his com-

panion in evident astonishment.
"
Is there

a young lady at Mossgray ?"

John Brown was brought to a stand-still—
he was half angry at his failure.

"
Ay, nae doubt there's a young lady ;

ye maunna hae been living nearhand here
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or ye would have heard of the young lady

of Mossgray."

" You don't mean," said the vouno; man

hurriedly,
"
that Mr. Graeme is married ?"

A long gruff laugh answered the question,

to the considerable relief of the inquirer,

before John was able to say,

"
Man, yc may ken mony things, but

ye dinna ken the Laird !"

"
No, indeed I do not," said the stranger,

echoing John's laugh ;

" but pray tell me who

the young lady is."

" Ye see," said John,
"
the laird w^as to

have been married langsyne
—the time's past

minding
— it was lang or ever ye were born

or heard tell o'
;

but ye'U no prevent the

lass frae seeing somebody she likit better,
—

and a shilpit chield he was, no fit to baud the

candle to ISIossgray ;

—sae the short and

the lang o't is, that the twaesome ran away,
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and the laird was left without his bride, and

took it sair to heart, as I have heard.

Aweel, there was nae mair word o't till a

young lady came to the Mount—that's where

I am—to learn the young lasses the kind of

havers that's guid enough for the like o'

them
;

and wha should this be but the

daughter of the laird's auld joe, and nae

suner was't found out, than she })ehoved to

gang hame to Mossgray, and as muckle wark

made about her as if she had been a crowned

head, let alane a bit peenging lassie : and

there she's been, ever since, mistress and

mair. The word gangs that she'll get a' the

land
;

but I canna think that Mossgray

would pass ower his ain bluid for a stranger,

and they say there are some of the name

to the fore yet."

The young man made no answer, and just

at this crisis, John Brown pulled up his horse
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opposite a lane which sloped down to the

waterside.

" Ye see yon light ? it's in the laird's

study, for he's an awfu' feelosophical man.

Yon's Mossgray ;
if ye hand straight down

ye canna miss't."

There was only the partial light of the

moon to guide the stranger, as he turned the

sudden angle of one of the accumulated

buildings, which formed the house of

Mossgray. Dimly seen, and in glimpses,

as these clouds flitted across the moon, the

old house looked grand, and imposing to

the inexperienced eyes eagerly gazing upon

it. A thrill of family pride, the first he

had ever felt, made the young man draw

himself up, and hold his head higher, as

he looked at the heavy bulk of the old

tower, rising between him and the sky.

In the projecting turret high up yonder,
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and from the small deep windows in its

rugged wall, gleams the light which John

Brown pointed out. The Laird's study
—

the heart of the adventurer beat high, as

he tried to prepare himself to meet this

stern Laird, half dreaded, half defied.

Lower down in a more modern part of

the house, from larger windows of some

household sitting-room, warm light was

shining, and close beside the visitor as he

stood surveying the dark mass of building,

w'as the cheerful kitchen fire and lamp.

The young man did not perceive that at

the uncurtained kitchen window, there were

curious faces watching him. He lingered

with natural hesitation before presenting

himself to the unknown Mossgray, whose

welcome was so dubious
;

but while he

lingered, another face appeared at the low

window near him. The old housekeeper,
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with excited curiosity, had come to see

for herself who the intruder was. A

loud exclamation aroused him,

" God preserve us !
—we never did ye ill.

Have ye come to warn us of our end, Charlie

Graeme ?"

He saw an aged face, strangely con-

vulsed with terror, fall back upon the

shoulder of a strong middle-aged woman

who stood behind, as the shrill cry ceased
;

and hastily advancing, he discovered the

kitchen door, and knocked. For some time

his summons was not attended to
;

at

last a decent grey-haired elderly man

opened it, and looked out, not without

timidity. The young man asked for Mr.

Graeme, and was silently admitted.

In an old elbow-chair by the fire, sat

the housekeeper of Mossgray, hystericallv

wringing her withered hands.
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"
I never did him ill ! Oh guid send he

be come for me, and no for the innocent

caUant that he did enow mischief too,

when he was in the flesh
;
but ye saw it,

Saunders Delvie—ye saw the Appearance

as weel as me."

"
I teU ye, Auntie," said Janet,

"
it was

nae Appearance ;
it was a mortal lad, as

life-like as either you or me."

" Will you be so good as teU me," said

the stranger,
"

if Mr. Graeme is at home ?"

The old woman sat stiffly erect, gazing

at him \\ith rigid terror.

" And where should the Laird be, I

would like to ken," said Janet, testily,
"
but

just in Mossgray ?"

The young man smiled. The light of

the fire fell full upon his ruddy, animated face.

Mrs. Mense's fears began to abate
;

he was

no Appearance after all.
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" Wha are ye ?" asked the old woman

with some solemnity.
"
Tell me that you're

no Charlie Graeme ?"

"
My name is Halbert," said the stranger.

"
It is my fiither you mean, and I am like

him, I hear."

Mrs. Mense rose, and advancing to the

young representative of the Graemes, looked

earnestly into his face. The youth's colour

rose under the scrutiny, but the blush was

accompanied by a good-humoured smile :

the result was satisfactory.

" Guid grant that it prove what it looks

—a true face," said the old woman, as

she turned away.
" Take him up to the

young lady
—I'll tell Mossgray mysel; but

no—bide a wee Janet, I'll show the gentle-

man the road."

The penalty which he paid for entering

the house bv the kitchen door, was the
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threading of various dark passages, linked

together hy short flights of stairs. The

old woman panted and lost her breath

as she toiled on before him.

" These stairs must weary you," said

Halbert, kindly ;

" had you not better

dii'ect me, and I will go on myself."

"Your father would have cared little for

trouble to the like of me," said Mrs. Mense,

emphatically ;

" and you're a guid lad to

mind
;
but I maun tell Mossgray mysel."

Lilias Maxwell sat alone, leaning upon

a small table in the cheerful drawing-room.

A desk stood near her covered with notes

of invitation which she had been writing

for the great party which her guardian

insisted on giving in her honour. She

had finished these and was sitting, thought-

fully looking at a book before her, which

she did not read. She was thinking of
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what she could do to help forward the

cause of Hall)crt Graeme.

Just then the; door opened, and Lilias

started in surprise as Mrs, Mense entered,

followed by the young man, who, in his

flutter of spirits, looked as he was—a re-

markably handsome and prepossessing youth.

" I'm gaiui to tell Mossgray," said the

housekeeper ;

" and Miss Lilias, this is Mr,

Halbert Graeme."

There was a little awkwardness at first,

which the serene bearing and temper of

Lilias got through perhaps scarcely so well

as Helen Buchanan's embarrassed frankness

would have done
;
but they surmounted it,

and talked about Halbert's journey, while Mrs.

Mense laboriously panted up the old staircase

of the tower, to the study of the Laird.

The Laird sat among his books not

very attentive to them—his mind had wan-
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dered to other things ;
and by the fireplace

stood Charlie's chair, still turned towards

the light
—towards the faint pale moonbeams

which, dimmed, but not quenched by the

artificial light, stole in like something

spiritual across the dusky wall.

" Mr. Adam," said the old woman,

advancing; to the table in the streng-th of

her unwonted agitation,
"
I have seen this

night a face I never thought to see, under

the rooftree of Mossgray, or with my old

e'en again. I have looked upon the face

of your cousin, Charlie Graeme."

Mossgray started nervously, and raised

his head
;

that gray, pale, old man's head

which to his faithful servant looked stiU

young.

"
I thought it was an Appearance sent to

warn us of our end" said Mrs. Mense solemnly

" and my heart failed me, Mossgray, because I
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kent, that whate'er your better spirit may have

done I had ne'er forgiven him, no when he was

dead. But it was nae Appearance; the

face is the face of a living man, and if its

like him, it has that in it, that in his

bravest days he never had. The lad's face

is a true face, Mr. Adam. I have lived

near fourscore years, and I have learned to

ken."

" Who is it, Nancy ?" said Mossgray.
" He says they ca' him Halbert Graeme.

I pat him in the big room beside Miss

Lilias
; they're a bonnie couple as e'e could

look upon, and he's Mr. Charlie's son."

There was a brief struggle ;
the old feeling

of suspicion and distrust came up for a

moment over the warm heart of Adam

Graeme; but like all unnatural things, it

was shortlived and he recovered himself

VOL. II. L
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*'
I will judge him by his own merits," said

the just Laii-d of Mossgray,
"
for long ago,

Charlie Graeme, long ago, when your

treachery was scarcely done, I forgave

you."

A footstep on the stair interrupted the

conversation in the drawing-room ;
it brought

the coloiu- almost painfully to Halbert's

cheek as he sat in anxious expectation, and

when Mossgray entered the room, the youth

rose and stood before him, hesitating and

embarrassed. He scarcely observed the

stateliness of the old man's demeanour
;

he

did not see how the face which at first was

only gravely courteous, softened and melted

as it looked upon his own. Lilias interposed,

as they stood silently looking at each

other.

"
Mossgray," she said, her calm face and
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tone restoring them both to self-possession ;

"
this is Halbert Graeme."

And then the old man bade him welcome

to Mossgray.

It was not in his generous, gentle nature

to suffer any guest to remain uneasy under

his roof; whatever his purpose might be

towards the stranger he could not have

been otherwise than kindly courteous as

became an host; and Halbert was so

ingenuous in his young, frank manhood, so

fresh and confident in his untried hopes
—so

bold of venturing on the world which yet

he did not know, that the heart of his

kinsman warmed towards him. It luas a

true face, honest, manful and guileless, with

the boyish bloom upon it still, half bashful,

half bold. The old man could iU be stern

at any time, but now the artificial restraint

gradually gave way ;
he resigned himself

L 2
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to the natural guidance of his heart, and

Halbert Graeme was installed that night

a member of Mossgray's family
—another

child.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Simple, grave, sincere.

COWPER.

William Oswald, the banker's son,

inherited in some degree the disposition of

his father
;
but the bitterness of the original

stock was modified in the branch. A grave,

decided, firm man, his character had already

developed itself
;

but he was not obstinate.

His mind was open at all points to truth,

and strong and tenacious as was the grass
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of his opinion, he was still convinceable,

and did not wilftdly shut his eyes against

the light from what quarter soever it came.

And William Oswald, though a thoroughly

natural and warm-hearted man, and with

indeed a singular degree of ardour under

his gravity, was of the stuff w^hich made

stoics in the old Roman times. He had

a power of self-denial and self-restraint which

is at all times a very considerable weapon,

and could hold steadily on, past all the tempta-

tions of pleasure
—

past even the natural

resting-place which wooed him to needed

repose, on direct to his end. He did not

speak about it
;
he made no demonstration

of his ceaseless pursuit ;
but he fixed his

dark glowing eyes clearly and steadily upon

his aim, and went on, swerving neither to

the right hand nor the left—able to give

up pleasure, ease—able to endure toil and
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solitude, and with a definite, clear end before

him, to pursue his way unfalteringly till

it was gained.

He had been "bred a \vriter," as the

sons of respectable, wealthy, middle- class

men in Scotland frequently are, whether they

be intended to practise the law^ as a profes-

sion or no
;
and there had been some talk

of William succeeding Mr. Shaw the writer

in Fendie in his great business. But William

it appeared, did not choose to enter into

partnership with young Mr. Nichol Shaw,

and in the meantime he was resting inglo-

riously in the obscure labours of his father's

office.

And it greatly chafed the impatient spirit

of Helen Buchanan that it should be so.

Like most imaginative, youthful women,

Helen fancied the fi-eedom and license of

mankind one of the greatest possible gifts.
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There was no glorious
"
might be

"
which

did not seem to her ideal vision, open to

the ambition of a man. The exceeding might

of virtuous influence—the empire of the

generous, brave spirit
over Its fellows—once

on this free eminence of manhood, and the

ardent mind knew that these would be hers

—
they were possible to men—above all to

the one man upon whom the fair garments

of her ideal began to fall.

And Helen chafed unconsciously that

William Oswald should be content with this

inglorious life. The humble teacher of the

little girls of Fendie aspired to a higher

intellectual firmament
;

there were ambitious

hopes and dreams and wishes stirring in

the bare school-room, enough to have startled

the little town out of its propriety ; wishes,

and dreams, and hopes of a more daring

kind than ever young lady in Fendie had
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entertained before
;

and Helen Buchanan

scarcely ranked as a young lady. She was

noticed by none of the magnates, and courted

in no society
—she was simply the school-

mistress
;

the people of Fcmdie, young and

old, would have been overwhelmed with

astonishment to hear of her ambition.

But William Oswald knew it, and his

temper agreed as little as her own with the

ease of inactivity. He was not the man

to prefer the temporary pleasure of even

her society, greatly as he prized it, to the

necessary work of life
;

and he too had

the upward tendency. He could not be

content with the easy indolent satisfaction

of competence, and already believing that

the strong and vigorous youth within him

was destined for something nobler than the

businesses or amusements of the little

country-town, his energy was stimulated by
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hers. They stood at this time almost upon

terms of mutual defiance, yet each uncon-

sciously supplemented the strength and had

a share in all the secret purposes of the

other. Their own individual combat was

close and exciting, yet in the very act of

resisting they imdgorated each other for their

several wrestles with the world without.

They were neither of a ver}' peaceable nature
;

it suited them to manage their wooing so.

But WilHam's plans were laid. He had

determined to return to Edinburgh to practise

his profession. When he had won an in-

dependent position and name for himself—and

to do that was of itself an end worth striving

for—he felt that he should be much more

likely to overcome the obstinate opposition

of his father. The Banker was proud of

his family, and William a known man,

occupying a standing ground honourably
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acquired by his own exertions, might expect

to be differently treated from William the

unknown who had no other position than

that which belonged to Mr. Oswald's son.

His mother assented with a sigh ; she

foresaw a different end to the romance of

her son's youth. He also, the cold voice of

experience prophecied, would learn to approve

those views of worldly wisdom, would

forget the generous impulses of young life—
would acquiesce in the prudent decisions of

his father. Mrs. Oswald too was prudent;

but her heart shrank from beholding the

film of calculating foresight fall upon the

frank vision of her only son. She could

almost have chosen the imprudent marriage

sooner than the chill wisdom which would

make it impossible.

The Banker consented readily to William's

project ;
it was Ukely, he thought, to accom-
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plish a twofold good :
—to establish the young

man's fortunes steadily, on a basis of good

work entered into with the freshness of

youth, and to detach him from his foolish

liking to the poor schoolmistress, who, gentle-

woman as Hope asserted her to be, he

was resolved to receive into his family
—

never !

So, although on grounds so different the

father and mother consented, and the grave,

firm, undemonstrative son, the depths of

whose nature were too profound to be

frozen over as his mother feared by the

icy prudence of the world, mapped out

his own course, knowing better than they

did, the tenacious constancy of his own

mind. It was no boyish fancy which moved

him
;
the light emotions of youthful liking

were very different from this, and there

was nothing from which the ardent, grave
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spirit stood in so little peril as

change.

On a dull evening, late in December, he

sat by Mrs. Buchanan's fireside waiting till

Mrs. Buchanan's daughter should leave her

school-room and her pupils. WiUiam

Oswald had been a favourite long ago with

his father's sensitive partner, and was a

favourite with Mrs. Buchanan of so long

standing, that before the unfortunate hour

in which he astonished with unwonted

eloquence the wondering ears of Helen, and

raised the questio vexata, which at present

did so strangely unite and disunite them,

his prospects and purposes had been as

confidentiallv discussed in Mrs. Buchanan's

parlour as at home
;
and stiU, though Helen's

mother began to feel strongly interested

in the prosperity of the Reverend Robert

Insches, it was impossible to break through
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the old familiar use and wont which bound

her to William Oswald almost like a mother

to a son. In his absence she could fancy

the Reverend Robert very eligible, but in

his presence she felt almost unwillingly that

it could be none but he, the daily long

accustomed visitor—the son trained into all

their simple habitudes—the friend whom

they knew so thoroughly, and who so

thoroughly knew them.

To this friendly, confidential footing he

was very anxious to return to-night. He

wanted to discuss his plans with them,

to make Helen aware of the course which

he projected for himself. Since he made

the plunge, and relinquished his place as

friend to claim a nearer one, the attempt

had cost him much
;
not only the constraint

which it had placed upon his intercourse

with his father, but the loss of Helen's
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society which it involved
;

so he resolved

for this night to ignore their past struggle

and to he only the old familiar friend, the

son of the house.

Mrs. Buchanan and her visitor sat together

silently, hoth of them somewhat sad. The

sound of the children's footsteps and subdued

voices broke the stillness, and almost im-

mediately Helen entered the room. The

candle was not lighted, for Mrs. Buchanan

liked the twUight, and was thrifty besides,

economizmg the daylight as she did other

things. She was seated before the fire,

which only shed a ruddy glow upon her

face, and did not in any degree light the

dusky room. Withdrawn in a corner of

the sofa, WUliam Oswald sat unseen.

"
Mother," exclaimed Helen as she en-

tered,
"

I have been thinking all day of

my old plan of going to Edinbui'gh. You
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remember what Hope Oswald said about

Miss Swinton
;

and the letter I wrote to

her has been lying in my desk for a month.

I wish you would consent, mother
; I wish

you would let me send it."

"
But, Helen my dear," said the less hasty

mother,
"
you must take no such step without

consideration."

"What can we do here, mother," said

Helen eager for the moment, in the strength

of impulse.
" What can we do here—always

the same—no possibility of changing this

dull routine of labour—no chance of rising

higher. I shall not always be young," and

the sudden change from warm hope to

depression fell upon the variable face in

an instant,
" and so long as I am, should

we not provide."

"
Helen, my dear," repeated the gentle

Mrs. Buchanan,
"
you distress me when you
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say such things ; besides, it is nonsense, you

know."

Helen did not answer ;
she sat down on

the other side of the fire, and leaned her

head upon her hand. The dim cloud of

melancholy hovered over her— for the

moment the young sunshine was gone. It

was a dull routine—a laborious life—cheered

only by the special inheritance of fair and

gracious things which had been given her

in her own spirit,
and sometimes the cloud

overshadowed even these.

"
Helen," said the grave, firm voice whose

power over her changeful moods she strenu-

ously resisted, and even to herself would

not acknowledge. "7 am going to Edin-

burgh."

She started—the quick thriU of her vary-

ing nature went over her, carrying the cloud

on its sudden breath. A flush of evanescent

VOL. II. M
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offence sprang over her face, as she looked

past her mother to the dark figure which

began to be dimly visible on the sofa. Her

purpose had changed on the moment, but

she was half angry that she had been

anticipated.

"
Yes," said Mrs. Buchanan rising hastily

to light the solitary candle,
" William is not

content to hve quietly at home, Helen. The

air of Fendie is too still for him."

There was a shght dra\\dng up of the

stooping figui'e
—an almost imperceptible ex-

panding of the breast—a hurried, momentary

glance at Wilham, in which only one who

had long studied it, could discriminate the

proud, shy pleasure tinged as it was by a

certain sadness, with which Helen heard this

news.

" He is quite right," she said quickly.

" Do you think so ?" asked William ;
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" but what if I only lose myself" yonder in

the crowd, and remain as unknown as I am

now ?"

"1 know you will not," said Helen. Then

she recollected herself
"
I mean—yes,

William Oswald, I mean you will not—
you will do better than that."

He was still in the shadow, and while he

could observe every change of her features,

she could scarcely see the dark glow of

pleasure which covered his face.

"
But, Helen, vou think of fame—and I

will never win fame
;
hundreds fail every

year of acquiring the mere standing ground.

Is it worth hazarding quietness and peace,

and giving up home as I shall do, think

you, for the chance of such distinction—
only small distinction Helen— as I can

ever reach ?"

Her pulse began to beat more quickly
—

M 2
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strong in those young warm veins of hers,

ran the tide of her ambition.

"
I do not mean distinction—that is," said

the truthful Helen, who felt that in some

degree she did mean it
;
"I mean things

graver and nobler before distinction. I think

the old chivalry will never die out of the

world, William
;

to be a knight
—to carry

arms against all the powers of evil—to win

new lands to acknowledge our king
—what-

ever we have to work at for our bread, that

remains the real work to live for, as it seems

to me, and I know nothing so precious but

one might peril it—nothing so dear but one

would give it up for such a cause as that."

Her voice shook a little with the excite-

ment that made it strong
—the stooping

head was quite erect—the eyes shining like

stars.

Mrs. Buchanan sat a little apart looking at
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them—observing with quiet, smiling wonder

how the grave face of the silent uncom-

municative William began to speak and grow

eloquent too, as it bent towards the other

countenance whose thoughts were so
"
legible

i' the eie."

But he seemed more inclined to listen than

to speak.

"
I grant you that," said William

;

" but

suppose, Helen, a man should distrust his

own powers, and think it most expedient to

keep himself apart from all struggles
—to

withdraw far away from the evils he has not

strength to contend with—what then ?"

"Then he does not fulfil his end," said

the rapid, eager voice—" which is not to flee

from natural temptations and difficulties, but

bravely to resist and do battle with the same.

I know one feels one's heart sink often. It

may not be so with you who are strong
—
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but I feel that to cease such work and

warfare as one is called to do, does bring a

perilous sinking of the heart. It is not well

—
sui'ely it is not well to withdraw from the

evils which are in us, and about us
;
we are

bound to do battle with them, William—not

to stand on our defence alone, but to carry

the war into the camp of the enemies. I

think sometimes that the state of war must

be the only good state for those who have

sin natural to them as we have—and that if

these words, resist and struggle, were with-

drawn from our language we should be no

longer human ;
for when we let our arms

fall, our hearts fall, and weariness comes

upon us, and distrust and gloom ; and out of

the living, moving world we come into the

narrow chamber of ourselves—and the sun

sets upon us, William."

The sun had set in the changeful face
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upon which William Oswald looked, and for

the moment its waning colour and downcast

eyes proclaimed the unmistakeable sinking of

the heart. She did not perceive the look

that dwelt upon her, nor its language
—

language unconsciously powerful.
" And

this, Helen, is your philosophy." The words

fcU dreamily upon her ear, echoing through a

long silence. The philosophy was not her's

alone. Kindred thoughts had risen in the

young minds, as they grew together into the

early flush of maturity, and now she sent

him forth—a knight.
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CHAPTER XV.

Saucy fortune, did'st thou smile,

I perchance would little heed thee ;

Think' st thou when thou frown' st, the while

For myself I dread thee ?

Nay, not I—I only vow,

If one falls, it shall be thou.

ANON.

"
I AM a man now," said Halbert Graeme,

with something of the pride of his years ;

"
and, thanks to your goodness, Sir, I have

education enough for any ordinary profession.

If only I could make a beginning
—"

" You would certainly succeed," said the
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Laird of Mossgray, with his pleasant, kindly

smile.

"
I do not know/' gaid Halbert, modestly ;

" but I think that men who are content to

work hard and persevere, must surely have

some measure of success. I am not very

ambitious-—that is—"

"
I shall not quarrel with you, Halbert,

my man, for your ambition," said the gentle

kinsman, whom Halbert had feared as

stern.

"
Well, Sir," said the youth, with renewed

confidence,
"

I should like to rise, no doubt
;

but I am willing to w^ork hard for it, and

quite content to begin as humbly as you

think it proper I should. I have no right,

I know, to such help, where I have already

received so much; but I have the claim

of blood on no one I have ever known.
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and I thought I might ask advice from

you."

It was his second day at Mossgray, and

Halhert rememhered his last walk up the

Aberdeenshire glen, a week ago, with Menie

Monikie, and his declaration to her—
"

I win teU him, I don't come to ask

anything from him, Menie—I know he has

been kind to me already
—but he must know

the world better than we do. Your father

says he has been in India—and if I could but

begin to maintain myself
—

then, Menie !

"

And Halbert remembered what followed

this then—-the breaking of that slender

golden coin, one half of which, hung by

Menie's blue ribbon, was warm against his

own strong youthful breast, and the following

farewell, with its tears and smiles, and visions

of reunion
;

and Halbert's honest heart
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beat something loudly, and he grew bold

and eager
—if he only could begin.

"
Halbert," said Mossgray, gently,

"
your

father and I did not part friends. I thought

he had not dealt truly by one whom I

cherished as a sister, and it was in conse-

quence of that, perhaps unwisely, that I

denied myself the satisfaction of seeing

another Graeme grow a man in this old

house of Mossgray ;
but you say truly that

it is time to decide on your futiu-e profession.

Are you very impatient for this beginning ?"

The kindly eye of Mossgray could not see

through the warm double-breasted waistcoat,

with which the care of Mrs. Monikie had

provided Halbert for his journey. The Laird

had no knowledge of the mystic half of the

broken coin, nor had ever heard the musical

name of Menie. He thought, therefore,

that this beginning was not so very mo-
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mentous, and that it might be put off for

a time without any particular disadv'antage ;

and Halbert stammered as he answered.

His kinsman thought it was but the natural

shyness of youth.

" You must let us know vou better," he

continued,
" and I shall qualify myself to

advise
;

in the meantime, Halbert, remember

that you are at home. You have all the

beauties of vour ancestral district to see,

and I promise you they are not few. WhUe

you learn to know them and us, we shall

consult on this important matter. Are you

content ?"

Halbert could not be otherwise than con-

tent
;
the grace of the okl man's kindness

charmed the young fresh spirit, and it was

no penance to remain a member of that

household of Mossijrav, even though the

fortune was not yet begun to make, and
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Menie Monikic disconsolately wandered in

the Aberdeenshire glen alone. So Halbert

took possession of his father's former room,

and wrote pleasant letters to the North—
letters, on receipt of which the pragmatical .

licentiate took pinches of mighty snuff in

sign of satisfaction, and declared that
"
the

lad, Halbert, was a lad born to a good estate,

and would do credit to them aU."

But Mossgray began to behold festivities

within its quiet walls
;

and great was the

interest and expectation among the invited

guests, from Mrs. Maxwell, of Firthside,

painfully selecting from her Georgina's

abundant wardrobe, the dress which would

best become her, to Mrs. Buchanan, in

her little parlour, deliberating long and

carefolly over that one black silk gown of

Helen's. It was so very unusual, that all
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were curious about the long suspended

hospitalities of Mossgray.

In the little household itself, there was

some degree of excitement as they assem-

bled in the drawing-room to await their

guests. Lilias, with her mourning dress

more studied than usual, looked almost as

pale as when she first came to Mossgray,

and sat in her ordinary seat, so serene and

calm in appearance, even though her pulse

did own a little acceleration, that the young

joyous Halbert compared her in his fancy

to one of those fair spirits of the air, nearer

humanity than angels are, whose eyes are

yet so much clearer than ours, as to unseen

woes and perils, that men always paint them

sad. Yet Lilias was not sad : the stillness

of grief grown tranquU did indeed stUl

temper all her feelings, but there were
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warm and pleasant hopes no less swelling

in the even current of her mind. Only

with these hopes, the strangers about to

be gathered round her had little sympathy

and no concern, and involuntarily, with

that quick instinct which makes us feel

most solitary in a crowd, the thoughts of

Lilias had travelled far aw^ay, and were

dwelling with one who laboured alone in

a strange country over the sea.

Very different were the feelings of the

young betrothed of Menie Monikie; but if

Halbert was by no means intense, he was

very honest. He had written to Menie,

proclaiming his anticipated enjoyment of

this same festivity, and promising a faithful

record of it, and having thus done all that

was needful for the absent, he stood before

the cheerfid fire in great spuits, listening
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for the first sound of wheels, and exceedingly

satisfied with his position.

The Laird of Mossgray sat at some little

distance from the younger members of his

family, and seemed to he busied with a hook.

He was not reading, however
;
he was ob-

serving their differing looks and feelings, and

thinking of the strange conclusion which

their presence in his house put to his solitary

and recluse life. Both he had determined

to keep at a distance from him
;
both had

been shut out, by his grave and deliberate

resolution from his presence and his affec-

tion
;
and yet both were here. Secretly the

old man smiled at himself, and at the

trustful nature which now was too old to

learn suspicion; secretly smiled at the vanity

of those brittle barriers called resolutions,

with which men stem, or try to stem^ the
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tide of nature— resolutions made to be

broken
;

and in his kindly philosophy he

shook his head at his yielding self, and

smiled.

The expected company began to arrive.

A faint colour rose on the calm cheek of

the youthful hostess as she received them,

and the young representative of the Moss-

gray Graemes, felt the ingenuous blood glow

in his face as eye after eye fell upon him,

and acquaintance after acquaintance was

made. He felt that there was great con-

sideration paid him, and that, however

matters might eventually be decided, it was

very clear that these dignified landed people

looked upon him, Halbert Graeme, as the

heir of Mossgray.

Helen Buchanan, feeling very shy, and

proud, and de trop, sat by herself in a

corner. Near enough for her to hear every

VOL. II. N
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word of their conversation, were a group

of ladies, old and young, whose glances

fell upon her often, but who took no further

notice of the humble guest. Girls were

among them, gay and confident—mothers,

kindly and solicitous, but all looked at her

with cold, criticising eyes, and no one said

a word of courtesy, or made the slightest

attempt to admit her within their circle.

They knew her very well
;
some had been

specially introduced to her by her friend

Lilias, who was at present occupied with

other guests, yet they all suffered her to

sit alone and in silence like a Pariah, while

their cheerful, animated conversation went

on so near. The proud heart swelled bitterly

as she listened
;

for Helen had unconsciously

attached importance to this invitation, and

accepted it with a flutter of the heart.

The disappointment was very painful ; it
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brought the melancholy of her temperament

upon her : had it not been for the bulwark

of her pride, Helen, out of those downcast,

indignant, gleaming eyes, could have shed

bitter tears.

Her own shy frankness, which could

not rest tiU it had established terms of

kindly intercourse with all who came near

her, and the pain it gave herself to see

any one uneasy, made her feel the slight

the more. So well it would have become

one of those comely mothers to spread the

shield of their protection over the stranger
—

so seemly it would have been for the well-

endowed and many-friended girls beside

her, to have helped her with the frank

friendship of youth. Helen drew back into

her corner, and felt the pain of being alone

in all its bitterness. She did not know

that the gracious courtesy of which she

N 2
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thought, was a thing like genius born and

not made—a gift in which the ignoble have

no part.

The Reverend Robert Insches was there.

He hovered about the group at Helen's

side, but he did not come near herself.

She felt his desertion also a little. The

Reverend Robert would have cheered her

loneliness with aU his heart, but he saw

no other person who condescended to seek

the society of the plebeian schoolmistress of

Fendie
;
and the Reverend Robert was also

by origin plebeian, and trembled for his

acquired position. So he dared not draw

aU eyes upon himself, by volunteering the

attention which no one else seemed inclined

to give.

Lilias was fuUy occupied with other

strangers at the opposite end of the room.

Mrs. Oswald, after she had saluted Helen
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With a kindness peculiarly
delicate and cordial,

thought it most expedient to remain at a

distance from her; and William stood

watching the changes of the sad, indignant,

solitary face until he could bear the pain of

the averted look no longer. There was a

slight stir in the group of ladies, and

among the attendant mascuhne hangers-on,

as William Oswald came quietly
to Helen's

side. The Reverend Robert became envious

and jealous
—the ladies looked towards the

corner, with suppressed whispers and titter-

ing
—the banker watched them with the

dark hue of anger on his brow
;
and with

no kind face anywhere, except the one by

her side, whose look she would not meet,

the bitterness swelled up almost to biu-sting

within the heart of Helen.

Just then the Laird of Mossgray began

to see how it fared with the one guest whose
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presence Lilias had desired, and in his

graceful old-world courtesy he drew near

to relieve her. As he passed on to Helen's

corner, his attention was claimed at every

step ;
but Mossgray passed through the

happier groups, smilingly parrying the attacks

made upon him.

"
I have something to say to Miss

Buchanan."

William Oswald silently made room for

him, and the face of Helen lightened as she

met the benign smile of the gracious old

man. The group of ladies turned their

eyes towards her, now with no tittering
—

the Reverend Robert insinuated his tall

figure into the vacant space behind her

chair, and in the distance the banker vainly

resisted, as she could perceive, the strong

curiosity which turned his eyes towards her.

She was a little interested, in spite of herself,
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in the looks and attitudes of William's

father, and the new animation which lighted

up her face had some pique in it. The

mercurial temperament sprang up elastic

and buoyant from the depths ;
and the

bystanders who had so long ignored her

presence, began to listen now, and to

draw closer. One only moved to a greater

distance than before, and the smile of proud

pleasui'e on his face told well enough what

feeling it was, which prompted him to stand

apart and only look on.

The banker was almost tempted to draw

near himself, and ascertain whether the

conversation in which there were now various

interlocutors, but the leaders of which were

certainly the old man and the humble

plebeian Helen, coiTCsponded at aU with

the singularly variable face, to which his

eyes were attracted against his will
;

but
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for very shame he could not make any advance.

Mrs. Oswald and Lilias were quietly con-

versing heside him. He could not quite

hear what they said, hut he could distinguish

the frequent name of Helen
;
the obstinate

man grew angrily inquisitive ; they were

aU in a conspiracy against him.

He saw Mossgray change his position;

he saw Helen rise, and with some evident

shyness take the old man's offered arm.

They came towards him
;
the stern banker

was conscious of some excitement. He

changed his position, cleared his throat, and

twisted up in his hands a roU of engravings

which lay on a small table beside him, to

their entire destruction, and the secret delight

of his watching wife.

"
I have brought Miss Buchanan to see

our picture," said the old man. " Mrs.

Oswald, has Lilias suffered you to see the
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})ortrait, for which I must borrow my young

friend's pleasant name—have you seen the

Lily of Mossgray ?"

The banker's eyes were fascinated to

the life-like nervous figure which stood so

near him. The swift, instantaneous move-

ments—the look which read the remainder

of Mossgray 's words before his sentence

was half spoken
—the moving of the

lip,

,
which seemed to repeat them as if in

unconscious impatience of their tardiness.

She was not like her father; he could see,

even in this glance
—and with something of

"
the stern joy which foemen feel," he per-

ceived it—that the irritation which killed

poor Walter Buchanan, would have been

but a spur to this elastic nature
;
and even

Mr. Oswald, strongly as he held by all

the proprieties, could not but smile to think
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of the common-place people round him,

"
looking down "

upon Helen,

"
I have seen no Lily at Mossgray but

one," said Mrs. Oswald,
" and was just

venturing to reprove her for retaining her

paleness so long. Helen, I wish we could

borrow some of your elasticity for Miss

Maxwell."

" That so Helen might withdraw from

me the name she has given," said Lilias,

smiling ;

" and Mossgray forget that I am

like his favourite flow^er
; no, no, that will

not do
;
but the picture

—I did not think

any one would be interested in the picture :

and Helen has seen it, Mossgray ?"

" Helen only saw^ it in its earliest sketch,"

said the old man. "
Come, I must exhibit

it."

It was in a little room, which opened from
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the drawing-room, a very small place, looking

like a recess of the larger apartment.

Mossgray led his young companion in,

followed hy Mrs. Oswald and Lilias. The

banker made a few steps after them, but

suddenly discovering that William watched

him, he made a spasmodic halt at the

door.

The little room was not brilliantly lighted,

and the picture stood leaning against the

wall. Lihas had begged that it should

not be hung in its future place of honour,

until after this evening. It was a very good

and truthful portrait, with a pale pure light

in its colouring in keeping with the subject.

The scene was an antique turret-room in

the oldest quarter of the house of Mossgray,

which had been a chamber of dais when the

old stock of the moss-trooping Graemes

began to gather riches and to desire peace.
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There were carvings of venerable oak about

it, and furniture of a very old date
;
the

Laird had especially chosen this room

as the background for the portrait of

Lilias.

And Lilias herself looked out from the

brown tints of this still life, with her serene

looks and every-day apparel. The painter

and his subject had, both of them, too

much taste to choose the vulgar, full-dress,

sitting-for-a-portrait attitude. A certain

visionary poetic grace and fitness were in

all the adjuncts. The contemplative, pensive

look, the serene pale face, the pure, calm,

melancholy brow, were rendered with a

graceful hand
;
and the old man named the

picture well when he called it the Lily of

Mossgray.

" But Hope would not have arranged it

so," said Helen, when she had sufficiently
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admired the portrait.
"
Hope would have

made a group instead of that single spiritual

face."

" And drawn me with breast-plate and

rusty spear," said Lilias,
" about to set out

on a foray ;
because my name, Mossgray,

reminds Hope of the Laird's Jock, and his

brethren of the ballad-days."

"
Nay," said Helen,

"
Hope has caught

the graceful spirit of the ballads better than

that
;
but she would have changed the scene

to the old hall of the tower, and put

breast-plate and steel-jack on a brotherhood

of Graemes, and placed you, with your

pensive look, in the midst, sending them

forth, sadly and bravely, not on a foray,

but on a truer errand, if it were to the

Flodden that needed them. And I think

almost that this same face, with that breath

of sadness about it, might have suited the
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old hull wcU, and the armed men who were

gomg forth, with a peradventure that they

would never return
;
and the Lily of Moss-

gray would do honour to Hope's fancy, if

the painter had thought of her as the Laird's

LiHas."

As she ceased, she slightly turned her

head. The banker was looking in eagerly
—

looking at her. As their eyes met, both

withdrew hastily ;
Helen with a tingling

thrill of shy pride, and Mr. Oswald with a

complication of feelings difficult to describe.

Strong determination not to yield, strangely

mingled with an absolute liking for the girl

who praised his Hope so kindly, and to

whom Hope clung with such affection. It

was a very sudden feeling, but his eyes

followed her unawares, almost with pride.

William, too, was looking proudly after

the rapid figure in the distance. Hope,
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at home, was thinking proudly, that no one

in Fendie or in Edinburgh was hke Helen

Buchanan
;

and the banker, in his secret

heart, acknowledged that they were right,

while again he repeated his resolution—
never !
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CHAPTER XVI.

" He's gentle
—of all sorts beloved—and indeed

much in the heart of the world."

AS YOU LIKE IT.

Halbert Graeme was fully bent upon

obeying the injunctions of his kinsman,

and had already, thanks to his youthful

strength, high spirits, and grey pony, made

considerable acquaintance with his ancestral

country. There were various good neigh-

bours too who showed all willingness to aid

him, and the race of young gentlemen who
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wrote themselves
"
younger of

"
all the

castles and towers, shaws, braes, and holms

of the district, opened their ranks with all

imaginable pleasure to admit Halbcrt,

"
younger of Mossgray." Halbert was happy

in a frank temper, and no great share of

ideality. His list of acquaintance grew like

Jonah's gourd. The fame of him went up

the water and down the water
;

from the

county-town some fifteen miles away, to

the furthest bounds of the Scottish border,

the landed community of the fair Southern

shire had heard of the new heir of the

Graemes. Nor was it alone the landed

community ; Halbert, like Hope Oswald,

extended his friendship beyond his own

exclusive class. Robbie Carlyle, the fisher-

man, grasped his bonnet when he met

"the young laird
"
with a fervent salutation

only accorded to his favourites, and John

VOL. II. O
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Brown in the excitement of a busy market-

day in the thronged Main Street of Fendie,

proclaimed him :

" Nane o' your whillie-

whaws—just a real, decent lad that kens a

man o' sense when he sees him !"

There were one or two dissentients. On

a January day, Halbert, escorting LiHas on

a walk longer than was usual to her, had

the evil fortune to pass a potatoe field—
a field which had borne potatoes

—where

Robert Paterson, the farmer of Whinnyside,

was indolently superintending his two ploughs.

It was a small farm, and its tenant was

no great agriculturist. He " hadna just

made up his mind what the crap was to

be. Some said there wasna muckle depend-

ence to be putten on the taties, where they

had ance turned out bad—though his had

been no that ill, the year
—and some said

the taties, noo, in thir times, paid better
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than the corn—and some said naithlng paid

ava
;

for his pairt he didna ken
;
he hadiia

made up his mind."

Halbert was very active, and had a con-

siderable share of the respectable qualities

called sense and prudence. So he suggested

to the good man of Whinnyside, that he

was employing the most effectual means for

securing that
"
naething should pay ava,"

a reproof which did exceedingly oifend and

amaze the indignant Robert.

" He's a bonnie ane, indeed !" said the

angry farmer when Halbert had passed on,

"
to gie advice to a man that might be his

faither—forbye being born on the land. I

hae nae broo o' thae keen Norlands, Ane

would think they were learnt to put this

and that thegither afore they were breekit—
and the greed o' them ! considering and

planning how to make the maist o' every-

o 2
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thing ;
as if there was nocht to he done

in this world hut gather gear !"

But Rohert Paterson \vas alone in his

dissent—in all the district the feeling was

strong in favour of the Norland Halbert.

Halbert and LUias w^re going by Moss-

gray's favourite walk, up the waterside. The

two adopted children of Mossgray were very

good friends
;

so good friends, Mrs. Mense

thought, that they would quite naturally settle

down into the characters of laird and lady,

and give Mossgray no further trouble; but

altogether irrespective of the broken golden

coin which hung from Halbert's neck, and

the solitary labourer in the East who toiled

for Lilias, there were other preventives of

which Mrs. Mense was quite unaware.

Lilias was a great deal older, graver, and

more experienced than her young squire ;

though there was not much difference in
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positive age, but in that developement and

maturity of the mind which will not be

confined to years. Halbert unconsciously

looked up to the young Lilias as to his

senior, and Lilias used terms of kindly

familiarity to Halbert as to an ingenuous,

pleasant younger brother. It was the best

thing possible for their frank and friendly

intercourse, but entirely destructive to the

hopes of Mrs. Mense.

The road along the waterside was a

pleasant one, though the trees were bare

and though it ascended and descended steep

braes now and then, and there were places

here and there, where the path was very

nearly a rustic stair, with interwoven roots

for steps. The neighboui-hood of Fendie

is the very stronghold of burns—you meet

them running cheerily through the country

like hardy cottage children at every turn,
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and multitudes of those fairy tributaries

swell the noble dark-brown water as it sweeps

downward to the Firth. Yonder does one

pour down foaming, over the rugged bank

of broken rock and gathered stones, high

over which that daring stripling birch waves

its thin branches, half timorous, half exultant ;

and here another, softly stealing under cover

of the long melancholy willows glides noise-

lessly, a gentle child, into the bosom of

the river. Another—and see how this kind

alder kneels upon the mimic headland,

shadowing the little bay where its coy

wavelets linger
— and yet another—with its

wild headlong rush, defying those great

stones, and jostling the roots of the shrinking

beech which somehow has fallen here, and

grows patiently and resigned, to its full

height, a little timid of its impetuous neigh-

bour. But the name of these children of
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the hills is legion ;
listen—you would fancy

a school had newly
"

skailed
"

so full is

the air of their ceaseless singing ;
and if you

dwell anaong them hut a little time, you will

learn to know their individual voices, and

to name them by separate names as you

name human children.

The water itself is broad and flill,
"
fi'om

bank to brae," and flows down with a strong

life in it, pleasant and hopeful to see
;

that

ample, wide stream, instinct with the easy

unostentatious force of nature—you can fancy

as it hastens on, that the bold current

throbs, like the beating of a strong man's

breast.

Winding yonder through the trees—here,

sweeping round that soft swelling grassy

bank, and again a little farther on over-arched

by those long bare, far-spreading boughs.

Beyond itself there is little prospect, for the
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trees on every side, shut in theview, delicately

revealing their naked tracing against the

sky, with hea\'y firs and pines keeping some

show of verdure in the skeleton wood.

But Halbcrt and Lilias were not thinking

of views, except of those eager, hopeful

human ones, which rose so vi\'idly before

the youth's eyes ;
for Halbert was explaining

his own wishes, and intentions, and craving

the good counsel of the Lily of Moss-

gray.

"
I should have very much preferred my

father's profession," said the young man,

" and Mr, Monikie told me Mossgray was

willing that I should study for the bar

if I chose
; but, Mossgray has supported

me all my life, Lilias. I could not think

of remaining a burden on him."

*' And was that your sole reason ?" asked

his grave and sagacious counsellor.
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The honest Halbert blushed, and smiled,

and hesitated,

"Well, perhaps it would not be quite

true if I said it was the sole reason; but

it certainly was an important one,"

" And the others ?" inquired Lilias with

a smile.

" The others ? they were various
;

for

instance, I am not by any means sure that

I have the necessary gifts
—so few men can

speak well in public ;
and—it must always

be a slow success I fancy, the success of

an advocate
;

when one has a rank to

maintain, and very little to maintain it—"

Halbert looked very piTident and careful

as he paused.

" And you want to succeed quickly,

Halbert," said Lilias,
" and so will choose

some gainful business rather than the learned'

profession
—is that it ?"
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" To tell the truth," said Halbert hastily,

"
I am anxious to be settled as soon as

possible; to establish myself; to have a

home
; you understand me, Lilias ?"

Lilias looked at the youth's glowing face

and smiled.

" Did YOU never think vou were too

young, Halbert, to be the head of a house?"

" Too young !" Halbert was half inclined

to be angry.
"
Come, Lilias, that is not

fair
;
and then you know, T have no friends,

no relations
;

I am alone."

Lilias became suddenly grave ;
but as she

looked again at the young, frank face beside

her, in its flush of early manhood, another

smile, kindly and gentle, stole over her
lip.

To be alone—to have no friends—the joyous

Halbert with his light spu'it,
and honest

straightforward character, and lack of the

ideal and sensitive, did by no means un-
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derstand what these words meant. He

could find a Menie Monikie everywhere,

he could never be alone.

" You were not alone in Aberdeenshire,"

said Lilias
;

"
and, I fancy you will be

bringing this pretty Menie to Mossgray

by and bye, Halbert. Is that what being

settled means ?"

Halbert stammered a happy half denial,

which was a confession, and proceeded in

very high spirits to ask Lilias what she

thought he should do.

"
I think vou should wait," said his

adviser,
"

till Mossgray gives you the

counsel you asked from him. You may

remind him of it, Halbert, but I think you

should not press our good friend ; we may

have all confidence in the kindness of

Mossgray."

Halbert fully assented. The old man
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had charmed all doubts from the mind of

the young one, and with a light heart and

perfect content, he left his anxieties in his

kinsman's hand.

LiHas had never ventured so far before,

and now their course was suddenly stayed

by a deep cavernous burn, rumbling far

down, under a long avenue of very large

saugh or willow trees. The foliage of

these was so exuberant in summer that the

hoarse water below scarcely ever saw the sun ;

and over it was an old dilapidated bridge
—

rude planks of w^ood, fenced on each side by

stiles, and so decayed as to seem unsafe.

Halbert parted the thick w'illovv branches

with his hand to look through ;
and beyond,

they saw, half buried in a wilderness of

trees the roof and gables of a house.

Lilias had heard of this place so often

that she knew at once what it was.
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"
I am afraid this is scarcely safe for

you," said Halbert.
"
Shall we have to

return, Lilias ? though I confess [ should

like to explore this place. Does anybody

live in that wilderness, I wonder."

"
I fancy it must be Murrayshaugh,"

said Lilias. She spoke low; there was

something which excited her reverence in

the melancholy decay, and loneliness of

the old house, and the unknown fate of

its owners.
" Let us go nearer, Halbert ;

the bridge must be safe enough."

It was not very safe, yet it bore the

light weight of Lilias, and quivered beneath

the springing bound of Halbert
; they

w^ere within the enclosure of Murray-

shaugh.

The house was less irregular and less

extensive than Mossgray. Its former

proprietors in their prosperous time, had not
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chosen to establish themselves on the bleak

far-seeing mount, where the remains of the

ancient peel were now mouldering stone by

stone : and this house decayed as it was,

had some architectural pretensions. Its

taper spear-like turrets shot up through

the bewildering maze of wood in w^hich it

was enclosed, and the mossy teiTace

stretching along its front, gave some dis-

tinctness to its form below. A very narrow

grass-grown path wound past a rounded

gable to some back entrance
;

and the

former flower-beds bordering the way, bore

now a scanty crop of vegetables
—

except

this all w'as perfectly neglected ;
but the

few cabbages and leeks, and a thin ascending

breath of smoke, and a gentle aroma of

peats told that somewhere about the solitary

house, there was humanity, and its attendant

spirit, the ftre.
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" Did you ever hear of this place,

Halbert ?" said Lilias, as they stood beside

the great window in the gable, looking

into a large, faded melancholy room, which

bore evident marks of care and order,

solitary and desolate though it was.

Halbert looked a little astonished,

"
1 have never before been at Mossgray,"

he answered,
" and at home— I mean in the

North—these border counties were very

Antipodes to us."

Lilias did not answer
;

she looked

thoughtfully along the green, melancholy

terrace, thinking of Lucy Murray in her

solitude, and of Charlie Graeme the

household traitor, whose honest, fresh,

ingenuous son had never heard of Murray-

shaugh.

The faint sound of a lifted latch aroused

her attention and she looked round. A
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little old woman, with impatient, vivacious

features and quick pattering steps came

along the grassgrown path. She had

heard voices without, and had issued forth

in evident wrath to avenge the intrusion on

her territory.

"
Oh, mem, I beg your pardon !" she

exclaimed as she made a dead stop in front

of Lilias.
"
If I didna think it was Robbie

Carlyle's cuddie and that tinkler of a

Gallant, Peter, chasing him ! but ye'U be

the young lady of Mossgray ?"

Lilias took the designation with a smile.

"This is Murrayshaugh, is it not?" she

asked.

But the little woman's eyes were so busy

that she lost the question. She was

examining with singular curiosity the face

of Halbert Graeme.

" This is Murrayshaugh ?" repeated Lilias.
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"Ay, it's Murrayshaugh," was the answer

emphatically given, while the speaker looked

wrathfully at Halbcrt Graeme.

Halbcrt was considerably astonished
;

but the unconscious natural prepossessing

smile remained upon his truthful face. It

was a very honest straightfoi'W'ard coun-

tenance
;
what we call

"
aefauld," in Scotland

—and the old woman gradually melted under

the fi'ank good-humoured smile.

"
They ca' me Eesabell Broun," she said

abruptly,
" and I keep the house. I've lived

here, a' my days, and if ye would like to see

it, I've nae objections."

"
If we will not trouble you too much,"

said Lilias, smiling at the limited per-

mission,
"
I shall be glad to see Murray-

shaugh."

Eesabell turned away at once, and went

VOL. II. P
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pattering round to a not very elegant back

door. Her visitors followed her.

" Na—na," said the old woman, fretfully

waving them back with her quick, withered

hand
;

" we may be puir, and puir enough,

but there shall nae gentle come this gate

into Murrayshaugh ; gae round to the ither

side
; ye'll get in by the richt door."

It was a respectable irritation, and the two

young explorers turned with some amuse-

ment to obey. The great door of Murray-

shaugh was somewhat heavy on its rusted

hinges ;
the opening of it taxed all the

impatient strength of IsabeU Brown.

There was not much to see within
; every-

thing saleable had been removed from those

cold, dreary, uninhabited waUs before the

armed man, Want, drove its last tenant

from his father's house. So much furniture
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as remained was old and faded
;
the haughty,

proud old man had studiously displayed its

poverty ;
he professed to disdain the mean

art of making shifts to hide it—it was

the bitter art of unbending pride which

left its forlorn nakedness so visible to every

eye.

But the little, quick, irrascible custodier

of the lonely house had been so long used

to the poverty of its scanty furniture that she

was now unconscious of it
;
and when she

carefully dusted the high-backed chairs of

" Miss Lucy's parlour," and closed the

shutters lest the sun should spoil the colours

of the decayed worn carpet, whose colours

had been jumbled in incoherent old age when

she herself was but a child, EesabeU Brown

was perfectly sincere. She had a veneration

for those solitary and quiet inhabitants of the

p 2
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house in which she had Hved all her days ;

they were older dwellers than she
;
and when

she thought of the " Miss Lucy" who had

been the pattern and gloiy of her younger

days returning to Murrayshaugh
—and she

did think of it constantly
—it was still as

Miss Lucy
—the fair, young lady whom in

her own girlhood she thought chief of

women. This was the romance of the little

old housekeeper of Murrayshaugh. She had

known few fluctuations of fortune since the

great era of their departure ;
somehow or

other Isabell herself had grown old
;

but

unchangeable as the high-backed chairs and

the faded carpets seemed Murrayshaugh and

Miss Lucy
—and they would return.

"
My mother was housekeeper when the

laird and Miss Lucy gaed to foreign pairts,"

she said to Lilias.
''
Ye'll have heard o'
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Miss Lucy ?—ay, but I question if ye ever

saw the like o' her. Wasna auld Greenshaw

your grandfather ? I thocht that. Weel,

Miss Lucy gaed herself, ance errant, to see

your mother, to please Mossgray."

Isabell said this with great importance ;

but Lilias was not overawed, though her face

was very grave.

" There's no a young lady atween this and

her, wherever she be," continued the old

woman with vehemence,
"
that it wadna

be an honour to even to Miss Lucy, though

them that should have kent, didna ken."

A quick indignant glance at the young

man, accompanied this speech ;
but the

glance of Isabell's wrath was harmless light-

ning: to the unconscious Halbert,

" Me and my sister Jean were brought up

here," said Isabell, more calmly.
" and she
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was married upon a cousin o' our ain :
—

maybe ye ken John Broun that's at the

Mount—that's Jean's son."

" He is my earliest acquaintance in

Fendie," said Halbert, good-humouredly,

" and an honest fellow he is
;
but why do

they leave you alone here?"

"
My lane !" said Isabell

;

" am I no

housekeeper? and us disna ken the day that

Murrayshaugh may come hame !"

Lilias checked Halbert with her lifted

hand
;

the old woman's delusion was

sacred.

They had entered
" Miss Lucy's parlour,"

and w'ere looking at some pictures on the

wall. Before the first of these, that of a

young man in an antique dress, evidently an

old family portrait, Lilias paused with a

sudden start. There was a vivid colour and
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surprised animation on her face such as

Halbert had never seen her have before, and

the tone of her voice struck him as she

turned to ask about the picture
—low, full

and musical, as if the heart throbbed through

it more warmly than was its wont.

"
It's ane o' the auld Murrays

—I dinna

mind his name," said Isabell ;

" but Miss

Lucy had a conceit that it was like Mr. Hew.

Thev were a' like ither ;
the same face came

down, like the name, frae faither to son.

That ane was a Hew too, I dinna doubt
;

it's a guid name
; they maun a' have been

fond o't."

"
Hew," repeated Lilias, slowly, as if she

too loved to linger on the sound
;

" Hew—
yes, it is a pleasant name."

And she turned again with lingering

looks and smiles of strange pleasure to the

picture as she left the room. Halbert smiled
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too in wonder. He hardly could fancy an

appropriate cause for such emotion in the

wise, gi'ave Lilias; and there was no such

magic in any picture there for him.
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CHAPTER XVII.

" He thinks well of himself. Sir—we all do it ;
and

he thinks well of his fortune—happy he who can !

and if myself am. well, and my fortune is well, who

shall resist me?"

OLD PLAY.

The Manse of Fendie was a good-sized,

substantial house situated at the rural end of

the Main Street with very tolerable grounds

about it, and a well-stocked, extensive garden

behind. Within, there were three good

sitting-rooms
—

dining-room, drawing-room,
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and library as the Reverend Robert Insches

was pleased to call them. His predecessor

had been a man of good family and small

pretensions. In his time the library was

only a study, and the drawino;-room a family

parlour ;
but the Reverend Robert had

changed all that.

The furniture was all new, as it was

natural that the furniture of a young man's

house should be, but it had a brassy look not

very agreeable to the eye. The chairs stood

so stiffly in their grim gentility, the carpets

were so spotless, the tables so bright, that

you felt afraid to disturb their solemn repose

by presuming to make them serve the

purposes of ordinary life
;
but if a stranger

feared them, tenfold was the dread with

which their dignified stillness impressed Miss

Insches the little, fat, roundabout sister of

the Reverend Robert. With awe and
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reverence, she herself with her own plump

hands dusted the sacred drawing-room ;
with

fear for her own presumption, gingerly sat

on the extreme edge of one of those

wonderful rosewood chairs, when the

drawing-room on solemn occasions was used.

The Reverend Robert angrily lectured her for

this foible
;

it was in vain. Miss Inches

could not be otherwise than reverential of

"
the grand furniture."

The library was the smaller room of the

three. You could not have guessed it was a

library, had not the minister's sister been at

pains to inform you. There was a small

bookcase in it, veiled with curtains within

the glass doors, and a study table
;

in the

reign of the last minister it had been

overflowing in all its corners with books—at

present it was much too trimly arranged for
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that. The room had to do double duty ;
it

was parlour as well as study. There, Miss

Inches sat, holding in her breath on the

Fridays and Saturdays lest she should

disturb Robert at his preparations ;
and there

in the earlier days of the week when Robert

had no sermons to wTite, the elderly,

worshipping sister, and the young idol

brother, were very comfortable together.

The young man was a genius in his way,

and preached as no one had preached in

Fendie for long years before. Save for the

one weakness of making a hobby of his

"
position," indeed, he had good sense and

good feeling as well as talent, and promised

to be noticeable in his generation. Only the

.sudden change from the hard student life

and cares of poverty, to the good stipend

and much prized
"
station" of Fendie, had a
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little dazzled the eyes of the Reverend

Robert, and like other young men, he rode

his hobby hard and furiously.

At the fireside in the
"
library" his sister

and he sat together; there was some con-

sternation in the plump, good-humoured face

of Miss Insches. She was evidently be-

wildered—" a party !"

" You know, Janet, I don't, by any means,

intend a formal large party,"
said the

Reverend Robert, who had been for the last

ten minutes, vainly endeavouring to convey

a less magnificent idea of his intention to his

sister's perplexed mind. "A few friends

merely
—a few of your own friends—it is

necessary you know, that we should not

show om-selves unsocial."

"My own friends?" Miss Insches was

rather obtuse. "There's the provost's wife,

and there's Miss Rechie Sinclair, and Mrs.
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In-ing of Friarsford— is't them you're

meaning, Robert ?"

Robert was impatient,

"I am sure, Janet, you can have no

pleasure in the company of a vulgar person

like Mrs. Irving
—and the provost's wife—I

don't like her, you know
;

—and Miss Rechie

—
well, she's a good httle woman—but she

would be quite out of place in my drawing-

room, surely."

Miss Inches looked awed and reverential^

It was very true that these plebeian per-

sonages would not at all suit the Reverend

Robert's dignified drawing-room, of which

she herself was only a tenant at will, hable to

be ejected whenever it should please its lord

and master to bring home a wife.

" And our Robert's a fine-looking lad, as

well as a clever," said Miss Insches under her

breath
;

" he might marry onybody he hkit."
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"
Maybe it would be best to tell me,

Robert," she said aloud humbly,
" what folk

you were thinking to ask—and then I would

ken."

"
Well, Janet," said the minister

graciously,
"

there's Mr. Halbert Graeme,

and Miss Maxwell of Mossgray."

Miss Inches lifted up her hands in the

extremity of her astonishment.

" The young lady of Mossgray !"

"
Why not ?" exclaimed the Reverend

Robert, indignantly impatient. "I am

astonished, Janet;
—

you forget my position

—
you forget

—"

"No me, Robert—no me," ejaculated his

penitent sister.

" And I suppose we must have some of

the brethren," continued Robert after a

pause.
" There's Mr. Wright of the quoad

sacra at Fairholm; but then we could not
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ask him without his wife, and she—you

know he made a very foolish marriage."

"
Ay," responded Miss Insches promptly ;

" he married Willie Tasker the joiner's

daughter, at Todholes, a bonnie-like wife for

a minister. Weel, Robert, maybe I am not

proud enough, but I would have you marry

naebody but a lady."

The Reverend Robert blushed a httle.

"Do you know, Janet, little Hope Oswald

has a theory that ladies are not made but

born—not what you call well-born however;

suppose we call on Mrs. Wright and see

what sort of a person she is. Wright has

been very foolish no doubt, but if we can

consistently notice him, we should—"
Mr.

Insches drew himself up, and thought of

Mossgray's graceful courtesy to the solitary

Helen.

Miss Insches was decidedly repugnant
—
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she had no toleration for the mesalliances of

ministers.

" And there is Paulus Whyte," continued

the Reverend Robert.
'" He is to preach for

me on the fast day, so we can have it the

night before
; and, by the bye, Janet, there is

a young lady in Fendie, a great friend of

Miss Maxwell's. What is her name again ?

Buchanan, yes, Buchanan—you must ask

her."

" You're no meaning the schoolmistress ?"

said Miss Insches.

The Reverend Robert faltered a little—
only a little—he was reassured by remem-

bering the kindly attentions of Mossgray.

"
Yes, I believe she does keep a school

;

but she is very intimate with Miss Maxwell

—
you must ask her."

"
Weel," said Miss Insches with some

astonishment.
"

I am sure I dinna object ;

VOL. II. Q
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but to you to ask the schoolmistress among

thae big folk, Robert ! and maybe she'll no

like to come—she's but young, puir thing
—

when the maister of the house is a young

man."

"
Oh," said the minister with a hasty

blush,
" she will never think of me. You

must ask her to meet Miss Maxwell."

Miss Insches looked somewhat suspicious ;

she did not understand this
;

besides she

had heard her brother speak of Helen before,

and now he hesitated at her name as if

he did not recollect it.
"
I dinna ken what

Robert means," she muttered to herself as

he left the room.
"

I am sure he kens

the lassie well enough ;
what for could he

no mind her name ? Weel, to be sure,

he's the minister—but if he were ony

ither man, I would hae my ain thoughts

about it."
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And her ain thoughts Miss Insches had,

minister though her brother was
;
but the

will of Robert was not to be contested, so

his suspicious sister prepared herself for

obedience.

A still further test of obedience he required

fi'om her that very afternoon : but then, too,

Robert conquered, and they set out together

to call on the new Mrs. Wright of the

Fairholnm chapel of ease.

The Reverend Simon Wright was, like

the Reverend Robert Inches of plebeian origin,

but unlike his younger, more graceful, and

more talented neighbour, he was by no

means adapted for the profession of gentle-

man. He too had a sort of sluggish, heavy

ambition, though it had not reached the

altitude of Robert's
;
but his marriage had

sentenced him hopelessly to his original

standing. It was barely possible that he

Q 2
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might have struggled upward alone, but there

was no elevatino; the dead weig-ht of his

wife. For himself he had a ponderous un-

serviceable mind, not without a eertain power,

and after his own fashion could preach good

sermons sometimes
;
but generally, the man

was an incapable man, slow to perceive,

and helpless to take advantage of his oppor-

tunities. Willie Tasker, the joiner, had given

him lodgings for a month or two, while his

staring, red, boxlike manse was being built,

and the result was that WilHe Tasker's

daughter became the minister's wife.

To the immense indignation of his neigh-

bours and people all and sundry, who felt

in the degradation of their minister a per-

sonal injury, and who ha\'ing expressed

their disapprobation of the courtship by

various very decided demonstrations, were

now keeping aloof, and refusing to notice
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the new wife. Still more indignant were the

wives of
"
the brethren

"
in the vicinity,

at this intiTider into their ranks. Thev,

all of them, discovered suddenly that without

a conveyance it was impossible to pay visits
;

and " we do not keep a conveyance." The

inference was unmistakeable
;

it was not

in their power to call on Mrs. Wright.

Miss Insches fully shared in the general

indignation, but she was not without

curiosity ;
so with proper condescension

and as a duty, she agreed to accompany

her brother.

The best room of the Fairholm Manse

had two windows
;

it stood rather high, and

was approached by a road which one of these

windows commanded, so as, very conveniently

to warn the inhabitants of the rare advent

of visitors. As they opened the gate, a

sturdy maid servant stared at them for a
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moment—answered Mr. Insches in the

affimative, when he inquired if her mistress

was at home, and precipitately fled to the

back door, leaving the visitors to find the

more dignified entrance at theii' leisure.

They had to pass the windows of the
"
best

room ;" wdthin, sitting as gingerly as ever

Miss Insches sat, in a parlour by no means

so fine as the sacred drawing-room, they

had a first glimpse of the bride. She saw

them looking for the door in some confusion,

but she sat bolt upright in her new dignity,

with her hands crossed in her lap, and her

eyes fixed upon the opposite wall, and made

no sign.

" The woman's daft," muttered Miss

Insches,
"
could she no let folk in ? Mrs.

Whyte that's a lady born is no ower grand

to open the door,"

The Reverend Robert laughed, not without
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some secret shame ;
it was a good lesson

and did him service. He began to see the

vulgarity of this assumption ;
his own natural

taste had kept himself within bounds, anxious

as he was to maintain the decorums which

he fancied necessary to his
"
position ;" liut

this was sufficiently ludicrous to make him

ashamed of the stiff gentiUty to which he

had been endeavouring to train his good-

humoured sister. His heavy brother of

Fairholm was labouring to make his wife

a lady
—a verj^ impossible process as her

appearance showed.

She had a soft large face, a drooping head,

a tall, gawky person
—and when the handsome

Mr. Insches and his cheerful sister seated

themselves beside her, she giggled. Miss

Insches talked, and so did the Reverend

Robert : the bride answered by a hysteric

titter. It was her sole accomplishment.
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She had by no means a gift for conversation,

but she could giggle to perfection.

Mr. Wright came to the rescue, in his

own person, and by means of ecclesiastical

subjects a long half hour was spent ;
but

Robert made no mention of the intended

party. He was by no means proud of

having made acquaintance with the bride.

"
Robert," said Miss Insches solemnly as

they left the house,
" whatever ye do, dinna

gang and break our hearts with a gawky

like yon. I'm no caring for siller
; but

man, Robert, if ye canna get a lady, dinna

take up with a fule !"

The Reverend Robert smiled—pleasantly

before his eyes glided the graceful nervous

figure, with its swift motions, and springing

step, and eloquent face. Secretly in his own

mind, he did at that moment elect the poor

schoolmistress to the honourable vacant seat
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at the head of his dignified table. It was

true she was poor, and had for years laboured

to earn her own bread
;
but Helen Buchanan

was a gentlewoman born !

In the meantime Helen Buchanan re-

mained perfectly unconscious of her election.

Mr. Insches, his good qualities, and his

indifferent ones had passed from her mind

altogether. She was not even angry at

his desertion of her, during the earlier part

of that Mossgray party, and met him the

next time she saw him after it with a

quite unclouded face. If William Oswald

had been the offender, the offence would

have ruffled in a very different way, the

memory of Helen. It was a bad omen for

the Reverend Robert.

And William Oswald was gone. He had

established himself now, a permanent inhabi-

tant of Edinburgh, practising his profession
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as it pleased the public to give him oppor-

tunity ;
and the public was not unpropitious.

His father had many connexions in other

little towns like Fendie, and Fendie itself

was respectably litigious. William Oswald

was pronounced
"
a rising young man,"

"
a

sagacious lad," by voices of authority in the

sacred precincts of the Parliament House.

His prospects were fau' and prosperous
—

the banker began to be proud of his thriving

son.

And William began to be heard of in

other spheres than the Parliament House.

In the Scottish capital as in the English,

stout hearts were banding themselves for a

holy war, a new Crusade. Against the phy-

sical e\'ils which debase the poor, against

giant sins which have their absolute domi-

nions mapped out in every city ;
for wise

men began to see how poverty and wretched-
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ness, iniquity and pollution, press forward

upon the mere barrier of defence set up

to oppose their progress, and steadily make

away. So one here and there, stung to the

heart with one particular evil, and yearning

over the masses of um'egarded poor, had

snatched a flaming brand out of the slow

consuming fire, and holding it up above his

head, in earnestness almost wild, had begged

and prayed his fellows to look upon the

ghastly sight below. Little perishing outcast

children, trained, as one could fancy by malig-

nant spirits only, to breath in crime hke daily

air. Strong men sinking
—

sinking
—into woe

and misery ineffable, binding themselves with

those green withes of customary sin, which by

and bye should harden into chains of iron.

Women, woe of woes, lost without hope ;

and good men had united themselves in an

aggressive war, to go forth against all the
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powers of darkness—not simply to defend,

but to invade and rout and conquer, holding

no terms or parley with the might of sin.

The fluttering flush came and went over

Helen's cheek, as she read eagerly the doings

of this new chivalry of Scotland. Her

breast swelled—her heart beat. William

was among them, bearing arms like a true

man.

The Reverend Robert had no chance

against this : the voung; man had strayed

further from the East than he need have

done, and though performing his ministerial

w^ork well and conscientiously, did by no

means project his very heart into it, or

live for it as his chief end. He also was

a good man and a Christian
;

but from

his life you would have fancied that the

ardent rejoicing might of labour, which

ensures success in any other profession
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was misplaced in his—that the work of

all others in which every moment is solemn

and weighty, was the one work which should

be done in deliberate calmness—for he was

not aggressive. He lamented over existing

evils, but he did not bravely, and at once,

attack them. He was content to be a

matter-of-course minister—as good as his

neighbours, moving along in a sort of me-

chanical respectable way. He was not yet

roused to feel himself standing alone, with

God his master over him, and the whole

world lying in wickedness—to be saved.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

"
I am bid forth to supper."

MERCHANT OF VENICE.

It was the evening of Miss Insches'

party, and two of her guests were ah-eady

comfortably established in the sacred draw-

ing-room. Next day was the fast day in

Fendie, and the Reverend Paulus Whyte

was to preach. Mr. Insches was rather a

favourite with Mrs. Whvte. She had been

persuaded to accompany her huslnmd, and

was to remain aU night at the Manse.
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Mr. Whyte was seated in an easy chair,

talking in a low, gentle, pleasant voice, to

the very attentive Miss Insches. He was

a little man, with courteous graceful man-

ners, and a very mild engaging face. No

tongue, however slanderous, could find matter

of accusation against Paulus Whyte ;
friend

and foe alike did unconscious homage to

the pure unselfish spirit which dwelt among

them in its peaceful mildness— a visible

citizen of heaven. He was one of those

few men whose especial gift seems holiness ;

you heard all classes, the religious and the

profane, do reverence to the distinguishing

quality of the gentle minister. He was a

holy man.

He had one weakness—a failing incident

to his guileless benevolent nature. He was

a little too apt to write biographies of very

good little boys, who died at eight or nine in
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the odour of sanctity, and little girls who,

at a like age, were experienced in all the

difficulties and temptations of the spiritual

life. On the counters of religious book-

sellers, you were continually picking up little

books in coloured covers, memorials of the

last small pious Jane or William who had

died within the good minister's ken. In

the simplicity of his own gentle nature, he

received all the traits of childish goodness,

which weeping mothers and aunts told him

when their first grief began to soften
;
and

rejoicing in
" the holiness of youth," recorded

the little incidents of those young lives for

the edification of all. They were not always

to edification ;
but the good man fervently

believed them so, and in his own devout

heart gave thanks joyfully for the youthful

angels of whom he had registered so many.

There were some who smiled at the weak-
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ness, and some who sneered at its fruits
;

but few men sneered at Paulus Whyte.

His garments were too spotless
—his serene

life too pure for any reproaches of the

adversary.

His wife was a vivacious, lively, cheerful

person, pleasantly patronizing to all youthful

people. She liked young society, and she

hked to take such as suited her under her

wing, and bring them forward, and encourage

them by all kindly means. She was chatting

in her own cheerful, sprightly way, with

Robert Insches, who held a high place in

her favour. She was bent at present on

providing him with that indispensable equip-

ment for all young ministers—a wife—and

had plans of her own on the subject, of

which Robert had a considerable guess ;

but Robert conquered himself, had full

VOL. II. R
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confidence in the fascination of Helen, and

felt sure of the ultimate approval of Mrs.

Whvte.

The first arrival was a sister of Mrs.

Whvte's, a widow ladv resident at Fendie.

She was a queralous person, constitutionally

inclined to look at the dark side of every-

thing, a perfect contrast to the happier

temper of her sister, but withal not destitute

of a kindred kindliness. Only the youthftd

people patronized by Mrs. Gray, were

sedulously tutored into a melancholy certainty

of the inevitable miseries of the world. She

tried, good gloomy woman, to charge the

natural atmosphere of hope with the vapoury

fears in which she herself found a certain

sombre satisfaction, and now and then, she

was temporarily successful.

The drawing-room was not very much
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crowded. Besides these, there were only

Lilias, Halbert, Helen, and the banker

Oswald and his wife.

The last two were invited by Mr. Insches

for some unexplained reason. They were

certainly his very good friends, but that

was not the cause
;
he had many good

friends in Fendie quite as eligible ;
but

the Reverend Robert had once or twice

encountered William in the immediate

vicinity of Mrs. Buchanan's house, and had

an idea that his rival, like himself, was kept

back by scruples of pride, or by considera-

tion of what " the w^orld" would say. Con-

sequently, William's parents were invited

to-night to show them that the step was

taken, that the dignified youthful minister

had made up his mind, and that Helen was

about to be elevated to the lofty position of

Mistress of the Manse.

R 2
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Helen herself, who had come with some

reluctance, felt already uncomfortablyhampered

by her host's attentions ;
there was a slight

ostentation in them—a certain consciousness

of derogation on his own part, and fear

for her, lest the exaltation should dazzle her.

Helen kept closely by the side of Lilias,

amused, afi'aid, and suspecting some design

upon her.

Mrs. Oswald seated herself beside the

young friends. The banker kept apart,

struggling very vainly against the curiosity

which turned his eyes towards this group ;

he began to feel an interest in watching the

colour fluctuate and change on Helen's

cheek, and to understand the half-sup-

pressed, impatient motion and altered attitude

which testified some annoyance under

those elaborate courtesies of Robert Insches.

Mr. Oswald was sadly inconsistent
;
he had
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a certain satisfaction in perceiving that

these courtesies did not seem particularly

acceptable to Helen.

"
My dear," said the plaintive Mrs. Gray,

addressing Lilias, "I am glad to see you

looking so much stronger ;
but perhaps you

are flushed—just a little flushed to-night ;

you must be very careful as you go home,

that you don't take cold."

"
I heard Mrs. Mense making a great

provision of cloaks for my home-going," said

Lilias, smiUng ;

"
they are too careful of me,

Mrs. Gray. I shall not take cold if my

good friends can guard me from it."

"Well," said Mrs. Gray, "this is a

strange world
; you will see trouble coming

often to those who are most carefully

guarded, while others who can use no

precautions escape it altogether. Ay, Miss
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Insches, you may well shake your head ;

I have seen such things myself,"

Miss Insches had indeed shaken her head

sympathetically, because the good-humoured

little woman thought some assent was

necessary ;
but on being thus involved as

an interlocutor, she looked very guilty and

confused, and was by no means sure whether

she should have done it or no.

" But why speak of it so drearily,

Agnes?" said Mr. Whyte, who, mild man

as he was, gave his sister-in-law's doleful

moods no quarter.
"

I can see cause for

nothing but thankfulness in that. That

Providence specially cares for those who

cannot care for themselves
;

it is positive

sunshine to think of it."

"
Ay," said Mrs. Gray mournfully,

"
the

minister and I always take different views;
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but you'll allow, Paulus, what the Bible

says its very self of this weary world.

A vale of tears—a shadow that fleeth

away
—the valley of the shadow of death."

"
My dear Agnes," said the vivacious

Mrs. Whyte, with some impatience,
"
I wish

you would quote the chapter and verse, for

I really have no recollection of the vale of

tears in Scripture."

"
Elizabeth," answered Mrs. Gray, with

solemnity, "the dark day has not Men

upon you yet, and I hope it may be long

deferred ;
but it is a heavy life. The very

best of it is just a succession of work and

fatigue, waking and sleeping, weariness and

rest. 1 see you agree with me, Mr.

Oswald. We are in a miserable world, and

the sooner we are done with it, the better

for ourselves."

The banker, thus appealed to, looked as
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much amazed as Miss Insches; he did

by no means agree with Mrs. Gray, but he

was somewhat slow of speech, and could

not manage to express his sentiments.

There was a certain orthodoxy, too, in this

view of the matter
;

so the honest man

hesitated and looked confused, and not

knowing what to say, finally said nothing.

" And Miss Buchanan, my dear," said

Mrs. Gray, with an affectionate sadness,

"
I see I have you on my side."

" Oh no, no, no," said Helen eagerly,

in the tremulous low voice which she

always spoke in, when she was greatly

moved ;
a voice, more than half reverie,

broken now and then abruptly by a con-

sciousness of being listened to.

"No?"
*' There is nothing miserable in it," said

Helen, forgetting herself, and speaking
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rapidly, and so low that the banker needed

to bend forward before he could hear;

"
nothing but what we maJce ; I think the

words should be noble and grand rather,

in all its light and all its gloom. It is very

dark sometimes. I know there are eclipses

and thunder-clouds ;
but not miserable—no,

no. It does not become us—surely it

does not become us to make its changes

matters of sadness; for the labour's sake

it is good to rest, and the labour itself—I

think sometimes that if we had no other

blessing, that would be great enough to

rejoice in all our days
—to have work to

do under the sunshine of heaven—work

for the Master—the King ! I do not know
;

I think there is no grief that can match

the joy of this."

The nervous small fingers were clasped

together, the unquiet face looking into the
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vacant air with shining, abstracted eyes, the

head erected in eager enthusiasm
;

and

bending forward as if to a magnet, the

banker Oswald looked on.

Lilias Maxwell laid her hand gently on

Helen's clasped fingers. There was an

instantaneous change : the erect head fell

into its ordinary stoop, the eyes were cast

down, the figure shrank back shy and

trembling, and Mr. Oswald drew a long

breath, and threw himself back in his chair,

as the Reverend Robert brought down the

tone of the conversation to the common-

place and prosaic, by saying, with some

emphasis :

"
I perfectly agree with Miss Buchanan,"

Mrs. Gray had been somewhat startled.

Mr. Insches set her right again. She shook

her head.

"Ah, young people, young people; it is
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quite natural, no doubt ;
but you don't

know—you will find it out only too

soon."

Mr. Whyte rose from his chair with

some displeasure, and lifted his fine hand

in admonition.

"
Rejoice in the Lord alway, and again

I say unto you rejoice !"

The animation of his words lighted up

his gentle face
;
not alone in the sunshine

and in the fair earth, but in the Lord with

whom was the wonderful
"
fellowship

"
of

the holy man. It was meet that there

should be gladness in all his peaceful

life, for this was its charm and spell.

Mrs. Whyte changed her seat. She took

the chair which Mrs. Gray left vacant beside

Lilias and Helen, to the great contentment

of the Reverend Robert.

"
I warn you, young ladies, against my
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sister," said Mrs. Whyte, cheerfully, "Agnes

has had a great deal of grief herself, and

she thinks it is the common lot, and is

anxious to prepare others for all that befel

her. She means it very kindly, though I

think she is mistaken
; but, Miss Maxwell,

you must not adopt these melancholy views

of hers—it is quite soon enough to be

sorrowful when sorrow comes."

" You warn me, Mrs. Whyte," said

LUias, smihng.
" Have you no fear for

Helen ?"

"
No, Miss Buchanan has quite reassured

me," said Mrs. Whyte ;

" and I am not

sure that I should at any time have feared

for her so much as for you. Is not Moss-

gray very quiet
—shall I say dull ? We have

an idea that your guardian is a melancholy

man, Miss Maxwell."

"
No, indeed, no," said LiHas.

" He likes
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to be alone, and is a thoughtful man, but

Mossgray is not melancholy
—if melancholy

means anything like unhappiness. He may

be pensive as the stars are— but not

sad— never gloomy. You think so,

Helen?"

Helen assented in a single word, for she

had been led into saying far more than

she intended before, and was considerably

ashamed and embarrassed now; especially

as the Reverend Robert was drawing

up his stately figure close beside her,

and Mrs. Whyte looked interested and

curious.

" You must come to the Manse and see

me, Miss Buchanan," said Mrs. Whyte,

" when the days are longer. I shall expect

you often, mind, and we are really rather

attractive people ;
besides myself, you know,
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there is Paulus, whom eveiybody has a

kindness for, and two treasures of bairns.

You will Hke Paulus," continued the

minister's wife, glancing at him with a

kindly smile, as he sat talking to Mrs.

Oswald :

" and Paulus would say, 1 think,

that you were not likely to cast out with

me, and of course there can be but one

opinion about the bairns. I shall expect

you, Miss Buchanan, and I shall expect

Miss Maxwell. It is not a very long walk,

and you will do me a kindness if you come."

The words were easily said, and it was

very true that two such guests as Lilias

and Helen would most pleasantly relieve

the quietness of the Manse of Kirkmay ;

but they made the heart of the young

schoolmistress glad. The delicate percep-

tion which gave this special invitation to
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her rather than to the well-friended Lilias—
the true friendhness and appreciation which

could venture to praise to her its own

especial household. It is surely true that

words will rise up hereafter in judgment

against us : so well and gracefully as we

might heal and cheer and encourage with

these magic utterances
;
so often as we make

them poisoned arrows, to pierce, and kill, and

wound.

" And I am sure," said Miss Insches, who

had been listening with great edification,

"
it would be a real charity if you would

call whiles on me. I might maybe no

presume on asking Miss Maxwell, because

she's a gey bit from the town, besides being

dehcate
;
but as you're so near hand. Miss

Buchanan, it wouldna be much trouble, and

1 would take it real kind. I'm sure Robert
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never wearies speaking about you, and he

would be as glad as me : for ye see— Eh,

is that you, Robert ? Was you wanting

me?"

Robert had secretly, in vehement shame

and anger, pulled his indiscreet sister's

sleeve, and the result was, that the innocent

Miss Insches turned suddenly round upon

him, and revealed the artifice he had used

to stay her disclosures. The Reverend

Robert blushed to the very hair. Helen

shrank back, shyly conscious. Mrs. Whyte

cast wicked, intelligent glances at the

minister, and Miss Insches, seeing that

something was wTong, and that she had

blundered, looked about her in bewildered

penitence.

"Eh, Robert," she repeated under her

breath,
"

is't me ?"
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The Reverend Robert was too much

annoyed to laugh, but Mrs. Whyte did,

as she came to the rescue.

"
I think when Paulus has his duty over

to-morrow, that you and I must make some

calls, Mr. Insches. Miss Buchanan, will

you introduce me to your mother
;
and may

I venture, Miss MaxM^ell, to come as far

as Mossgray?"

Lilias answered for both. Miss Insches

last master-stroke had entirely silenced

Helen.

Halbert all this time had been alone, or

nearly so, and now Lilias perceived him at

the other end of the room, patiently listening

to Mrs. Grav ;
so there was a general move-

ment to rescue him. Halbert had felt

rather de trop this evening; he was almost

inclined to chime in at first with the

VOL. II. s
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lamentations of the mournful lady ;
and it

was a relief to all parties when Mr. Insches

changed places with the young heir of

Mossgray.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Through the earth there runs a sound

Music of green nooks and hills,

For Spring, soft-handed, frees the bound

Rivers and sweet rills

Trickling, singing, from the fountains

All day long they cheer the mountains.

So the warm streams of the heart

Sometimes 'neath the ice grow chill,

Till the Spring with kindly art

Wakes the sleeping rill,

And like the brooks, old loves, new flowing,

Stir all fair things to happier growing.

The spring sunshine began to dawn on

the waiting world again. The gentle days

s 2
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prolonged themselves, lingering out in long,

soft, poetic twilights. Lilias Maxwell had

been nearly a year at Mossgray.

And Halbert Graeme began to feel

himself in great want of some outlet for

his young activity. He said little now

about the momentous matter which had

brought him to Mossgray, and though he

did sometimes complain in his letters to the

North that the fortune which it was so very

necessary to make, was as far in the distance

as ever, and that there seemed no prospect

of being able to reach even the beginning,

Halbert was by no means discontented
;

this genial country life was natural to him :

he only wanted something to do
;

and

after a considerable agitation he attained

to that. Mossgray graciously permitted

himself to be made an experimental farmer,

and with great glee Halbert plunged into

the desired labour.
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" Nae fears," said the sagacious Saunde;rs

Dclvic, Mossgray's man, as Mrs. Mense

expressed her fears to him, that the strength

of
" the young Laird" might be taxed too

greatly :

"
it's naething but a maggot. I'll

just gie him till he wearies
;
when he's dune

out, he can aye rest when he likes, and

that's mair than ye can say for mony a

hardworking man. Gie him the length o'

his tether
;

he'll tire sooner than anybody

else."

"
Ay, but Mr. Halbert's an active lad,"

said the housekeeper ;

" and so was his

father before him
;

if the tane had but been

as innocent as the tither
;

but ane canna

mend what's past."

A frown came darklv over the face of

Mossgray's man.

" Ye say weel, neighbour ;
but an folk

canna mend their ill deeds they maun tak
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the penalty. If it's but in this world it's

weel for themsels, and if it's in another pairt

than this, it's a' the mair just and righteous."

"
Oh, Saunders Dclvie," exclaimed Janet

Mense,
"
ye're a hard man !"

" Maister Charlie Graeme did sair ill

to this house," said Mrs. Mense emphatically,

" and meant mair than he could do—but for

a' that, look at the Laird, Saunders, and

learn by him. Is he no making this lad

like a son o' Mossgray ? is he no doing a'

that the kindest father could do for him ?

but no to speak o' the Laird, Saunders,

there's mvsel. I likit Miss Lucy Murray

\yeel, and there was never ane but likit Mr.

Adam
;

and baith o' them did that lad's

faither do his warst to bring to misery, I

am a lone woman, and have nae bairns o'

my ain
;
but the time my heart was warmest

and fullest, thae young folk—though they
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were gentles, and no like me, were gaun

and coming about the house, and I thought

mair o' them, than ever I did o' mysel.

But for a' the ill he did to them—Saunders,

I mind that we need mere}' oursels every day,

and I can say, Charlie Graeme, I forgive

"
Ay," said Saunders Delvie sternly,

"
but

he didna dishonour the honest name that

your forbears and you had laboured in

puirtith and hard toil to keep free of offence

in the siofht of God and man. He wasna

that near to you, that his shame should be

yours to bear, the very time that yom- ain

misery for his sin was rugging at your

heart
; ye dinna ken—and I seek nocht but

to bear mv ain burden out of the sicht of

man."

His bushy grey eyebrows twitched—his
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face was moved
;

this man too had a

history.

"
Eh, but Saunders, man !" continued

the good old housekeeper with some timidity,

"
it's no like you

—I'm meaning it's no like

what we should do to be so hard on the

puir lad
;

mind how young he was
;

and

for a' that he did ance ill, mind that he's

your ain."

"
I mind ;" said Saunders emphatically,

while a sudden yearning seemed to contend

on his harsh face, with the stern condemnation

of justice ;

"
woman, ye dinna ken ! If he

had been less to me—ay, if he was less to

me now, think ye J wad have done, what

I have done It's nae use speaking ; do I

no see the tears in the wife's auld e'en

morning and nicht ? do I no ken wha she's

aye thinking o' and yearning ower like a
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weak woman as she is ? but I say he shall

never cross again the door of the honest

house he has brought shame upon
—

never !"

There was a stern fire in the old man's

eye, and he went hastily out to his work

as if he felt ashamed of having been drawn

into this revelation of his household grief.

He was, naturally, a man with very strong

and passionate feelings, and one of those

harsh and powerful minds, which at any

cost of misery to themselves will cling to

their severe and abstract conceptions of

justice. His only child, a youth of some

promise in their humble sphere, had fallen,

a few years before into the brutalizing

practices of rural vice. He had formed

discreditable connexions, involved himself in

the worst company that Fendie could afford,

and to crown all his offences, had finally
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in a moment of temptation, stolen some

trifling sum from his master. Saunders

and his wife were in the sober meridian

of life when they married, and this lad Peter,

was the son of their old age, the secret

idol of the old man's vehement heart. But

no one knew the might of love which the

somewhat stern father lavished upon the son
;

and when his criminal folly came to its

climax, the mother, the neighbours, the

injured master himself, stood aside with awe

while Saunders repudiated and disowned the

unhappy culprit They called him harsh and

cruel
;

but the guilty youth himself, even

while he trembled under his father's sentence,

discovered for the first time the strong love

which in its ao:onv, banished him from its

home and presence. A kindred strength

awoke in the son's undisciplined spirit.

Seeing how bitterly the hopes set on his
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head had been disappointed, in bitter repent-

ance he turned from the closed door, eager

to leave the place of his early sins, and in

some strange unknown country, to conquer,

by the help of God, himself and his fote.

For two long years now, he had been absent

—w^here his father did not know, nor would

inquire ;
and still in the bitterness of the

strong love which bui-ned within him, the old

man repudiated the prodigal.

Mossgray and his w^ard were together

in the garden : Saunders hastily avoided

them, and went to work alone, w4iere no

one could see the stern swelling of his heart.

It was the great fault of Saunders' own class,

that thev were obtuse to notice, and slow

to punish those sins of youth, so fatal to

all goodness which the world is content

to call follies. Saunders himself was harshly

pure and just ;
he thought it was something
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of this moral blindness, so common among

his humble neighbours which made Moss-

gray receive so kindly the son of Charlie

Graeme.

Lilias was leaning on her guardian's arm
;

they were going to the water side.

" Halbert will make us rich, Lilias," said

Mossgray ;

"
I am glad the lad likes work

;

but I fancy we must come to some decision

about him
;

let me hear what you advise."

" You suffered me to speak of Halbert

once before, Mossgray," said Lilias,
"
while

he was as much a stranger to you as to

me."

"
Yes, I rememiber I did," said the old

man smiling,
" and you were very foolishly

generous as youthful people are. Must I fall

back on my memory for the arguments you

used then, Lilias ? have you nothing new to

advance : are your opinions still the same ?"
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"
I have nothing new to advance save

the good qualities which now you know,

Mossgray," said Lilias, returning the smile.

" Halbert himself—so frank, and simple and

manly ;
there could be no better representa-

tive of the old Graemes."

The old man shook his head.

" You are a special pleader, Lilias
; you

want to rouse what family pride may be

in me. Well, granting that Halbert is all

you say
—

manly and frank and simple
—and

he is so
;

I acknowledge that my old friend

Monikie, and the good healthful atmosphere

of the North have done credit to themselves

in their pupil
—what then ? does it follow

that Halbert must get my land
;
must be my

heir—my heir—is he like my heir, Lilias ?"

" You could not have an heii- like yourself

Mossgray," said Lilias.
"

I think you must

be alone, and have no successor to rival you ;
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for nature does not seem to do it. Nature

only makes one in a race here and there,

who would take up orphans like Halbert

and me, and set us in families, under the

shelter of his kindness—therefore you will

have no heir, Mossgray
—none but humanity;

and on some other spirit,
in some other country

your mantle will fall when you yourself use it

no longer ;
for you will have no heir."

"
Hush, Lilias ;" said Mossgray,

"
shall I

have to train you to more philosophical

modes of thinking ? I did not think you

were so heterodox. We must bring Reid

and Brown and Dugald Stewart down upon

you. Halbert himself has some metaphysics,

dogmatical as their parent, Monikie. We

shall have a regular breaking of spears,

Lilias ; though I think your friend Helen

and you, on behalf of the poets, might

rout the philosophers if you looked well
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to your weapons. By the bye, I like that

friend of yours
—

you suit each other well
;

and how does it fare with Mr. Oswald's

resolution ? Has he learned to break it yet

with a good grace ?"

"I do not hear now, since Hope is not

at home to keep me informed," said Lilias
;

" but I think he must be melting ; only

his son is absent, and there is no visible

progress. Mr. Oswald is an obstinate man,

and Helen is proud ;
I see that there is an

evident consciousness both on her side and

his
; but, Mossgray, you have done William

Oswald harm
; you have given him a rival."

"
I Lilias ?" said the old man ;

"
is it

Halbert ? I should regret that."

"
No, it is not Halbert," said Lihas

;

"
I

think Halbert is not eligible at present to

be any one's rival in Fendie : it is Mr.

Insches, Mossgray. I think your kindness
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to Helen when they were all ^^ith us, has

encourajred Mr. Insches to look over her

low' degree. It is your fault : if you had

not noticed her, he would have given up

what incipient admiration he had of poor

Helen
;
hut you gave him the countenance

he needed."

" You are severe, Lilias," said Mossgray ;

" but I like the lad. He has a young man's

natural weakness on some points, but there is

good stuff in him
;
and who is to be successful

—our grave friend William, or his handsome

rival ? I should think there was some

danger. I fancv I must come to the rescue

myself, and explain to Mr. Oswald, by my

own experience, that resolutions were made to

be broken. Does that suit Hope's tactics

and vours, Lilias, or are vou working more

artfully ?"

"
Hope is my captain ;

I must wait for
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further orders," said Lilias, smiling ;

"
but,

Mossgray, this has nothing to do with

Halbert."

"
Very true," said the old man. "

I see

you can hold to your original premises,

Lilias
; well, then, what of Halbert—let us

return to our disputation.

"
I think, Mossgray, said Lilias gravely,

"
since you suffer me to think on the subject,

that it would be far better for Halbert if you

made your decision soon."

"
It is very sensible," said Mossgray,

looking at her with his gracious smile
"

I

acknowledge that if 1 did not suffer you to

think on the subject
—which I fear would be

difficult to do—I should lose a good coun-

sellor ;
but do you know, Lilias, Mrs. Mense

tells me that matters might be so arranged,

as to make vour inheritance and Halbert's

VOL. II. T
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one
;

—could that be accomplished, think

you
?"

It was very evident that Mossgray did not

think it could, and the supposition was too

harmless to call more than a passing shadow

of colour over the pale cheek of his ward.

"
No, indeed, Mossgray," she said, simply ;

"
did I not say that Halbert was not free to

be any one's rival ? 1 mean," continued

Lilias with a deeper blush as she observed

the inference to be drawn from her words,

"
that Halbert is very faithftil to the northern

Menie, and that I am Halbert's very grave

and elderly adviser and friend, and must

always remain so, did we live under the same

roof all our lives."

Mossgray desired to have his ward's

confidence
; he did not smile at her inference

nor at her blush
; neither did he ask what
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they meant
; the dehcate old man felt it was

meet that Lilias should be shy ol" such

confidences, even to him.

"
Well," he said,

"
I will give up that

;
it

would be very desirable no doubt, Lilias, and

would solve oui' problem beautifully. If

Halbert and you were good bairns 1 have no

doubt you would adopt this solution for my

particular convenience; but if, as you say,

Halbert is already in bondage, and you are so

wise and old as you tell me you are, there is

no more to be said on the subject, and we

must think of some other plan. Let me hear

your proposal, Lilias.'*

Lilias looked up in some surprise.

" Did you think I was Helen Buchanan,

Mossgray ? No, indeed, I do not make

plans. I only do what I am bidden when

they please me, and dissent when they do

T 2
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not; but I am no originator, Mossgray
—

you

know 1 am not."

Mossgray smiled again.

"
Well, Lilias, we .shall suppose that I

myself form the plan, according to your

counsel, and that we make Halbert heir of

Mossgray ;
and now there comes a grave

consideration : what am I to do with you,

my good Lilias ? Will you be content with

the little provision I can make for you,

independent of these lands ? Nay, if you

are not like your friend Helen in making

plans, I cannot have you resemble her in

pride. I speak to you, you know, as if you

had been Lilias Graeme ; and vour future—
must I not provide for that ?"

"
No, Mossgray." Her head was bent

down, but the animated unusual light played

about her face like sunshine—her voice was
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very low, and trembled us with some hidden

music. She did not meet the kindly in-

quiring look which her guardian turned upon

her
;
she only answered—"

No, Mossgray."

"The future is cared for then?" said the

gentle old man, in his delicate tenderness.

"
I must not ask how, Liiias, but I may

believe and infer, may I not?—and guess

that there is some one labouring under

warmer skies for my good child, and hope

that he is wise, and generous, and worthy of

her. Tell him that I, too, will grow jealous

for his honour and good report, though I am

not told his name, and that together, you

and I, who alone know him here, will bid

God speed to his labour :
—shall it not be

so?"

•^Liiias could not lift her eyes just then, for

the tears' sake, that were under their lids
;

but when she could, she looked up in simple
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confidence into the face of her guardian.

She did not speak, and they went slowly on,

for some time, in silence. Her mind was in

a pleasant, grateful tumult
;
she thought of

the time when he to whose labour Mossgray

hade God speed should thank the old man for

his generous care of the orphan ;
and over

the fair future she looked forth through the

sunny haze of hope
—the indefinite golden

mist which has in it a charm wanting to

the clearer landscape
—the magic of the

unknown.

But as they continued their walk, shy

half-sentences fell on the ear of Mossgray
—

conveying a confidence which he received

gladly though he did not ask it. How the

unsettled family, in one of their short so-

journings in a great, bustling, commercial

town of England, had met this unknown—
how he came from an Orcadian island far off
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in the vexed Northern seas, and in his

youthful energy was bound for the golden

East—how he did so tenderly regard and

honour the mother over whom Lilias still

wept tears, because he also had a mother in

his solitary home by the sea, and except this

one nearest friend, was alone in the world
;

but Lilias did not teU Mossgray how her

heart throbbed in glad wonder at sight of the

ancient portrait, and at sound of the pleasant

name in the old house of Murrayshaugh. It

was but a fanciful resemblance, and the name

was not an unusual one. The pleasure she

had in this, she kept as one little secret

gladness to herself. It was but a girhsh,

affectionate fancy ;
for the son of the far

Orcades could have no connexion with the

old southern family, whose last repre-

sentatives were wandering on foreign soil, or
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laid in strange graves. She smiled at her-

self for setting so great store by the shadowy

resemblance of the portrait ;
it was too

small a thing to tell Mossgray.

END OF BOOK II.
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CHAPTER I.

The merry plougliboy cheers his team,

Wi' joy the tentie seedsman stalks.

BURNS.

"MossGRAY," said Halbert Graeme, as

they sat next morning at their cheerful

breakfast-table,
"

I wish you would come out

with me to-day, and see these fields at

Shortrigg
—

they are in a very bad state :

small, oddly-shaped fields,
"
three neukit"

as Saunders calls them, with quite a super-

abundance of hedges. I should like to
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t

sweep those encumbrances away, and bring

them into better working; order. Will vou

come and see them, Mossgray ?"

"
Halbert, my man," said Mossgray,

smiling,
"

I am too old to learn—even your

training will scarcely make a good farmer

of me, I am afraid
;

and I give you full

discretion, you know."

"
But, Mossgray," persisted Halbert,

"
I

am sure vou have no concern for those

thriftless hedges ;
and good agriculture

—"

"
Is a very necessary, noble, and honour-

able art," said the Laird,
"
perfectly so,

Halbert
;
and I am by no means a sentimen-

tal admirer of thriftless hedges ; but I am

old, you know, and not a good judge : you

must take it into your own hands."

Halbert was not quite satisfied.

"
Still, Mossgray, if you are not en-

gaged—"
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The good Mossgray could not deny the

youth his request.

"Well Halbert, if it must be. Come

then, let us set about this business of yours."

Halbert was very full of his undertaking.

He began to tell Mossgray what his crops

were to be, and the measures he would take

with obstinate land, which was not naturally

obedient to the discipline of the plough.

The country looked very cheerful as they

passed on. Round about, skirting the horizon

on every side were ranges of low hills, some

rich with fir-trees and softer young spring

foliage to the very top ;
some dark with moss

and heather unbloomed. Winding roads, white,

far-seen lines, lost themselves among the hills,

and through the trees, which divided their path

from the river, glimpses of the wan water,

flowing on full and broad to the sea, glim-

mered through the soft, gay, fluttering leaves
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of spring. Turning back on the elevation

which they had reached, the full Firth,

quivering like molten silver stretched between

them and the clear creeks and villages of the

English shore, over whose stillness, muffled

mountains watched in the background; and

looming out against the pale sky in the West,

his broad sides darkened here and there, as if

with stationary shadows, rose the bluff

Scottish hill, whose strong brow every night

was crowned with the glory of the sunset.

There was a hum of voices in the pleasant

air, and ploughs were turning up the lich,

dark, fragrant, earth, and the
"
tentie seed-

man" stalked about the fields. The sky and

the leaves were soft and fresh, so fresh and soft

as they only are in the early year, and the

refreshed land seemed to open its moist

breast with gladness to the kindly processes

of spring.
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"
I think there is something grand,

Halbert," said the old man pausing to look

back,
"
in the art, which out of that bare

earth can bring seed and bread. I should

rather have myself endowed with this wealth

of the soil, were I young like you, than

choose the barren, metallic fortune you were

aspiring after a short time since. This, you

know, pleases me ;
to inherit the soil and the

sky, the seed-time and harvest, the sunshine

and the rain of heaven
;

it seems to place us

in more immediate dependance on the Maker

of all, the great Suzerain above, of whom

we hold this feoflf, for the honour of His

kingly name and the service of His people.

1 like it, Halbert—it is a greater gift than

baiTen wealth. It pleases me to feel myself

with Paul, a vassal—a Knecht, as your

German has it—holding my lands under

the fealty vow and oath of true service.
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I would we did but better remember

that we stood here feudatories of high

heaven."

The youth assented modestly ;
he thoug-ht

it did not become him to do more.

Mossgray stood for a moment longer,

looking with loving eyes over his fair

country, as it lay below the sunbeams,

stirred with the spring ;
and then he turned

to take Halbert's arm, and they went on

again, resuming their former conversation

about crops and ploughs and draining. The

old man was not so ignorant of these

matters as he called himself, and could give

valuable counsel to the young experiment-

alist.

"
But, Halbert," said Mossgray,

"
Lilias

teUs me I am injuring you in keeping you

here so long, where you cannot pursue

your own course as you desire to do
;
we
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should rather talk of it than of those rural

matters. What say you, Halhert ?"

Halbert was rather startled
;

he did not

know what to say, for, to tell th(? truth,

he had quite forgotten the
"
course" which

his kinsman assumed he was so eager to

begin, and at present was perfectly content,

and had no wish for change.

"
I will be glad to do what you think

best, Sir," he said, with a little hesitation,

" But the question is not what I think

best, but what you wish," said the old

man. "
Is it the case that you are im-

patient of losing time at Mossgray,

Halbert ?"

Halbert was very honest.

"Well, Sir, to speak truly, no—I have

not been thinking of losing time
;
but no doubt

it is very necessary that 1 should begin."

"
Begin what, Halbert ?"

VOL. 11. u
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" To maintain myself, Sir ;
to cease to

be a burden—"

*'

My good Halbert," said Mossgray,

interrupting him,
"

I should never have

spoken of it, if that were all; but Lilias

does not hesitate to tell me that I do wrong

to keep you undecided so long ; so you

must let me know what your own views are,

and how I can help you most agreeably to

yourself Be honest, and tell me frankly :

and when I have heard your own ideas,

you must give me the privilege of my age,

and let me decide."

There was a pause.

"
I suppose," said Halbert hesitating a

little,
"
that it must be business ?"

" Does your gift lie in that way ?" said

Mossgray, smiling.

Halbert was a little annoyed, and jealous

of ridicule.
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"
I think I might be able to do as much

as I undertook," he answered, with a little

warmth. " All sorts of men succeed in

business. I do not think, with submission

to your better judgment, Mossgray, that

except perseverance, and industry, and a

stout heart, there is any very special gift

required."

"
Bravely answered, Halbert," said Moss-

gray ;

*' but these are invaluable qualities

all, and as necessary for a conscientious

country Laird, as for your great merchant of

Glasgow or Liverpool. But let us speak

more gravely ;
before you w'ere so wise, and

sensible as to come here to me, it was mv

custom to consider mj-self the last Graeme

of Mossgi'ay. Now, Halbert, supposing

that our ancestors had entailed these lands,

in what position w^ould you have been ?"

Halbert blushed and w^as embarrassed;

u 2
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it was impossible that such a thought should

not have sometimes entered the young

man's mind
;

but he really had not self-

interested views ;
and now he remained

silent with too much good taste to disclaim,

while he yet felt awkwardly uncomfortable

under the fear of such an imputation.

" The race would have been resuscitated

in you," said the old man ;

"
you would

have brought new life to the withering

stock ; for, Halbert, you are the only

remaining heir of the Graemes of Moss-

gray."

"I have the name, Sir," said Halbert

quickly, his embarrassment growing on him

as he met his kinsman's eye ;

"
it is the

share of the family inheritance which comes

to me
;
and the provision which you made

for the helpless portion of my life, Mossgray,

is more than a cadet's share. Now that
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I am able to make use of the faculties which

your kindness, and my good master's have

trained and made available, I hope to do

no dishonour to the name."

The Laird of Mossgray looked steadily

into his young kinsman's glowing, animated

face ;
the natural diffidence which subdued

its expression, and the charm of its simple,

frank manliness were very pleasant in the

old man's eyes. He held out his hand

and grasped that somewhat astonished, irre-

solute one of Halbert's.

"
I have no fear," he said, kindly ;

"
I

believe you will be a good steward of your

name ;
but remember, Halbert, that there

devolves upon you an inheritance of old

duties, old kindnesses, old generosities, along

with the old lands; and that I will as

surely leave you heir to all the good pui'posed

and planned by your predecessors, bravely
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and faithfully to fulfil and increase it, as

I leave you heir of Mossgray."

Halbert looked up with a sudden start
;
the

words did not carry their proper significance

to him, for he had expected nothing like this.

"
If I had thought you would weary of

the lifetime which remains to me," said

Mossgray,
"

I might have kept this secret

from you, lest you should be tempted to

wish my few remaining days shortened;,

but I have all confidence in you, Halbert^

and what I give you is your right."

Halbert said something now
;
but it was

said in so strange a tumult that the v/ords

would not beai' recording. Nevertheless

they answered their pui'pose, and Mossgray

did not think the less either of them or

of the speaker, because they were by no

means elegantly put together, or rather were

not put together at alL
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And then the old man, more openly than

he had done with Lilias, sought, and after

some happy hesitation, received the confidence

of Halbert ;
and then some arrangements

were made, very much to the satisfaction of

the heir of Mossgray. The old man decided

that Halbert's "being settled" should be

for some time delayed, but did by no

means say anything to the detriment of

Menie Monikie. To wait a little was all

the condition he asked.

The fields at Shortrigg were unfortunate

on this particular day. The young farmer

had things in his head of more immediate

interest than draining, and while he tried

to keep his mind awake to the question of

the superabundant hedges, incipient sentences

of the triumphant letter, which should convey

those w^onderful tidings to the North, floated

through his joyous head, to the entire
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bevs-ildcrment of himself and his companion.

It would not do
;
the young Utopia routed

the sober science of agriculture, and Moss-

gray, with secret smiles, invented some kind

pretext for sending Halbert home. It

pleased the old man that the youth should

be so pleasantly distui'bed, and his eagerness

to communicate his joy to the only home

he had ever known, gave additional satis-

faction to the gentle heart of Adam

Graeme.

"
I did not think," said Mossgray to

himself half-aloud, as he hngered at the

corner of one of the condemned "
three-

neukit
"

fields, watching the rapid progress

of Halbert, as, bounding over all manner

of obstacles, he carried his exulting heart

home to Mossgray,
"

I did not think that

my old pragmatical friend, Monikie, could

have succeeded in producing such a lad
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as Halbert ;
and I flmcy I must see this

Menie of his, and renew my acquaintance

with her father. And I, too, have children.

Resolutions, resolutions ! what mockery they

are
;

that I might have debarred myself such

companions as these for the sake of words

rashly spoken !"

He tui-ned round, shaking his head, with

a smile. Saunders Delvie was standing

near, evidently listening. He had heard

the conclusion of the soliloquy.

"
Well, Saunders," said Mossgray,

"
I

believe you do not agree with me ?"

"
Na, Mossgray," answered Saunders,

harshly,
"

I baud by the auld law. Thou

shalt not forswear thyself, but shalt perform

unto the Lord thine oath."

" But I am speaking of resolutions,

Saunders," said the Laird,
"
uncertain mortal

resolves, ignorantly made, which better
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knowledge shows us were foolish and

wrong. You w^ould not have me hold by

anything so weak as that ?"

"
Ay, Mossgray," said the stern old man,

holding his ground decidedly ;

" but an

ane was wise, ane would make nae vows

in ignorance; and when a vow was made,

would keep it, if it was to the very

death."

"
But, Saunders, my man," said the good

Master, kindly,
"
you know me well enough

to know that I am not so wise as that
;

and I am too old to learn."

"
Mossgray," said Saunders Delvie,

" I'm

just your serving-man, but I'm in years

mysel'
—and I can take nae rule but Scripture,

though I would do as muckle to pleasure

my Maister as most folk
;
but the Word's

positive and clear. Vow unto the Lord

and pay."
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*' You are more skilled in argument

than I am, Saunders," said Mossgray,
" but

I think we can settle that point between us.

The vow was a vow of offering
—of special

service, or special gifts, or of the sacrifices

of that grand old symbohc Hebrew law.

It did not by any means refer to such

frail, inconsiderate resolutions, Saunders, as

are common to this humanity of oui's."

"
Ay, but if it was a vow before the Lord,"

said Saunders, in his strong, harsh, emphatic

voice ;
"if before the Lord, Mossgray, ye

had spread out the ill that troubled ye, as

the guid King Hezekiah did the proud

words of the Assyrian langsyne, and put

forth ane—I'm saying nae man in particular ;

it's a case just like what micht happen wi'

onybody
—

put forth ane, I say, solemnly

out of your heart and out of your house,

as an ill-doer and a reprobate 3
would the
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man that daured to break that no be man-

sworn, Mossgray, having vowed before the

Lord ?"

There was a certain huskiness and tremor

in the harsh voice of the old man. They

stood together strangely contrasted
;

the

Master in his benign and gentle humbleness,

the servant in the stern and rugged strength

of his pride.

"
Saunders," said Mossgray,

"
the utmost

vision of our wisdom, you know, is very

poor and dim
;
and will the Lord hold you,

do you think, to an oath made in ignorance,

and dimly, as are all things mortal, even

though you place it in His keeping ? If

what you vowed in His presence was an

ill vow, Saunders, be thankful that this

privilege of humanity is left to you, and

that God gives you power to change
—to

change ;
it is a great gift this. That when
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the purer light comes upon us we may

follow its course wherever it travels, and

that all our vain purposes and foolish vows

are not bound on us, but that gratefully

in sight of heaven we may throw our old

encumbrances away, and change. We are

growing old, Saunders, we are travelling

towards the setting sun ;
and by and by

we will lose this power. Think of it before

it leaves your hands—mind what a gracious

thing it is, given of God—and make merciful

use of it while you may."

Mossgray turned round as he concluded,

and bent his steps to his favourite waterside.

He had not unfrequently had such con-

troversies with his stern old serving-man ;

and pitying the forlorn heart which, out

of its very excess of harsh, strong love,

could debar itself so relentlesslv from the

mild humanities of nature, he had taken
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pains to leaven the mind of Saunders \vith

his own gracious philosophy. But it would

not do ;
the rugged, intense spu'it buckled

its harsh vow upon itself like armour, while

the wiser poet-man opened the heart which

could not be old to all the gentle influences

of the earth and of the heaven.

END OF VOL. II.
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ence of family connexions and national habits on her conduct, both

public and private, and given a concise outline of the domestic, as well

as the general history of her times, and its efi^ects on her character,

and we have done so with singleness of heart, unbiassed by selfish

interests or narrow views. Such as they were in life we have endea-

voured to portray them, both in good and ill, without regard to any
other considerations than the development of ihejfacts. Their sayings,
their doings, their manners, their costume, will be found faithfully

chronicled iu this work, which also includes the most interesting of

their letters. The hope that the ' Lives of the Queens of England
'

might be regarded as a national work, honourable to the female

character, and generally useful to society, has encouraged us to the

completion of the task."

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" These volumes have the fascination of romance united to the integrity of history.

The work is written by a lady of considerable learning, indefatigable mdustry, and careful 1

judgment. All these qualifications for a biogi-apher and an historian she has brought to i

bear upon the subject of her volumes, and from them has resulted a naiTative interesting ;

to all, and more particularly interesting to that poi-tion of the community to whom the i

more refined researches of literature afford pleasure and mstruction. The whole work :

should be read, and no doubt will be read, by all who are anxious for information It is a .

lucid arrangement of facts, derived from authentic soiirces, exliibiting a combination of

industry, learning, judgment, and impartiahty, not often met with in biographers of

crowned heads."—Times.
" A remarkable and traly great historical work. In this series of biographies, in which

the severe trath of history takes almost the wildness of romance, it is the singular merit

of Sliss Strickland that her research has enabled her to throw new light on many doubtful

passages, to bring forth fresh facts, and to render eveiy portion of our amials which she

has described an interesting and valuable study. She has given a most valuable contribu-

tion to the history of England, and we have no hesitation in affirming that no one can be

said to possess an accurate knowledge of the histoiy of the country who has not studied

her 'Lives of the Queens of England.'"
—Morning Herald.

" A most valuable and entertaining work. There is certainly no lady of our day who
has devoted her pen to so bencficLal a purpose as Miss Strickland. Nor is there any other

whose works possess a deeper or more endm-ing interest. Miss Strickland is to oiir mind i

tlie fii-st hteraiy lady of the age."
—

Aforninf/ Chronicle.

" We must pronounce Miss Strickland beyond all comparison the most entertaining

historian in the English language. She is certainly a woman of powerful and active mind,

as well as of scrupulous justice and honesty of purpose."
—Moniing Post.

" Miss Strickland has made a very judicious use of many authentic JfS. authorities not

previou-sly collected, and the result is a most interesting addition to our biographical

library."
—

Quarterly Review.
" A valuable contribution to historical knowledge. It contains a mass of every kind of

liistorical matter of interest, which industry and research could collect. We have derived

much entertainment and instruction from the work."—Athenceunu
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MEMOIRS OF HORACE WALPOLE
AND llIS CONTEMPOEArJES,

IXCLUDING NUMEROUS ORIGINAL LETTERS, CHIEFLT FKOTM STRAWBERRY HILL.

EDITED BY

ELIOT WATiBIIRTON, ESQ.

AUTHOR OF "the CRESCENT AND THE CROSS," ETC.

2 vols. 8vo, with Portraits, 28s. bouncl.

Perhaps no name of modern times is productive of so many pleasant
associations as that of " Horace Walpole," and certainly no name was ever

more intimately connected with so many different subjects of importance
in connexion with Literature, Art, Fasliion, and Politics. The position of

various members of his family connecting Horace Walpole with the Cabi-

net, the Court, and the Legislature
—his own intercourse with those cha-

racters who became remarkable for brilliant social and intellectual quali-
ties—and his reputation as a Wit, a Scholar, and a Virtuoso, cannot fail, it is

hoped, to render his Memoirs equally amusing and instructive.

OPINIONS OP THE PRESS.
" The biography before us is in all respects eminently satisfactory."

—Morning
Clironicle.

" These Memoirs offer a good subject, well treated, and indeed a necessary
addition to the library of every English gentleman. The ' Memoirs of Horace
Walpole and Iiis Contemporaries' nearly comi)letes the chain of mixed personal,

political, and literary history, commencing with '

Evelyn' and '

Pepys,' carried
forward by

' Swift's Journal and Correspondence,' and ending almost in our
own day with the histories of Mr. IMacaulay and Lord Mahon. Besides its

historical value, Avhich is very considerable, it cannot be estimated too highly
as a book of mere amusement."— Standard.

" Two more interesting or entertaining volumes than these ' Memoirs of
Horace Walpole' may be searched for for a long time before they will be found;
The writer has woven into his narrative a rich fund of contemporary anecdote
and illustration. Most of the nobles, wits, and literati of the period are judi-
ciously introduced."—Morning Post.

" Horace Walpole was the most remarkable man of his time
;
and posterity

will do him the justice, now that his career is fully elaborated, to place him
in the niche which belongs to him, as one whose influence in the aflfiiirs of his

country has been far beyond the average of otlier men."—Messenger.
" This life of Horace Walpole is a very valuable and interesting addition to

the historical library. We should be glad to see every part of our later liistory
illustrated with equal clearness and impartiality."

— Weekly Clironicle.

" Few works of the present day contain more matter fitted for entertainment
and instruction."—Morning Herald.

- _ . . '"
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BFRKE'S PEERAGE AND BARONETAGE,
FOR 1852.

NEW EDITION, REVISED AND CORRECTED THROUGHOUT
FROM THE PERSONAL COMMUNICATIONS OF

THE NOBILITY, &c.

With tbe AEMS (1500 in nnmber) accurately engraved, and incorporated with the Text.

Now ready, in ] vol. (comprising as much matter as twenty ordmary volumes), 38s. bound.

The following is a List of the Principal Contents of this Standard Work:—
I. A full and interesting history of each

order of the English Nobility, showing its

origin, rise, titles, immunities, privileges, &c.

n. A complete Memoir of the (Jueen and

Royal Family, forming a brief genealogical

Histoiy o£ the Sovereign of this country, and

deducing the descent of the Plantagenets,

Tudors, Stuarts, and Guelphs, through their

various ramifications. To this section is

appended a list of those Peers who inherit

the distinguished honour of Quartering tlie

L'oyal Arms of Plantagenet.
III. An Authentic table of Precedence.
IV. A perfect History of All the

Peeks and Baronets, with the fullest

details of their ancestors and descendants,
and particulars respecting every collateral

member of each family, and all intermar-

j-iages, &c.

V. The Spiritual Lords.
VI. Foreign Noblemen, subjects by birth

of the British Crown.
VII. Peerages claimed.
VIII. Surnames of Peers and Peeres^-es,

witli Heirs Apparent and Presumptive.
IX. Courtesy titles of Eldest Sons.
X. Peerages of the Three Kingdoms in

order of Precedence.
XI. Baronets in order of Precedence.
XII. Privy Councillors of England and

Ireland.

XIII. Daughters of Peers married to

Commoners.
XIV. All the Orders of Knight-

hood, with every Knight and all the Knights
Bachelors.

XV^ Mottoes translated, with poetical
illustrations.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" The most complete, the most convenient, and the cheapest work of the kind ever given

to the public."
—Sun.

" The best genealogical and heraldic dictionary of the Peerage and Baronetage, and the

first authority on all questions affecting the aristocracy."
— Globe.

" For the amazing quantity of personal and family history, admirable arrangement of

details, and accuracy of information, this genealogical and heraldic dictionary is without a

rival. It is now the standard and acknowledged book of reference upon all questions

touching pedigree, and direct or collateral affinity with the titled aristocracy. The lineage

of each distinguished house is deduced through all the various ramifications. Every

collateral branch, however remotely connected, is introduced; and the alhances are so

carefully inserted, as to show, in all instances, the connexion which so intimately exists

between the titled and untitled aristocracy. We have also much most entertaining

historical matter, and many very curious and interestmg family traditions. The work is,

in fact, a complete cyclopedia of the whole titled classes of the empire, supplying all the

information that can possibly be desired on the subject."
—Morning Post.



A COMPANION TO THE PEERAGE.

BURKE'S HISTORY OF THE LANDED GENTRY,

FOR lo02.

^ Genenlogicfll iDictfonarg

OF THE WHOLE OF THE UNTITLED ARISTOCRACY OP

ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND :

Comprising Particulars of 100,000 Individuals connected with them.

In 2 volumes, royal 8vo,

WITH A SEPARATE INDEX, GRATIS,

contai>i:ng keferences to the names of every person mentioned.

Beautifully printed in double columns, comprising more matter than 30 ordinary

volumes, price only 21. 2s., elegantly bound.

The Landed Gentry of England are so closely connected with the sturring records of its

eventful history, that some acquaintance with them is a matter of necessity with the legis-

lator, the lawyer, the historical student, the speculator in pohtics, and the curious in topo-

graphical and antiquarian lore
;
and even the very spirit of ordinary curiosity will prompt

to a desire to trace the origin and progress of those families whose influence pervades the

towns and villages of our land. This worlc furnishes such a mass of authentic information

in regard to all the principal families in the kingdom as has never before been attempted to

be brought together. It relates to the untitled famihes of rank, as the
"
Peerage and

Baronetage
"
does to the titled, and forms, in fact, a peerage of the untitled aristocracy.

It embraces the whole of the landed interest, and is indispensable to the library of every

gentleman. The great cost attending the production of this National Work, the first of its

kind, induces the pubhsher to hope that the heads of aU famihes recorded in its pages will

supply themselves with copies.

" A work of this kind is of a national value. Its utility is not merely temporaiy, but it

will exist and be acknowledged as long as the families whose names and genealogies are

recorded in it continue to form an integral portion of the English constitution. As a cor-

rect record of descent, no family should be without it. The untitled aristocracy
have in

this gi-eat work as perfect a dictionary of their genealogical history, family connexions, and

heraldic rights, as the peerage and baronetage. It wiU be an enduring and trustworthy

record."—Morning Post.

" A work in which every gentleman wiH find a domestic interest, as it contams the

fullest account of every known family in the United Kingdom. It is
a_ dictionary

of aU

names, families, and their origin,
—of every man's neighbour and friend, if not of his own

relatives and immediate connexions. It cannot fail to be of the greatest utility to profes-

sional men in their researches respecting the members of different families, heirs^
to pro-

perty, &c. Indeed, it will become as necessary as a Directory in every ofBce."—BelVs

Messenger.
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GEEMANY;
ITS COUKTS AND PEOPLE.

BY THE AUTHOR OP "MILDRED VERNOX."

Second and Cheaper Edition. 2 vols. Svo, 21 6. bound.

This work comprises a complete picture of the various courts and

people of the Continent, as they appear amidst the wreck of the recent

revolutions. The author possessed, through her influential connexions,

peculiar facilities for acquiring exclusive information on the topics treated

of. She succeeded in penetrating into provinces and localities rarely

visited by tourists, and still glowing with the embers of civil war, and fol-

lowed the army of Prussia in Germany, of Kussia in Hungary, and of

Eadetzky in Italy. Her pages teem with the sayings and doings of almost

all the illustrious characters, male and female, whom the events of the

last two years have brought into European celebrity, combined with

graphic views of the insurrectionary struggles, sketches of the various

aspects of society, and incidents of personal adventure. To give an idea

of the scope and variety of the contents of the work, it need only be men-

tioned that among the countries visited will be found Prussia, Austria,

Hungary, Bavaria, Saxony, Servia, Styria, the Tyrol, Hanover, Bruns-

wick, Italy, &c. To enumerate all the distinguished personages with

wTiom the writer had intercourse, and of whom anecdotes are related,

would be impossible ; but they include such names as the Emperors of

Austria and Russia, the Kings of Prussia, Hanover, Bavaria, and Wur-

temberg, the Count de Chambord (Henry V.), the Queens of Bavaria and

Prussia, the ex-Empress of Austria, the Grand Duke of Baden, the Arch-

dukes John, Francis, and Stephen of Austria, Duke Wilhelm of Bruns-

wick, the Prince of Prussia, Prince John of Saxony, the Countess Batthy-

anyi, Madame Kossuth, &c. Among the statesmen, generals, and leading

actors in the revolutionary movements, we meet with Radowitz, Yon

Gagern, Schwarzenberg, Bekk, Esterhazy, the Ban Jellacic, Windisch-

gratz, Itadetzky, Weldcn, Ilaynau, "VYrangel, Pillersdorf, Kossuth, Blum,

Gorgey, Batthyany i, Pulszky, Klapka, Bem, Dembinski, Hecker, Struve, &c.

" An important, yet most amusing work, throwing much and richly-coloured
light on matters with wliich every one desires to be informed. All the courts
and people of Germany are passed in vivid review before us. The ac-

count of the Austrians, Magyars, and Croats, will be found especially inte-

resting. In many of its lighter passages the work may boar a comparison
witli Lady Mary \Vortley Montagu's Letters."—Morning Chronicle.
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NOW COMPLETE, IN FIVE VOLUMES, POST OCTAVO,

WITH rORTRAITS, &C., HANDSOMELY BOUND, PKICE 35s.,

P E P Y S' D I A Pt Y
AND

CORRESPONDENCE,
ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE REIGNS OF CHARLES II. AND JAMES II.

EDITED BY LORD BRAYEROOKE.

This Edition contains all the passages restored trom the original

MANUSCRIPT, and all the Additional Notes.

CRITICAL OPINIONS.

EDINBURGH RE\^EW.

"We unhesitatingly chai-acterise this journal as the most remarkable production of

lits kind which lias" ever been given to the world. Pepys paints the Coui-t, the Mo-

narchs, and the times, in more vivid colom-s than any one else. His Diary makes us

comprehend the great historical events of the age, and the people who bore a part m
them, and gives us more cleai- glimpses into the true English life of the times than all

the other memorials of them that have come down to our own."

ATHEN^UM.
"The best book of its kind in the English language. The new matter is extremely

curious, and occasionally far more characteristic and entertaining than the old. The

writer is seen in a clearer light, and the reader is taken into his inmost soul.
'

Pepys

Diary' is the ablest picture of the age in which the \vritcr lived, and a work of standard

importance in English literature."

QUARTERLY REVIEW.

"'Pepys' Diary' throws a distinct and vivid light over the pictm-e of England and

its government during the period succeeding the Restoration. If, quitting the broad

path of history, we look for minute information concerning ancient manners and customs,

the pi-ogi-ess of arts and sciences, and the various branches of antiquity, we have never

seen a mine so rich as these volumes. The variety of Pepys' tastes and pursuits led

him into almost every department of life- He was a man of business, a man of informa-

tion, a man of whun, and, to a certain degree, a man of pleasure. He was a statesman,

a bel-csirrit, a virtuoso, and a connoisseur. His curiosity made him an unwearied, as

well as an uuiversal, learner, and \^•hatever he saw found its v.^ay into his tables.'
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THE LIFE AND REIGiX OF CHARLES L

By I. DISRAELI.

A NEW EDITION. RE^^SED BY THE AUTHOR, AND EDITED
BY HIS SOX, B. DISRAELI, M.P.

2 vols., 8vo, uniform with the "
Curiosities of Literature," 28s. bound.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" By far the most important work on the important age of Charles I. that

modern times have produced."— Quarterly Review.
" Mr. Disraeli has conceived that the republication of his father's « Commen-

taries on the Life and Reign of Charles I.' is peculiarly well timed at the present
moment

;
and he indicates the well-known chapters on the Genius of the Papacy,

and the critical relations of Protestant sovereigns with Roman Catholic sub-

jects, as reflecting, mirror-Uke,
' the events, thoughts, passions, and perplexities-

of the present agitated epoch.' In particular, he observes, that the stories of:

conversions to the Romish faith, then rife, seem like narratives of the present
hour, and that the reader is ahnost tempted to substitute the names of his

personal acquaintances for those of the courtiers of Charles. No apology was
needed for reintroducing to the world so instructive and origmal a work as that :

of Isaac Disraeli."— Times.

"At the end of 250 years, Rome and England are engaged in a controversy
having the same object as that in which they were committed at the commence-
ment of the seventeenth century ;

and no where will the reader find the cir-

cumstances of that controversy, its aims, the passions wlaich it evoked, the in-
struments which it employed, and its results, better described than in this ex-
cellent book."—Standard.

"The position attained by the late Mr. Disraeli's admirable and learned com-
mentaries on the great events of the Revolution, and the times that led to it,
would at any period liave warranted its republication. To those, however, to
whom the bearing of its remarks, and the effect of the author's researches are
known on the religious question of that day, their apt and effective bearing on
the most vital topic of our present religio-political existence, will give the reap-
pearance of the work an additional xaXxie."—Britannia.

" The history of Charles I. required a Tacitus, and, in our opmion, this work
ought to have that standard i^hnTuctcr."— Gentleman's Magazine.
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JYES OF THE PPJNCESSES OF E^^GLAO.
By MRS EVERETT GREEN,

EDITOR OF THE "LETTERS OF ROYAL AND ILLUSTRIOUS LADIES."

3 vols., post 8vo, with Illustrations, 10s. 6d. each, bound.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" A most agreeable book, forming a meet companion for the work of Miss Strickland, to

vliich, indeed, it is an indispensable addition. The authoress, already favourably known

the learned world by her excellent collection of ' Letters of Royal and Illustrious Ladies,

lias executed her task with great skill and fideUty. Every page displays careful research

ind accuracy. There is a graceful combination of sound, historical erudition, with an air

)f romance and adventure that is higlily pleasing, and renders the work at once an agi-eeable

;ompanion of the boudoh, and a valuable addition to the historical librar)-. Mrs. Green

las entered upon an untrodden path, and gives to her biographies an air of freshness and

lovelty very alluring. The first two volumes (including the Lives of twenty-five Prmcesses)

;arry us from the daughters of the Conqueror to the family of Edward I.—a highly mte-

•esting period, replete with curious illustrations of the genius and manners of the Middle

Ages. Such works, from the truthfulness of their spirit, furnish a more hvely picture of

..he times than even the graphic, though delusive, pencil of Scott and James."—Britannia.

" The vast utility of the task undertaken by the gifted author of this interesting book

:an only be equalled by the skill, ingenuity, and research displayed in its accomphshment.

The field Mrs. Green has selected is an untrodden one. Mrs. Green, on giving to the world

1 work which will enable us to arrive at a correct idea of the private histories and personal

;haracters of the royal ladies of England, has done sufficient to entitle her to the respect

and gratitude of the country. The labour of her task was exceedingly great, involving

researches, not only into English records and chronicles, but into those of almost every

civilised country in Europe. The style of Mrs. Green is admirable. She has a fine per-

ception of character and manners, a penetrating sphit of obser\-ation, and singular exactness

ofjudgment. The memohs are richly fraught with the spirit of romantic adventure."—

Morning Post.

" This work is a worthy companion to Miss Strickland's admhable '

Queens of

lEnoland.' In one respect the subject-matter of these volumes is more interesting, because

it is more diversified than that of the '

Queens of England.' That celebrated work, although

its heroines were, for the most part, foreign Princesses, related almost entirely to the his-

tory of this countiy. The Princesses of England, on the contrary, are themselves Enghsh,

but their lives are nearly all connected with foreign nations. Their biogi-aphies, conse-

quently, afford us a glimpse of the manners and customs of the chief European

kingdoms, a circumstance which not only gives to the work the charm of variety, but

which is likely to render it peculiarly useful to the general reader, as it links together by

association the contemporaneous history of various nations. The histories are related

with an earnest simplicity and copious explicitness. The reader is informed without

being wearied, and alternately enhvened by some spirited description, or touched by

same pathetic or tender episode. We cordially commend Mrs. Everett Green's production

to general attention
;

it is (necessarily) as useful as history, and fully as cntertainmg as

romance."—Sun.
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MADAME PDLSZKY'S MEMOIRS.
Comprising Full and Interesting Details of

THE LATE EVENTS IN HUNGARY.

With an Historical Introduction by FRzVNCIS PULSZKY, Late Under-

Secretary of State to Ferdinand, Emperor of Austria and

King of Hungary.

2 vols., post Svo, 21s. bound.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" The nationality of the people, their martial prowess, aud present uuhappy fate, have

invested Hungary with the interest of a second Poland, aud 'Westcru Europe must
be naturally desirous to learn something of their civil and social life. These volumes are

the joint production of M. and Madame Pulszky. While the latter records her impres-
sions and recollections of Hungarian life, we have to thank M. Pulszky for a very able

summary of the history of Hungaiy, from the days of Arpad to the reign of Ferdinand

the First, and the reform movement—a history which abounds in interesting incidents

and useful lessons for the statesman and the philosophic historian. Madame Pulszky's
narrative of her wanderings and dangers is agreeably diversified with sketches and anec-

dotes ft-om Magyar life, as well as with ancient legends from Hungarian history and
modem passages in the late war of independence. It cannot fail to excite an interest in

all classes of readers—in those who open a book oidy for amusement, as well as in those

who look for something more enduring."—Hdinbtirr/h Review.

"We need hardly inform our readers that the authoress of this work is the accomplished
wife of the gentleman who was originally accredited to the English cabinet by the

provisional government of Hungary. The private interest attaching to the recital of

events which have become so famous woidd insure a wide popularity for Madame Pulszky's
book. But we should very much under-estimate its value Lf we so limited our praise.

The memoirs, indeed, contain sketches of social life which are worthy of a place by the

side of Madame de Stael de Launay and Madame Campan. But they are also rich

in political and topographical information of the first character. Madame Pulszky was
in the habit of direct intercourse with the foremost and most distinguished of the

Hungarian generals and statesmen, and has given a complete summarj- of the political

events in Hungary, from the arrival of the Hungarian deputation in 184.S, to the treason

of General Gorgey on the 13th of August, 1849. M. Pidszky has also prefixed a valuable

introduction, which gives the most complete history of Hungary that has ever issued from

the English pr^ss."— Globe.
" With all the charms of romance, these volumes possess the graver interest of his-

tory. Full of personal anecdotes, historical reminiscences, and legendary associations ;

teeming with interesting adventures, rich in social illustration and topographical

description, the memoirs present to all classes of readers an attraction quite indepen-
dent of the recent important events, of which they give so clear and connected a narra-

tive."—Morning Post.
" In this most interesting book we have revealed in the characteristic memoirs of an

eye-witness the whole story of Hungary and its revolution. The intrigues of Latour
with JcUacliich, the treachery of the court, the part taken by Kossuth and other

eminent characters, the Hungarian deputation to the Emperor, and the final breach
between Hungary and Austria, are told as forcibly as simply."—Daily Xcv;s.
"
It is impossible that the great Hungarian struggle for freedom can ever find a histo-

rian more honest ill point of narrative, more sincere in conviction, or more anxious to

do full justice to the truth than Madame Pulszky."— Observer.
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DIARY AND CORRESPONDENCE
OF

JOHN EVELYN, r.R.S.,

Author of "
Sylva," &c.

A NEW EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED, WITH
NUMEROUS ADDITIONAL NOTES.

UraFORM WITH THE NEW EDITION OF PEPYS' DIARY.

In 4 vols., post 8vo, price 10s. 6d. each, with Illustrations.

N.B.—The First Two Volumes, comprising
" The Diary," are now ready.

Tlic Diary and Correspondence of John Evelyn has long heen regarded as an

nvaluable record of opinions and events, as well as the most Laterestirg expo-

:itionAve possess of the manners, taste, learning, and reUgion of this country,

luring the latter half of the seventeenth century. The Diary comprises obser-

vations on the poUtics, literature, and science of liis age, during his travels in

:France and Italy ;
his residence in England towards the latter part of the

[Protectorate, and his connexion with the Courts of Charles H. and the two

jubscquent reigns, interspersed with a vast number of original anecdotes of the

uiost celebrated persons of that period. To the Diary is subjoined the Cor-

respondence of Evelyn with many of his distinguished contemporaries; also

Original Letters from Sir Edward Nicholas, private secretary to King Charies I.,

iui-ing some important periods of that reign, witk the King's answers; and

numerous letters from Sir Edward Hyde (Lord Clarendon) to Sir Edward

^Nicholas, and to Sir Eichard Brown, Ambassador to France, during the exUe

of the British Court.

A New Edition of this interestmg work having been long demanded, the

greatest pains have been taken to render it as complete as possible, by a careful

TC-examination of the original Manuscript, and by illustrating it with such

annotations as will make the reader more conversant with the numerous sub-

jects referred to by the Diarist.

"It has been justly observed that as long as Virtue and Science hold their

abode in this island, the memory of Evelyn will be held in the utmost venera-

tion. Indeed, no change of fashion, no alteration of taste, no revo ution ot

science, have impaired, or can impair, his celebrity. The youth who looks

forward to an inheritance which he is under no temptation to mcrease, willclo

well to bear the example of Eveljii in his mind, as containing nothmg but what

is imitable, and nothing but what is good. All persons, mdecd, may hnd in

his character something for imitation, but for an Enghsh gentleman he is the

perfect model,"— Quarterly Beview.
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BURKE'S DICTIONARY OF THE

EXTI^XT, DORMANT, & ABEYANT PEERAGES
OF ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, AND IRELAND.

Beautifully printed, in 1 vol. 8vo, containing 800 double-column pages, 21s. bound.

This work, fonned on a plan precisely similar to tliat of Mr. Burke's popular Dictionary
of the present Peerage and Baronetage, comprises those peerages which have been sus-

pended or extinguished since the Conquest, particularising the members of each family in

eacli generation, and bringing the lineage, in all possible cases, through either collateral^ or

females, down to existing houses. It connects, in many instances, the new with the old

nobility, and it will in all cases show the cause which has influenced the revival of an

extinct dignity in a new creation. It should be particularly noticed, that this new work

appertains nearly as much to extant as to extinct persons of distinction; for though

dignities pass away, it rarely occurs that whole families do.

C O N T
1 . Peerages of England extinct by failure of

issue, attainder, &c., alphabetically, ac-

cording to Surnames.

2. Baronies by Writ—England
—in abey-

ance, and still vested probably in exist-

ing heirs.

3. Extinct and Abeyant Peerages of Eng-
land, accordmg to titles.

4. Charters of Freedom—Magna Charta—
Charter of Forests.

5. Boll of Battel Abbey.

EN TS.
G. Peerages of Ireland, extinct by failure of

issue, attainder, &c., alphabetically,

according to Surnames.
7. Baronies by Writ—Ireland—ia abey-

ance.

8. Peerages of Ireland, extinct and abey-
ant, alphabetically, according to Titles.

9. Peerages of Scotland, extinct by failure

of issue, attainder, &c., alphabetically,

according to Surnames.
10. Extinct Peerages of Scotland, alpha-

betically, according to Titles.

MEMOIRS OF SCIPIO DE RICCI,
LATE BISUOP OF PISTOIA AND PExVTO

;

EEFORI^IER OF CATHOLICISM IN TUSCANY.

Cheaper Edition, 2 vols. 8vo, 12s. bound.

The leading feature of this important woi-k is its application to the great question now
at issue between our Protestant and Catholic fellow-subjects. It contains a complete
cj^^/ose of the Romish Church Establishment during the eighteenth century, and of the
abuses of the .Jesuits throughout the greater part of Europe. Many particulars of the
most thrilling kind arc brought to light.

MADAME CAMPAN'S MEMOIRS
OF THE COURT OF :MARIE ANTOINETTE.

Cheaper Edition, 2 vols. 8vo, with Portraits, price only 12s.—The same in French.
" We liave seldom perused so entertaining a work. It is as a mirror of the most splen-

did Court in I^uropp, at a time when the monarchy had not been shorn of any of its beams,
that it is particularly worthy of attention."— Chronicle.
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ANECDOTES OF THE AllISTOCRACY,
AND

EPISODES m ANCESTRAL STORY.

By J. BERNARD BURKE, Esq.,

Author of " The History of the Landed Gentiy,"
" The Peerage and Baronetage," «S;c.

Second and Cheapek Edition, 2 vols., post 8vo, 21s. bound.

The memoirs of our great families are replete with details of the most

striking and romantic intei'cst, throwing light on the occurrences of public
as well as domestic life, and elucidating the causes of many important
national events. How little of the personal history of the Aristocracy is

generally known, and yet how full of amusement is the subject! Almost

every eminent family has some event connected with its rise or great-

ness, some curious tradition interwoven with its annals, or some calamity

casting a gloom over the brilliancy of its achievements, which cannot fail

to attract the attention of that sphere of society to which this work more

particularly refers, and must equally interest the general reader, with

whom, in this country, the records of the higher classes have always pos-
sessed a peculiar attraction. The anecdotes of the Aristocracy here re-

corded go far to show that there are more marvels in real life than in the

creations of fiction. Let the reader seek romance in whatever book, and
at whatever period he may, yet nought will he find to surpass the unex-

aggerated redity here unfolded.

" Mr. Burke has here given us the most curious incidents, the most
stu-ring tales, and

the most remarkable circumstances connected with the histories, pubUc and private, of our

noble houses and aristocratic families, and has put them into a shape which will preserve
them in the hbrary, and render them the favourite study of those who are interested in

the romance of real life. These stories, with all the reality of estabhshed fact, read with

as much spirit as the tales of Boccacio, and are as full of strange matter for reflection and
amazement."—Britannia.

" We cannot estimate too highly the interest of Mr. Burke's entertaining and instructive

work. For the curious nature of the details, the extraordinary anecdotes related, the

strange scenes described, it would be difficult to find a parallel for it. It will be read by

every one."—Sunday Times.

ROMANTIC RECOEDS OF DISTINGUISHED
FAMILIES.

Being the Second Series of " Anecdotes of the Aristocracy."

By J. B. BURKE, Esq.

2 vols., post 8vo, 21s. bound.

" From the copious materials afforded by the history of the English Aristocracy, Mr.
Burke has made another and a most happy selection, adding a second wing to his interest-

ing picture-gallery. Some of the most striking incidents on record in the annals of high
and noble famiUes are here presented to view."—Joh7i Bull.
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IIISTOEIC SCENES.
By AGNES STllICKLAND.

Author of " Lives of the Queens of England," &;c. 1 vol., post 8vo, elegantly
bound, Avith Portrait of the Author, 10s. 6d.

" This attractive volnme is replete witli interest. Like Miss Strickland's former workS)

it will be found, we doubt not, in the hands of youthful branches of a family, as well as

in those of their parents, to all and each of whom it cannot fail to be alike amusmg and
instructive."—Britannia.

" This delightful book will speedily become a reigning favourite! These deeply in-

teresting compositions abound in delicate and refined sentiment, glowicg flights of

imagination and the utmost poetic beauty."
—

Weekly Chronicle.

LETTERS OF ROYAL AND ILLUSTRIOUS LADIES
OF GREAT BRITAIN,

ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE HISTORY^OF ENGLAND.

Now first published from the Originals, with Introductory Notices.

By MARY ANN EVERETT GREEN,
Author of "Lives of the Princesses of England."

Cheaper Edition, 3 vols., with Facsimile Autographs, &c-, 15s. bound.

GENERAL PEPE'S NARRATIYE
OF THE WAR IN ITALY,

FROM 1847 to 1850; INCLUDING THE SIEGE OF VENICE.
Now first publialied from the original Italian Manuscript,

2 vols., post 8vo, 21s. bound.

" The prrand features of the recent Italian movement in favour of a national existence
liavc had no other such authentic ])ortraiture as these volumes convey. The State
dociunents and letters which the work contains make it indispensable to the historian
of these times. The whole panorama of the Ecvolution is here pone over—the reform
movement beginning at Rome—the agitation caused thereby in Florence and Naples,
thence spreading to .Sicily, Piedmont, and Austrian Italy—the threats and hostile atti-

tude of the Court of Vienna—the spirited revolt of the Sicilians—the increased tyranny of
German generals in Lombardy—the crash of the Parisian Revolution—the rise of the

populaceof Milan against Radeizky, the decla,ration of Charles Albert, andadvance of the
Sardinian troops—the battle of Goito—the exultation of feeling in Rome and Florence—
the flight of the Grand Duke of Tuscany—the revolution in Naples-the treachery of

Pope and King—the dreadful massacre in Naples—the disasters of Charles Albert—the
Viombardmcnt of Brescia^the glorious defence of Venice—the flight of the Pope from
Itome—the arrival of Mazzini—the proclamation of the Republic from the Capitol—
the invasion of the Roman States by the armies of Spain, Austria, France, and Naples—
the fall of Venice and of Rome—and the whole chain of events down to the Pontifl's

return."—Athenaum.
"We predict that posterity will accept General Pcpc as the historian of the great

Italian movement of the nineteenth centuiy. His work is worthy of all commenda-
tion."—<SYa»dard.
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THE

RET. R. MILMAFS LIFE OF TASSO.
2 vols., post 8vo, 21s. bound.

"Jlr. Jlilmnn's book has considerable merit. He lias evidently, in his interesting

biography of Tasso, undertaken a labour of love. His diligence has been great, his ma-

terials are copious and well^rr«nged, and liis sketches of the poet's contemporaries form

agreeable episodes in the narrative of Tasso's works and woes."—Edinburgh lieview.^
" The present wort, trom the touching interest of its subject, is likely to be extensively

read."—Athenaum.
" ilr. Jlilman's biography is a very good one. The work will find a place in every

library."
—Britannia.

" A most valuable addition to our literary treasures—fraught with deep and thrilling

interest."—Mornin<j Post.
" Mr. Mihnan's Memoir of Tasso is a work of considerable interest

; entering fully into

the particulars of the great poet's life, and giving a general review of his works."—John

Bull.

MEJIOIRS AND COERESPONDEXCE OF

SIE EOBEPtT MUERAY KEITH, K.B.,

Minister Plenipotentiary at tie Courts of Dresden., Copenhagen, and Vienna,

from 1769 to 1793; with Biorjraphical Memoirs of

QUEEN CAROLINE MATILDA, SISTER OF GEORGE IIL

EDITED BY MRS. GILLESPIE SMYTH.
2 vols., post 8vo, witli Portraits, 21s. bound.

Sir Eobert Jlim-ay Keith, it will be recollected, was one of the ablest diplomatists of

the last century, and held the post of Ambassador at the Court of Copenhagen, when

Caroline Matilda, Queen of Denmark, the unfortunate sister of George IH., was involved in

the conspiracy of Struensce, and was only saved from the severest punishment her vindic-

tive enemy the Queen-Mother could inflict, by the spuited intei-position of the British

Ambassador. Su: Kobert Keith also for a long period represented his Sovereign at the

Courts of Dresden and Vienna ;
and his papers, edited by a member of his family, throw

considerable light on the diijlomatic histoiy of the reign of George III., besides conveying

many curious jjarticulars of the great men and events of the period. Among the variety of

interesting documents comprised in these volumes, will be found—Letters from Frederick,

Kmg of Prussia
;
Carohne iLitilda, Queen of Denmark

;
Princes Ferdinand of Brans\mk,

Kaunitz, and Czartoriski; the Dukes of Cumberland, York, Queensbury, Montagu, and

Newcastle ;
Lords Stormont, St. Asaph, Heathfield, Hardwicke, Darlington, Auckland,

Apslcy, Ban-mgton, Stair ;
Counts Bentinck and Rosenberg ;

Baron Trenck
;
Field-ilar-

shals Conway and Keith; Sirs Walter Scott, Joseph Yorke, Nathaniel Wraxall, John

Sebright ;
Dr. Eobertson, Mr. Pitt, Howard, ili-s. Piozzi, Mi-s. Montagu, &c., &c.

" A large portion of this unportant and highly interesting work consists of lettei-s, that

we venture to say will bear a comparison for sterling wit, lively humour, entertairung gossip,

piquant personal anecdotes, and brilliant pictures of social life, in its highest phases, both at

home and abroad, with those of Horace Walpole himself."—Court Joui^al.
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CAPTAIN CRAWFOED'S REMINISCENCES

OF ADMIRALS SIR E. OWEN, SIR B. HALLOWELL CAREW,
AND OTHER DISTINGUISHED COMMANDERS.

2 vols., post 8vo, with Portraits, 21s. bound.

" A work which cannot fail of being popular in every portion of our sea-girt isle, and of

being read with delight by all who feel interested in the right hand of our country
—its

Navy."
—riymouth Uerald.

REVELATIONS OF PRINCE TALLEYRAND.
By M. COLMACHE,

THE prince's private SECRETARY.

Second Edition, 1 volume, post 8vo, with Portrait, 10s. Gd, bound.

" A more interesting work has not issued from the press for many years. It is in truth

a complete Boswell sketch of the greatest diplomatist of the age."
—Sunday Times.

Now ready. Volume XI., price 7s., of

M. A. THIERS' HISTORY OF FRANCE,
FROM THE PERIOD OF THE CONSULATE IN 1800,

TO THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO.

A SEQUEL TO HIS HISTORY OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

Having filled at different times the high offices of Minister of the Interior, of Finance,
of Foreign Affairs, and President of the Council, M. Thiers has enjoyed facilities beyond
the reacTi of every other biographer of Napoleon for procuring, from exclusive and
authentic sources, tlie choicest materials for his present work. As guardian to the

archives of the state, he had access to diplomatic papers and other documents of the

liighest importance, hitherto known only to a privileged few, and the publication of which

cannot fail to produce a great sensation. From private sources, M. Thiers, it appears, has

also derived much valuable information. Many interesting memoirs, diaries, and letters,

all hitherto unpublished, and most of them destined for political reasons to remain so,

have been placed at his disposal ;
while all the leading characters of the empire, who were

aUve when tlie author undertook tlio present history, have supplied
him with a mass of

incidents and anecdotes which have never before appeared in print, and the accuracy and
value of which may be inferred from the fact of these parties having been themselves eye-
witnesses of, or actors in, tlie great events of the period.

*,* To
orders foi-

prevent disappointment, the public are requested to be particular in giving their
" COLBCKN S AUTIIOKISKIJ TltANSLATION."
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HISTORY OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS;
FROM THE CONVENTION PARLIAMENT OF 1688-9, TO THE PASSING OF

THE REFORM BILL IN 1832.

By WM. CHARLES TOWNSEND, ESQ., M.A.,

Recorder of Macclesfield. 2 vols. 8vo, 12s. bound.

" We have here a collection of biographical notices of all the Speakers who have presided

during the hundred and forty-four years above defined, and of several Members of Parlia-
ment the most distinguished in that period. Much useful and curious information is scat-
tered throughout the volumes."—Quarterly Review.

DIARY MD MEMOIRS OF SOPHIA DOROTHEA,
CONSORT OF GEORGE I.

Now first published from the Originals.

Cheaper Edition, 2 vols., 8vo, with Portrait, 12s- bound.

" A work abounding in the romance of real life."—Messenger.
" A book of marvellous revelations, establishing beyond all doubt the perfect innocence

of the beautiful, highly-gifted, and inhumanly-treated Sophia Dorothea."—Naval and
Military Gazette.

LETTERS OF MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS.
Illustrative of Her Personal History.

Edited, with an Historical Introduction and Notes,

By AGNES STRICKLAND.
Cheaper Edition, with numerous Additions, uniform with Miss Strickland's "Lives of the

Queens of England." 2 vols., post 8vo, with Portrait, &c., 12s. bound.
" The best collection of authentic memorials relative to the Queen of Scots that has

ever appeared."
—Moiming Chronicle.

MEMOIRS OF MADEMOISELLE DE MONTPENSIER.
Written by HERSELF. 3 vols., post 8vo, with Portrait.

" One of the most delightful and deeply-interesting works we have read for a long
time."— Weekly Chronicle.

LADY BLESSINGTON'S JOURNAL
OF HER CONVERSATIONS WITH LORD BYRON.

Cheaper Edition, in 8vo, embellished with Portraits of Lady Blessington and Lord Byron,

price only 7s. bound.
" The best thing that has been written on Lord Byron."

—
Spectator.

"
Universally acknowledged to be delightful."

—Athenwimi.
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NARRATIVE OF A TWO YEARS'

RESIDENCE AT IdNEVEH;
AKD

TRAVELS IX MESOPOTAMIA, ASSYRIA, and SYRIA,
WITH REMARKS OX THE CHALDE^VNS, XESTOEIAXS, YZZIDEES, &C.

By ihe Eev. J. P. FLETCHER. Two vols., post 8vo, 21s. bound.

These Travels embrace not only Nineveh and its antiquities, but various new •

and interesting particulars respecting the Yezidees, the Nestorians, and Orien- •

tal Christians, as well as notices of the country between Mosul and Aleppo, .

which has been explored by few European travellers. The intimate relations ;

with the natives of the country entered into by LIr. Fletcher, who resided some

years at llosul, during his inquiries into the condition of the Oriental Churches,

have furnished him with a vast fund of anecdote and illustration. The work

also comprises disquisitions on the ancient cities of Mesopotamia, and on the

successive empires established between the Tigris and Euphrates, vrith. remarks

on the hypothesis advocated by Major Eawlinson as regards the early Assyrian

kings.

•OPINIONS OF THE PEESS.
" A work of great merit—the remarks of a liighly intelligent and acute observer.

The work is not less acceptable as a book of travel than it is valuable as an auxiliary
to the archajology of the Holy Scriptures."—Standard.
" At a time when the startUng discoveries of Mr. Layard have called public attention

to the cradle of Asiatic civiUsatiou, the notes of a two years' residence on the mighty
plain of Nineveh, and of excursions into the remotest parts of Assj-ria, from the pen
of another traveUer, cannot fail to excite more than ordinary interest. Mr. Fletcher,
well versed in the questions connected with the geography of Scripture, and with the his-

tory and position of the different Churches of the East, made his obsen'ations on the
countries which he visited, not as an ordinary traveUer who picks up his knowledge
casually, here and there, but as an experienced student, who knows beforehand upon what
points ne is to dire st his inquiries. His volumes form an instructive and agreeable pen-
dant to Mr. Layn.rd's more exclusively antiquarian researches. The reader will meet
with much valuabl i information which he would look for in \ain elsewhere."—John Bull.

" A book which lets us more into the secret of the habits and ideas of the natives
of Eastern Asia, more especially of the Christian population, than any work we could
point out. 3Ir. Fletcher brings fresh and valuable information from that new centre of

antiquarian research. He Imd the rare good fortune to be preseiit at the first disco-
veries of M. liotta ; and he is not without claims to be ranked as a discoverer himself.
But his disposition and his opportunities make him a better describer of the living than
of the dead. The circle of his inquiries was by no means confined to Xineveh, but ex-
tended to the whole Cliristian popiilation of Asiatic Turkey, of whose habits, ideas,
observances, and" general condition he gives a minute, interesting, and, we are convinced,
authentic account. The condition of the Eastern Churches is exciting much curiosity at

present, and his detailed description of them will be most interesting to the religious
world. Our extracts wiU sulliciently show what varied, interesting, and useful matter
these volumes contain."—I>n?7»/ News.

" Two volumes abounding in lively and graphic sketches of scenes visited and of charac-
ters encountered."—^</;cH«M)«.

" There is a great deal of original hypothesis and much gi-atifying information in
these volumes, jlr. Fletcher is an acute obsen'er, and a well-read liietoriau. His work
descnx'S to be popular, and cannot fail to increase our knowledge of the countiies of which
it treats."—JEvanf/elical Magazine.
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DIARY OF A LADY'S TllAVELS
IN NORTHERN AFRICA.

2 vols., post Svo, 21s. bound.

" These exceedingly interesting volumes contain a very lively and graphic narrative of

lie autlior's'cxoerience amongst the curiously mixed population of liarbary, with many

niwtant facts; and much useful intclligence.''-ircc%Cy»-c.«ic7e.

''Tl-e-^e volumes of a very clever and observant lady are full of entertaining mattei,

muMiiVanecdotes, and life-like sketches of the places visited."—J/orni!«</ Uerald.

NARRATIVE OF

AN OVERLMD JOURNEY ROUND THE WORLD.
By SIR GEORGE SIMPSON,

lovemor-in-Chief of the Hudson s Bay Company's Territories in North America.

2 vols., Svo, with Map, &c., 31s. 6d. bound.

» A more valuable or instractive work, or one more full of perilous adventui-e and

leroic enterprise, we liave never met with."—Jo/iw i>'M//.

" It deserves to be a standard work in aU Ubraries, and it will become so. —Messenger.

MR. ROSS' YACHT YOYAGE
TO DENMARK, Is^ORWAY, AND SWEDEN,

IN LORD RODNEY'S CUTTEE " THE IRIS."

Second Edition, 1 vol., Gs. bound.

" Tlicre is not a sporting man in the country who could peruse these volumes without

leriviii" a considerable amomit of pleasure and profit from their
pages.^^

]S.oone should

-hink of visiting Norway, Denmark, or Sweden, ^\-ithout consulting them. —Lra.

FIYE YEARS IN KAFEIRLAND :

AYITH SKETCHES OF THE LATE WAR IN THAT COUNTRY.

By INIrs. HARRIET WARD (Wife of Captain Ward, 91st. Regt.)

Second Edition, 2 vols., post 8vo, with Portraits, &c., 21s. bound.

THE AY A N D E R E R IN ITALY,
SWITZERLAND, FRANCE, AND SPAIN.

By T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE, Esq. 1 vol., 6s. bound.

Pktncipal CoNTENTS.-Venice-Eome-Florence-Zimch—Lucerne-Berne-Inter-

latoi- Cw-taldch- Ai-lcs- Bcziers- Toulousc-Pau-Orthez
- St . Seba^^

Saragossa—Jaca—Panticosa
—Bayor.nc, &c.

" A delis-htful table-bcok for seaside or fireside—for any place where there are cul-

tivated tastes. The volume is a gallery of pleasant pictures iar more than a guide-book.

—AthencBum.
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LORD LINDSAY'S LETTERS ON THE HOLY LAND-
Fourth Edition, Keviscd and Corrected, 1 vol., post 8vo, 6s. bound.

" Lord Lindsay has felt and recorded what he saw with the ^\•isdom of a philosopher, aE

the faith of an enlightened Christian."— Qiiarterly Review.

THE CRESCENT AND THE CROSS;
OB,

ROMANCE AND REALITIES OF EASTERN TRAVEL
By ELIOT WARBURTON, Esq.

Eighth and Cheaper Edition, 1 vol., with numerous Illustrations, 10s. 6d. bound.

"
Independently of its value as an original narrative, and its useful and interestmg ii

foiTOation, this work is remarkable for the colouring power and play of fancy with whic

its descriptions are enlivened. Among its greatest and most lasting charms is its reverer

and serious spirit."
—

Quartei'hj Review.

" We could not recommend a better book as a travelling companion."
—United Servu.

Magazine.

HOCHELAGA;
OR,

ENGLAND IN THE NEW WORLD.
Edited by ELIOT WARBURTON, Esq.,

Author of " The Crescent and the Cross."

Fourth and Cheaper Edition, 2 vols., post 8vo, with Illustrations, 10s. 6d. bound

" We recommend '

Hochelaga
' most heartily, in case any of our readers may as yet bl

unacquainted with it."—Quarterly Review.

" This work has already reached a third edition. We shall be surprised if it do not g

through many. It possesses almost every qualification of a good book
—

grace, variety, an

vigour of style
—a concentrated power of description, which has all the effect of elaborat

pointing
—information carefully collected and judiciously communicated—sound and en

larged views of important questions
—a hearty and generous love of country

—and th

whole pervaded by a refined but sometimes caustic humour, which imparts a constan

attraction to its pages. We can cordially recommend it to our readers, as well for th

amusement of its lighter portions, the vivid brilliancy of its descriptions, and the soli(

information it contains respectmg Canada, and the position generally of England in th

new world."—John Bull.
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LIGHTS AW SHADES OF MILITAHY LIFE.
ited by Lieut.-Gen. Sir CHARLES NAPIEK, G.C.B., Commander-in-

Chief in India, &c. 1 vol., 8vo, 10s. 6d. bound.

A narrative of stirring interest, which should be in the hands of every officer in her
jesty's service."—Globe.
One of the most interesting and, as regards General Napier's share of it, one of the
3t original productions of the day."—7«f/(a» Ncivs.

SIR JAMES ALEXANDER'S ACADIE
;

OR, SEVEN YEARS' EXPLORATION IN CANADA, &c.

2 vols., post 8vo, witli numerous Ilkistrations, 12s. bound.
•

Replete ^^'itll valuable information on Canada for the English settler, the English
Lier, ;md the English Government

;
with various charms of adventure and description

the desultory reader."—Morning Chronicle-

No other vrriter on Canada can compare with the gallant author of tlie present volunies

he variety and interest of liis narrative."—John Bull.

STORY OF THE PENINSULAR WAR.
A COMPANION VOLUiME TO MR. OLEICS

"STORY OF THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO."
With six Portraits and Map, 5s. bound.

Every page of this work is fraught with undying interest. We needed such a book as

;

;
one that could give to the rising generation of soldiers a clear notion of the events

ch led to the expulsion of the French from the Peninsular."— United Service Gazette.

LADY LISTER KAYE'S BRITISH HOMES
AND FOREIGN WANDERINGS.

2 vols., post 8vo, 10s. bound.

' Unrivalled as these volumes are, considered as portfolios of aristocratic sketches, they
not less interesting on account of the romantic history with which the sketches are

rwoven."—John Bull-

THE NEMESIS IN CHINA;
COMPRISING A COMPLETE

IHISTORY OF THE WAR IN THAT COUNTRY;
With a Particular Account of the Colony of Hong Kong.

om Notes of Captain W. H. HALL, R.N., and Personal Observations

by W. D. BERNARD, Esq., A.M., Oxon.

Iheaper Edition, with a new Introduction, 1 vol., with Maps and Plates, 6s. bound.

'

Capt. Hall's narrative of the services of the Nemesis is full of interest, and will, we

sure, be valuable hereafter, as affording most curious materials for the history of steam

igation."
—

Quarterly Review.
' A work which will take its place beside that of Captain Cook."— Weekly Chronicle.
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THE YEAR-BOOK OF THE COUNTE
OE, THE FIELD, THE EOREST, AND THE EIEESIDE.

By WILLIAM HOWITT,
AUTHOR OF "the BOOK OF THE SEASONS," &C. SECOND AND CHEAP]

EDITION. 1 VOLUME, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS, 6s. BOUND.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" The world is always happy to hear from Mr. Ho\vitt concerning

' the seasons and

signs'—the garden, the woodland, and their ever-changing shows of beauty—an((
characters and humours which animate and chequer rural life. He treats of these t

with that affluence of poetical imagination and experience which there is no counterft

—with that thorough love which, coming from the heart of the writer, goes direct t

heart of the reader. The present volume is as fresh in spirit and as rich in matter

it were the first of its family. The illustrations by Mr. Foster are excellent. The

is at once welcome to read and goodly to see. It is richly, poetically, picturesi

various. "We cannot doubt of its having a welcome as wide as its range of contents

as cordial as the love of man and of nature, which every line of it breathes."—^ttew.

"To all lovers of country life we recommend this excellent volume, as aboui

in thoughts and suggestions eminently calculated to enlarge the sphere of their c

ment as well as their usefulness ;
and to all lovers-of the town we recommend it as 1

to reform their tastes, and awaken them to pure delights which they have not yet ta

The work is a complete country companion for the whole year—in the field, in the fc

and at the fireside. It is divided into twelve sections, each of which relates to a

ticular month of the year, and not only describes all the natural features of the se

but the habits of life and customs appropriate to each."—Morning Post.

"A highly amusing book, supplying, from rural anecdote, description, and obS'

tion, something ajipropriate to each season. The illustrations are very beautiful."— »'

darcl.
" A perfect transcript of rural life in all its phases. In every respect a most attra

book. Mr. Howitt paints nature as it is, and gives descriptions of its endless ch

with an elegance of manner that wins its way with readers of every class."—Messeni
" This very attractive and delightful work is evidently one written con ai

Mr. Hewitt's productions have* always displayed an intense, and, so to speak, elc

and cultivated love of Old England's rural beauties; and the present book will for)

admirable companion to his
' Book of the Seasons.' In the present instance there

abundant and interestingly applied variety of matter illusti-ative of human pleasures

])ursuits in the country. A country life, indeed, is here seen in all its points of

—iu the field, the forest, and by the fireside. It is curious to observe the variety of

.i
rets treated of, cither in prose or poetry, in these right pleasant and entertaining p:

The natural characteristics, peculiar customs, and usual avocations incident to

month in the year are described in a striking manner. Anecdotes, sketches of ch:

tor, &c., are introduced with considerable skill and effect, adding much to the inte

ing nature of the book. The 'Autumnal Excursions' form some of the most atl

live parts of the volume; and the legends scattered throughout are told with peci

spirit and effect. Indeed, the work is altogether a charming one; and the illustrat;

admirably engraved on wood, from exceedingly clever and pretty designs, by Mr. Bi

Foster, arc quite worthy of the pages in which they SLTppear."—Morning Advertiser.
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MR. DISRAELFS COI^lOdSBY
Cheap Staxdaed Edition, with a New Preface.

In 1 vol., with Portrait, Gs. bound.

•' We are glad to see that the finest work of Disraeli has been sent out in the same shape
these of DickerLs, Buhvcr, and other of our best novelists, at such a price as to place
m within the reach of the most moderate means. '

Coningsby' has passed from the popu-

ity of a season to an enduring reputation as a standard work. It is a valuable contri-

;ion to popular literature."— ireeiVy Chronicle.

ZOOLOGICAL RECREATIONS.
By W. J. BRODERIP, Esq.,r.R.S.

Cheaper Edition, 1 vol., post 8vo, 6s. bound.

•'We believe we do not exaggerate in saying that, since the publication of WTiite's

atural Histoi-y of Selborne,' and of the ' Introduction to Entomolog)^,' by Ivirby and

•nee no work in our language is better calculated than the '

Zoological Recreations' to

til the avowed au-n of its author—to furnish a hand-book which may cherish or awaken

live for natural history."
—Quarterly Review.

TALES OF HU!(GARY.
BY FRANCIS and THERESA PULSZKY. Cheaper Edition.*

3 vols., 153. bound.

' The authors of the present charming tales have not only produced these most inte-

ting volumes, but have opened a region of fiction which will be eagerly explored by many
ders."—Messemer.

THE DREAMER AND THE WORKER.
By R. H. HORNE, Esq.,

Wuthor of "
Orion," &c. Cheaper Edition. 2 vols., post 8vo., 10s. bound.

ADYENTURES OF A GREEK LADY,
HE ADOPTED DAUGHTER OF THE LATE QUEEN CAROLINE.

Written by Herself. 2 vols., post 8vo, 12s. bound.

' The chief interest of this more than ordinarily interesting book lies in the notices it

nishes of the unfortunate Queen Caroline. From the close of 1814 till her Royal

;hness's return to England the author was never absent from her for a smgle day. All

ngenuously and artlessly told, and the plain truth finds its way at once to the reader's

gment and feelings."
—Court Journal.



24 COLBUEN AND CO.'S NEW PUBLICATIONS.

POPULAR NEW NOVELS AND ROMANCES.

BEAUTY AND INTELLECT ;

OR, SECOND LOVE.

By Mrs. TROLLOPE. 3 vols.

TIME, THE AVENGER.

By the Ai;tbor of " Emilia Wyndham."

3 vols.

MERKLAND.

By the Author of "
JIargaret Maitland."

vols.

LOVE AND AMBITION.

By the Author of "Rockingham." 3 vols.

MADAM DORRINGTON
OF THE DENE.

By WILLIAM HOWITT. 3 vols.

NATHALIE.

By JULIA KAVANAGH, Author of

" Woman in France." 3 vols.

LIGHT AND DARKNESS.

By Mrs. CROWE, Author of
" The Night-

Side of Nature," &c. 3 vols.

THE WILMINGTONS.

By the Author of " Emilia Wyndham,"
" Mordaunt Hall," &c. 3 vols.

ANNE DYSART;
OR, THE SCOTCH MINISTER'S

DAUGHTER. 3 vols.

REGINALD HASTINGS.
By ELIOT WAKBURTON, Esq. Thirt

and Cheaper Edition. 10s. 6d. bound.

The OLD WORLD and the NEW
By Mrs. TROLLOPE. 3 vols.

THE DAUGHTER OF NIGHT
By S. W. FULLOM, Esq. 3 vols.

CLAUDE.
By MISS MOLESWORTH. 2 vols.

PETTICOAT GOVERNMENT.
By Mrs. TROLLOPE. 3 vols.

PRIDE AND IRRESOLUTION,
A Second Series of

•" THE DISCIPLINE OF LIFE."

By LADY EMILY PONSONBY. 3 vols

PASSAGES IN THE LIFE OF

Mrs. MARGARET MAITLAND
OF SUXNYSIDE. Written by Herself.

iTol.

OUR COUNTY.
By .JOHN MILLS, Esq., Author of the-

" Old English Gentleman," &c. 3 vols.

FRESTON TOWER,
OR, THE EARLY DAYS OF CARDINAL

WOLSEY.

By the Rev. R. COBBOLD. 3 vols.

THE PETREL.
A TALE OF THE SEA.

By a Naval Officer. 3 vols.



THE ARMY AND NAVY.

Published on the 1st of every Month, Price 3s. ed.

COLBUM'S UNITED SERVICE MAGAZINE,
AND

NAYAL AND MILITARY JOURNAL.

The attention of the public, and particnlarlj^ that of the United

Services and the Army and Navy of the East India Company, is

respectfully invited to this periodical, which has novr been established

twenty-five years, and embraces subjects of such extensive variety and

of such powerful interest as must render it scarcely less acceptable
to readers in general than to the members of those professions for

whose use it is more particularly intended.

Independently of a succession of Original Papers on innumerable

interesting subjects, Personal Narratives, Historical Incidents, Cor-

respondence, &t., each number comprises Biographical jNIemoirs of

Eminent Officers of all branches of service, Reviews of New Publica-

tions, either immediately relating to the Army or Na\y, or involving

subjects of utility or interest to the members of either. Full Reports
of Trials by Courts Martial, Distribution of the Army and Navy,
General Orders, Circulars, Promotions, Appointments, Births, ]\I?.r-

riages. Obituary, &c., with all the Naval and Military Intelligence
of the Month.

—> » .—.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.

"This is confessedly one of the ablest and most attractive periodicals
of which the British press can boast, presentin^r a wide field of entertain-

ment to the general as well as the professional reader. The suggestions
for the benefit of the two Services are numerous, and distinguished by
vigour of sense, acute and practical observation, an ardent love of dis-

cipline, tempered by a high sense of justice, honour, humanity, and a

tender regard for the welfare and personal comfort of our soldiers and
seamen."— Globe.

"At the head of those periodicals which furnish useful and valuable

information to their peculiar classes of readers, as well as amusement to

the general body of the public, must he placed the ' United Service

Magazine, and Naval and Military Journal.' It numbers among its con-

tril)utors almost all those gallant spirits who have done no less honour
to their country by their swords than by their pens, and abounds with

the most interesting discussions on naval and military affairs, and stirring
narratives of deeds of arms in all parts of the world. Every information

of value and interest to both the Services is culled with the greatest

diligence from every available source, and the correspondence of various

distinguished officers which enrich its pages is a feature of great attraction.

In short, the
' United Service Magazine' can be recommended to every

reader who possesses that attachment to his country which should make
him look with the deepest interestonitsnaval and military resources."

—Sun.



OPINIONS OF THE PRESS ON

COLBURN'S UNITED SERVICE MAGAZINE.

" This truly national periodical is always full of the most valuable matter
for professional men. It abounds with excellent articles, the personal
memoirs of distinguished officers of both Services, results of valuable

military and naval experience, fragments of interesting travels, and light
tales of adventure, all of which are well blended, and form a most
harmonious ensemble."—Morning Herald.

*" Colburn's United Service Magazine' is always a welcome visitor.

Its numbers contain an absolute redundancy of able and important
articles, the value of which is not merely confined to any pecuhar distinc-

tive interest that military and naval rnen may attach to them. Independent
of its attractions to the two Services, there is a mass of sterling reading
which no class of intelligent persons will fail to appreciate."

—Morning
Post.

" A magazine which is not only an honour to the Services that patronize

it, but also to the literature of the country."
—Standard.

" To military and naval men, and to that class of readers who hover

on the skirts of the Services, and take a world of pains to inform them-

selves of all the goings on, the modes and fashions, the movements and
adventures connected with ships and barracks, this periodical is indis-

])ensable. It is a repertory of facts and criticisms—narratives of past

experience, and fictions that are as good as if they were true—tables and

returns—new inventions and new books bearing upon the army and the

navy
—correspondence crowded with intelligence

—and sundry unclaimed

matters that lie in close neighbourhood with the professions, and contri-

bute more or less to the stock of general useful information."—Atlas.

"The 'United Service Magazine' is an invaluable repository of excel-

lent articles on naval and military warfare, with respect to the science,

the statistics, and the management of the two branches of the Service.

It is, moreover, a most useful chronicler of all current events relating to

our mercantile and national marine, and to every branch of our army,
whether under Government or in the service of the East India Company.
Its attention to colonial affairs and miscellaneous subjects is most

useful."— JVeekly Dispatch. ., ,,
•
y ^ y

" This is one of the most permanently useful of the magazines, con-

taining matter valuable not only to the naval and military reader, but to

the historian and politician. It has, moreover, sketches of manners,

scenery, and adventure, from the pens of some of the most popular
writers of the day. Its digest of news is admirable, its lists of the posts

among which our armies and fleets are divided are of the last utihty,

wliilelts amusing and able correspondence is another excellent feature."

—Brighton Guardian.

COLBURN AND CO., PUBLISHERS,
i:{, <iiri-at Mnrll*orout?h Street.

TO BE HAU OF ALL BOOKSELLERS THROUGHOUT THE KINGDOM.
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